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The	set	of	all	infinitely	differentiable	(i.e.	functions	defined	on	R"	with	compact	support	is	a	vector	space	which	will	henceforth	be	denoted	by	SJJ(R")	or,	.simp1y,	SJ).	(4.6.1)	with	appropriate	initial	and	boundary	conditions.	Mech.	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	Proof	Since	HJ(Q)	is	separable,	let	{w1,	...	The	general	theory	is
illustrated	by	several	classical	examples	from	physics	and	engineering.	209-292,	1967.	:;:	1·	i~pliesJhat	.	is	the	space	of	continuous	functions	on	Q.	The	general	form	is	given	by	the	equation	F(u,	A)=	0	where	u	E	V,	a	Banach	space	and	A	is	a	parameter.	Proof	To	prove	the	theorem,	it	suffices	to	show	that	k	uE	n	Ck-j((O,	oo	);	j=O	D(Aj))	(4.5.8)	193
INTRODUCTION	TO	SEMIGROUPS	AND	APPLICATIONS	for	any	integer	k	;;;,,	I.	The	incompressibility	condition	(which	comes	from	the	equation	of	continuity)	is	given	by	•.	Thus	u1(t)	=	u2(t)	for	all	t	~	0.	Further	u	--	Au	=	u	-	v	or	v	=	Au.	Thus	A	is	i:;losed.	-	,	Variational	and	topological	methods	in	nonlinear	problems,	f!u/1.	Several	generalizations	of
the	original	result	of	Ambrosetti	and	Rabinowitz	have	been	proved	in	the	recent	years.	Hence	D(A)	is	dense	in	V.	We	may	say	that	the	dual	of	W	1•P(.Q)	consists	of	extensions	to	W'''(Q)	(by	the	Hahn-Banach	Theorem)	of	distributions	as	in	(2.6.3).	Since	f	is	C'	and	of	compact	support,	it	is	in	L	0,	then	for	any	j	cf,	k,	[Jj	-	/.lo,	q,	JR=	211,a	and	so	{Ji}
cannot	have	a	convergent	subsequence	in	U(IR.).··Thus	none	of	the	imbeddings	of	W1•P(R)	into	the	spaces	U(IR.)	can	be	compact.	For	a	description	of	these	applications,	see	Duvaut	and	Lions[!].	NEW	AGE	INTERNATIONAL	(P)	LIMITED,	PUBLISHERS	New	Delhi	•	Bangalore	•	Chennai	•	Guwahati	•	Hyderabad	Kolkata	•	Lucknow	•	Mumbai	ISBN	0-
470-21J50-B	Topics	in	FunctionaJ	Analysis	The	aim	of	this	book	is	to	give	a	fairly	complete,	yet	simple,	treatment	of	the	techniques	from	Functional	Analysis	used	in	the	modern	theory	of	Partial	Differential	Equations	and	illustrate	their	applications	via	examples.	21).	For	generalizations	of	the	Mountain	Pass	Theorem	see	the	comments	at	the	end	of
this	chapter.	However	in	some	very	special	cases	some	forms	of	maximum	principles	are	available	for	higher	order	equations.	241248,	1970.	n1eorem	5.5.2	(Mountain	Pass	Theorem	of	Ambrosetti	and	Rabinowitz)	Let	J	:	V	➔	R	be	a	CI	functional	satisfying	(PS).	Let	I,	=	(x.,	x,+1),	0	.;;	k	.;;	n	-	I.	with	compact	support	in	D	(I!J	=	iD(R")).	Since	the
discovery	of	this	theory	of	distributions,	fresh	life	has	been	infused	into	several	branches	of	Analysis	and	Partial	Differential	Equations.	We	show	that	these	are	the	same.	Finally	we	set	l	i	(1.3.J)	xeR•\J	f3	are	related	by	"	.;;	f3	if«,	.;;	{31	for	(1.3.2)	Thus,	for	example,)f	n	=	2	and	"	=	D«	-	(2,	I),	then	i!'	---,·-·	-	axfOx2	The	first	important	operation	on
distributions	is	that	of	differentiation.	Letu,	v	E	W	1•P(Q)	L"(Q).	The	material	in	the	t~xt	is	supplemer:ted	by	four	appendices,	bibliographic	comments	at	the	end	of	each	chapter	and	several	exercises.	Then	S(t)u	-	u	=	1	).➔	oo	=	J	exp	(TA,)A,u	dT	Au)	dT	+	lim	J	exp	(TAA)Au	dT.	Let	/:	B	➔	B	be	a	continuous	map.	1J	➔	C.O	dun(	t)	du(	t)	.	There	is	also	an
LP-theory	of	existence	and	regularity	for	I	<	p	<	oo	and	the	principal	reference	for	this	is,	the	work	of	Agmon,	Douglis	and	Nirenberg	[l	].	A	standard	reference	for	maximum	principles	is	the	book	by	Protter	and	Weinberger	[l].	We	saw	that	(cf.	Let	us	now	go	back	to	the	case	when	u0	E	L2(Q).	=	A(AR(A))u>..	If	uE	Qm	WLP(.Q),	then	n	{x	I	u(x)	=	uE	W
1•P(.Qm)	and	so	.	a	Coefficients	Discontinus,	Strang,	G.	.•	Kolkata	•	Lucknow•	IVlumfi'ai	.	for	their	cooperation	in	bringing	out	this	volume.	Math.,	36,	pp.	Indeed	if	D(B)	:)	D(A)	and	BlvcA>	=	A,	with	B	having	the	same	properties,	then	let	u	E	D(B).	K.	Also	is	a	bounded	function.	4\uh,	alu\o,	R·	(a)	Let	A	and	B	be	linear	operators	on	a	Hibert	space	V
such	that	D(A)	c	D(B)	and	such	that	A	+	tB	is	dissipativ.e	for	all	t	E	[O,	l].	Theorem	5.2.3	(Brouwer)	h::is	a	fixed	point.	Thus	5R(J	-	A)	=	V.	S.,	Sur	une	classe	d'operateurs	elliptiques	degeneres,	Bull.	A	partial	proof	of	this	fact	(i.e.	restricted	to	L(T)	E	e(R"))	is	given	in	Exercise	1.15.	Around	1940,	H.	Thus	if	a	musical	instrument	is	emitting	notes	a
listener	at	distance	d	from	the	instrument	will	hear,	at	time	t,	only	the	note	emitted	at	time	t	-	d	and	no	other,	thus	avoiding	a	cacaphony	caused	by	accumulation	of	different	notes!	The	Huygens'	principle	is	valid	only	in	special	cases	and	is	not	a	general	property	of	hyperbolic	equations.	Let	w	E	D(A)	such	that	w	-	Aw	=	v.	Let	{ui>	r,}•1-,	be	a	local
chart	associated	to	the	boundary	I'.	Now	the	theorem	is	obvious.	11#,II•	,;:;	C,llef>illk,	(1.4.17)	=	I	in	a	neighbourhood	of	supp	(T)	it	follows	that	jT(,f,)j	=	IT(,f,.,f,)I	,;:;	Cjj,f,.¢11•	,;:;	C•llef>1II•.	What	we	are	interested	in	is	the	solution	set	for	each	value	of,\,	As	,\	changes,	the	number	of	solutions	may	change.	We	now	show	that	the	integral	exists	for	a
continuous	function	ef,.	The	proof	of	the	second	part,	as	we	shall	indicate	later	for	completeness,	involves	the	result	of	Theorem	A4.l.	The	proof	of	Theorem	A4.	108	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Then	show	that	there	exists	a	constant	C	>	0	such	that	IL	!!,I	,(	Cl	0	if	x.	Assume	that	there	exists	a	constant	C	>	0	such	that	for	every	Q'	cc
Q	and	every	h	E	R•	with	!hi	<	dist	(Q',	R.	.\	➔	00	=	(4.4.8)	Au.	lim	.\R(.\)Au	=	Au	by	Lemma	4.4.1.	A	➔	oo.	169-176	in	Bifurcation	Theory,	Mechanics	and	Physics,	C.	1=0	We	first	show	that	{Yn}	is	a	Cauchy	sequence	in	V.	We	have	followed	the	treatment	of	Brezis	[!]	in	some	parts	of	this	chapter.	.Q	.Q	fhus	for	every	v	E	g)(Q)	J!l	Vu•Vv	-	,\	J	uv	+	J	.Q	u
3v	-	f	fv	=	0.	Thus	if	u	E	H	2(.Q)	and	is	a	weak	solution,	then	u	satisfies	-4u	a.e.	and	further	au	ov	=	0.	oth~rw1se.	It	was	in	1944	that	L.	Show	that	\ulo.~,n,;;	Iulo.~,,,	where	I'=	3.11	(xi	lxl	=	I).	For	instance	we	can	consider	a	Robin	condition	(i.e.	of	the	type~~+	au=	0,	,x•>	0,	on	.I')	or	an	oblique	derivative	problem	i.e.	with	"''	~~	+	!~	=	0	on	I',	:T	,x	2
being	a	tangential	derivative.	,	.)	be	a	continuous	aud	H-elliptic	bilinear	form	on	H.	Thus	for	,f,	E	IJJ(R)	Tf'(,f,)	=	IR	f',f,	=	-	IR	f,t,'	=	-Tr(').	By	the	continuity	of	a(.	APPENDIX	3	Calculus	in	Banach	Spaces	We	will	now	describe	the	concept	of	integration	and	differentiation	of	functions	which	take	values	in	a	Banach	space.	G.,	Lectures	on	the	Finite
Element	Method,	T.I.F.R.	Lecture	Notes	Series,	Bombay,	1975.	I	am	grateful	to	the	.i	i	PREFACE	vii	personnel	of	Wiley	Eastern	Ltd.	The	operator	G	maps	L2(Q)	into	H	1(f.l)	which	is	compactly	imbedded	in	L2(Q)	(by	the	Rellich-Kondrasov	Theorem).	Then	,Pm	....	In	fact	it	can	be	shown	that	(cf.	There	is	a	rigourous	error	analysis	and	convergence
theory.	Now	define	J.	In	the	space	!J)K	if	W	is	any	neighbourhood	of	zero,	then	W	will	contain	all	but	a	finite	number	of	the	m•	Hence	cf,,,,	➔	0	in	9Jx-	Now	using	the	norms	II·	ilN	which	generate	th~	topology	on	9Jx	it	follows	that	'Pm	and	all	its	derivatives	converge	uniformly	to	zero	in	K.	Let	,f,	E	.!i)(R	").	To	my	family	I	owe	the	moral	support	extended
throughout	the	execution	of	this	project.	We	notice	that	Fis	compact;	for	if	u	E	L2(Q),	then	u	➔	f(u)	➔F	(u)	E	HA(Q)	is	continuous	into	HA(Q)	and	HA(Q)	➔	L	2(Q)	is	a	compact	inclusion	by	the	RellichKondrasov	Theorem.	a	2.6	Let	Q	be	a	bounded	open	set	and	p	E	C	1(Q).	Lions,	J.	R•/luio,p•,	R•	.	Obviously	if	L	is	hypoelliptic	then	since	8	is	C	00	on	R""'-
{O},	it	follows	that	every	fundamental	solution	of	L	has	to	be	C	00	on	R	""'-(0}.	To	formulate	the	problem	using	the	Lax-Milgram	Theorem	we	used	the	space	HJ(!J).	R	is	chosen	large	226	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Hence	by	a	consequence	of	Brouwer's	theorem	(Theorem	5.2.5)	there	exists	a	gm,	such	that	Set	Um	=	m	tf	w	1	and	E
Um	E	Wm	will	be	a	solution	of	(5.3.3).	Show	that	there	exists	a	constant	K	>	0	such	that	if	I/lo,	o	<	K	then	the	problem	has	a	unique	solution.	B.,	T.	In	fact	it	is	easy	to	see	that	any	locally	finite	refinement	has	to	be	countable.	In	any	estimate	or	inequality	the	quantity	C	will	denote	a	generic	positive	constant	and	need	not	necessarily	be	the	same
constant	as	in	the	preceding	calculations.	Cerami	et	al	[I]	have	studied	solutions	of	the	above	equations,	without	the	condition	u	>	0	in	Q,	for	all	A	E	R.	be	the	norms	induced	on	A	when	R."	is	provided	with	the	norms	l\xll1	=	n	.E	i=I	lxd	and	llxU	=	00	max	1.;1.;n	jx;I	respectively.	The	Fourier	Transform	If	f	is	an	integrable	function	then	by	the	weak
Parseval	relation	(I.JO.I)	we	have	that	T/,f,)	=	Tr(:f).	(l.J.2)	=	x(t)	in	(1.1.3)	Along	such	a	curve	we	have	du	au	audx	dt	=at+	axdt	=u,+	uu,=O	since	u	satisfies	(I.I.I).	Remark	2.5.l).	J(m)	=	c,	1s	bounded	and	J'(m)	=	0.	3.9	(a)	Let	D	c	R	•	a	bounded	open	set,	C(Q)	such	that	L	Vu•V•	+	Luv	=	J,,Jv,	JE	L	2(D)	and	u	E	H	1(D)	for	every	vE	n	HA(D).	It	is	easy	to
pass	to	the	limit	in	all	but	the	nonlinear	terms;	Um	➔	u	weakly	in	HA(Q)	and	so	strongly	in	L	2(Q),	vm	➔	v	strongly	in	HA(Q)	and	L	2(Q).	Theorem	5.2.{	(Contraction	Mapping	Theorem)	Let	(X,	d)	be	a	complete	metric	space	and	f:	X	➔	X	a	contractio~	mapping,	i.e.,	there	exists	a	constant	C	such	that	O	<	C	<	1	and	d(f(x),	f(y))	~	Cd(x,	y)	for	every	x,	y
EX.	Notice	that	,as	p-+	n,	p*->-	00.	1(!J)	spaces.	(1.4.18)	(1.4.19)	Proof:	Let	{	n/2.	log	Ix	-	j,J,	when	n	=	2	and	-l	'Px(Y)	.	However	in	the	case	of	Rn	it	is	easy	to	see	that	this	is	true	in	all	the	LP-norms	assuming	u0	E	LP(R	n)	and	has	compact	support.	Then	they	together	generate	a	group	of	isometries.	Let	f	=	tw	1,	t	>	0	to	be	chosen.	c	V	and	a	con	ti~
nuous	map	g.	Phillips,	R.	If	not,	then	there	exist	tn	➔	0	such	that	{IIS(tn)ll}	is	unbounded.	This	is	an	example	of	a	free	boundary	problem.)	3.5	Let	Q	c	R'	be	a	bounded	open	set	and	x	E	fJ.	Section	3.2.3).	Note	also	that	a	fixed	point	of	F	is	a	solution	of	(5.4.1).	Thus	compactness	argu-	242	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	.AND	APPLICATIONS	ments	will	not
work	for	problerr.s	like	the	following:	i.n	Q	-Liu=	Au+	uP	>	u=	u	l	in	Q	[	0	on	I'	1	We	saw	in	.Section	5.6	that	the	above	problem	has	no	solution	if	,\	;?:	,\	1	and	no	solution,	when	Q	is	star-shaped,	if	A	:::;;	0,	where	At	is	the	first	Dirichlet	eigenvalue	of	the	Laplace	operator.	If	.Q	is	star-shaped	about	the	origin	(0	E	.Q)	then	(5~6.1)	has	no	solution	for	,\	~
0.	Then	there	exists	strongly	in	HA(Q).	We	will	now	state	an	interesting	result	regarding	the	space	H-	1(Q)	from	which	will	follow	a	useful	inequality.	T.	0	Theorem	4.6.2	(Maximum	Principle)	Let	u	E	C(Q	X	[0,	TJ)	for	T	>	0	such	that	u	is	C	1	with	respect	to	t	and	C	2	with	respect	to	x	on	Q	x	(0,	T).	Jn	(b)	If	u	is	smooth	enough,	show	that	it	satisfies	the
cond1t1ons:	u	;;,	X	in	Q	1	J(v)	-Ju=	f	u=O	on	the	set	{x	\	u(x)	>	L	X(x)}	J	onI'	(Ndte:	·	This	problem	models	the	behaviour	of	a	membrane	fixed	along	I'	and	stretched	over	an	"obstacle"	X.	If	f	E	L	2	((0,	1))	give	a	formulation	of	this	problem	in	a	suitable	subspace	ofH1(Q)	aud	prove	the	existence	and	uniqueness	o:the	weak	solution.	We	assume	this	fork	-
1	(k;;;,,	2)	and	prove	the	result	by	induction.	In	particular	assume	that	u	E	C((0,	oo	);	D(A~-	1))	(4.5.9)	(k	;;;,,	2).	By	thf	preceding	corollary	point	x	0	E	B(0;	R)	and	=	J(xo)	=	J(xo)-	Xo	But	then	PKxo	=	Xo	and	so	Xo	J	has	a	fixed	E	K.	The	book	provides	an	introduction	to	the	theory	of	Distributions,	Sobolev	Spaces	and	Samigroups	and	the	results	are
applied	to	the	study	of	weak	solutions	of	elliptic	boundary	value	problems	and	evolution	equations.	3.	116-162,	}959.	But	x	and	so	X	=	(x,,	X2,	•••	,	X,.	Given	Uo	E	V	we	saw	that	the	function	u(t)	=	e'-'u0	was	the	unique	solution	of	the	initial	value	problem	(4.2.	l	).	L.,	Les	espaces	du	type	Beppo-Levi,	Ann.	Henceforth,	in	this	section,	Q	will	stand	for	a
bounded	open	set	in	R•.	A	rough	idea	as	to	how	to	set	about	realizing	tr.is	class	can	be	obtained	from	the	following	discussion.	Then	=	,\	f:	e-''SlT)U	dT	-	u	,c=	AR(	.\)u	-	u	which	proves	(4.4.5).	c	V	now	just	involves	piecewise	polynomials	which	are	in	C(.Q)	and	so	is	much	easier	to	do.	Fig.	For	instance	the	formulation	(3.2.40)-(3.2.41)	gives	both	u	and
Liu	simultaneously.	vanishes	on	R	"·	This	fact	was	used	by	us	to	show	_the	non-compactness	of	the	imbedding	HJ(Q)	➔	L	2*(Q)	in	Remark	2.5.2.	5.	This	will	give	rise	to	another	class	of	Sobolev	spaces.	Then	Au	=	u	-	v	E	D(A)	so	u	E	D(A	2).	Q	v)I	::;;;	!u,,.!J.	162	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	When	the	domain	is	not	a	polygon,	we	use
curved	triangles	(or	quadrilaterals)	and	these	are	called	iso-pammetric	finite	elements.	Thus	for	any	v	E	H	1(.Q)	we	now	have	J,~~v=O	But	vj,	E	H	112(I')	which	is	dense	in	L'(I')	and	so	t	=	0	in	L'(I').	246	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Lemma	Al	.2	Let	{V,,,,	m	;::	O}	be	a	locally	finite	open	cover	of	Q.	t)	=	exp	(-471'	2	\t\2t)ao(t).	3.6	Let
'Px	stand	for	the	fundamental	solution	of	the	Laplacian	given	by	,Px(Y)	=	i,,.	On	the	other	hand	P(J.)	➔	P(f)	in	L'(R")	and	hence	in	S'.	Such	au	E	D(A)	is	unique.	Also	+	e)P/2	~	L	lu\P	+	eP12\QJ	~	C	using	the	inequality	(a+	b)q	~	aq	+	bq	for	O	<	q	<	I	with	q	=	p/2.	if	(A4.4)	Clearly	J,	E	C1(R).	80	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Theorem
2.4.6	Let	p	Banach	algebra.	J	r	OU	OXj	2	OX;	g	II	OU	OU	x;vj	I'j=I	ox,ox;	Jr	ox;	-OU	J;n	(	-ou	i=	1	OXj	X·	OU	-	'	)2	ov	X·V·	'	'	OU	ox;	X;	ov	Summing	over	i	we	get	-n	f	fl	G(u)	=	(1	-	f	;)	Q	2	\\7uj2	+½Jr	\\7u\	(x•v)	-	Jr~~	(x•	\7u)	(5.6.4)	Now,	by	(5.6.1),	f	Q	Further	as	u	=	\\7u\	2	=	0	on	I',	\\7uj2	=	(ou)	ov	2	J	g(u)•u.	Schaeffer,	D.	Our	final	result	in	this	section
is	to	study	the	effect	of	the	Fourier	transform	on	the	Dirac	distribution.	;-1	This	establishes	a	linear	bijection	between	Rm	and	Wm	and	further,	since	the	{w;}	are	orthonormal	in	HA(Q),	2	\vii.a=	n	1:	i=I	1e,12	=	1e12	•	(5.3.5)	(Here	we	assume	that	Hb(Q)	is	equipped	with	the	norm	define	F:	R	111	➔	Rm	by	(F(f))	1	=	J0	Vv•Vw1	-	,\	Js:i	vw;	+	f	0	·	I	·
It.a,)	We	now	v	3	w;	-	Lfw1	where	v	is	as	given	in:	(5.3.4).	Let	T,	E	E)'(!J,)	such	that	whenever	D,	n	D1	(/>,	.·	i	"F	j,	then	*	17	DISTRIBUTIONS	7ii.o,	n	.o,	=	TJ\.o,	n	.o,•	Then	there	exists	a	unique	distribution	TE	!JJ'(.Q)	such	that	TJ.o,	=	T1	for	all	i	E	/.	Hence	the	norm	is	weakly	lower	semicontinuous	(i.e.	lower	semicontinuous	for	the	weak	topology).
(Thus	J	is	not	bounded	below.)	By	choosing	°'	large	enough	we	can	ensure	that	J(w)	-	V	strongly	in	HMQ).	22.	,f,.).	7-21,	1980.	We	now	investigate	the	possibility	of	extending	Brouwer's	theorem	to	infinite	dimensions.	(A3.3)	·APl'ElilQtr:	·.:E	:;:>-	3	0,r,t~.~	+.	These	exercises	are	fully	solved	in	a	companion	volume.	lf	there	exists	to	E	[O,	l]	such	that	A
+	t0B	is	maximal	dissipative,	·	show	that	A+	tB	is	maximal	dissipative	for	all	t	E	[O,	l].	Now	\\x	-	f(x)\\	~	ilx	-	x,\\	+	\\x,	-	/(x,)\I	+	11/(x,)	-	The	first	term	on	the	right	tends	to	zero	as	since	f	is	continuous.	Num.	)	By	uniqueness	of	the	solution	to	the	initial	value	problems,	we	get	v(t)	=	S-(t)S+(to)Uo,	In	particular	But	v(to)	=	v(O)	=	Uo,	Thus	for	every	u0	E
D(A)	=	uo.	Xt	If	we	set	u,.	·	E,	Now	l,to,f	no	be	such	th	.	Let	I\Allt,	!IAII	..	Lemma	5.2.2	Let	V	be	a	Banach	space	and	Kc	V	a	compact	set.	also	contains	an	introduction	to	some	techniques	in	nonlinear	analysis	and	touches	upon	some	of	the	frontiers	of	current	research	;n	that	area.	Since	uk	➔	u	weakly	in	HJ(Q)	and	hence	strongly	in	L2(Q),	we	can	pass
to	the	limit	in	all	the	linear	terms.	(Then	we	know	that	\u\	E	HA(Q)).	Deny,	J.	We	write	{	,{,,}•	J-1	k	U=	l}	,{,1U=	J-=0	k	l:	Uj.	(3.3.11)	1-0	Step	I	(Regularity	in	the	interior)	To	show	tha.t	u0	E	H	2(IJ).	.!D(R")	then	;	0.	We	assume	that	11	:(;	3	so	that	the	inclusions	HJ(Q)	c	U(Q)	are	compact	for	1	:(;	p	=(;	4.	(l.11.5)	Proof	Let	f	E	S.	336-338,	1968.	c	cD
means	that	Q'	is	a	relatively	compact	open	subset	of	Q.	Also	the	same	result	is	true	for	wm,,(Q)	when	O	is	either	R+	or	of	class	C	1	with	bounded	boundary.	Define	E	-	l\x	-	x,11,	if	x	E	b~x)=	{	0,	V.	KESAVAN	Notations	I.	Then	+	\IAR(,\)A	2uo	-	A	2uoll	2ijAR(,\)A	2	uo	-	A	2uo[I	➔	0,	as	,\	➔	oo.	L.,	Les	Inequations	en	Mecanique	et	en	Physique,	Dunod,
1972.	Hence	:Fin'	can	be	covered	(in	LP(Q'))	by	a	finite	number	of	balls	B,	of	radius	•	with	centres,	say,	g,	E	LP(.Q'),	I	-	U(!J),'	l,;;;	q-	L•(D),	I	,;;;	q	<	oo,	(iii)	if	p	>	n,	W'••(!J)->-	C(D).	Lecture	Notes	Series,	Bombay	(to	appear).	and	Raviart,	P.-A.,	Finite	Element	Approximation	of	the	Navier-Stokes	Equations,	Springer	Lecture	Notes	in	Math.,	No.	749,
1979.	212	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	(c)	Show	by	example	that	the	above	result	is	not	true	m	general	if	0::	4,10	=	1.	2	The	proof	of	the	above	theorem	(cf.	comments	on	Chapter	2).	See	Nirenberg	[3]	for	some	of	these	results	and	for	references.	As	already	explained,	when	a	quadratic	functional	is	minimized	over	whole	space	we
get	equality	conditions	satisfied	by	the	solutions.	Another	problem	is	the	mixed	problem	of	the	following	form:	-iJu	=	f,	in	.Q	u	=	0	on	r,	au	0	-a=	V	l	on	I'2	(3.2.28)	J	whe.re	I'	=	I'1	U	I'2,	I',	n	I'2	=	,f,.	Joshi,	M.	A	typical	theorem	(cf.	Thus	·	·	r	,;;	kC	J	0	n,	W	1•P(!2)	➔	L	~(!2)	and	further,	in	the	latter	case,	u	is	Holder	continuous	of	exponent	o:	=	I	-	(n/p).
Clearly	u	=	(I	-	A)-	1v.	Then	(5.4.l)	has	a	solution	u	E	H6(Q)	such	that	u	:;:.;;	0	in	Q.	s-(to)S+(to)uo	As	D(A)	is	dense	in	V,	this	is	true	for	all	u0	E	V.	2	OU	J:	-	X;	ou	-	-	x;	2	Qj=l	OX;	OX;OXj	-	J;	-	O	fl	i=I	ox;	J	f	J;n	Q	j=I	_1.	Thus	au	(,f,)	ax,	=	Ja	u,.,f,	SOBOLEV	SPACES	79	which	proves	the	claim.	Anal.,	4,	pp.	The	fourth	chapter	is	devoted	to	the	study	of
evolution	equations,	i.e.	initial	and	initial-boundary	value	problems,	using	the	theory	of	semigroups	of	linear	operators	on	a	Banach	space.	Monthly,	88,	pp,	264-268,	1981.	We	now	have	the	constitutive	law	a;;	=	-FSu	+	2µ,;,(u),	(3.2.50)	where	P	is	the	pressure	and	I'	the	viscosity	of	the	fluid.	Theorem	3.5.2	Let	[./	be	a	bounded	connected	open	set	in	R•
·an_d	u	E	C2(0)	n	C(.Q)	such	that	.du,;;;	O	in	Q.	Theorem	2.3.2).	In	other	words,	we	will	study	a	larger	class	of	objectscalled	Distributions-on	which	we	can	define	a	(generalized)	derivative	and	wherein	the	usual	rules	of	calculus	will	hold.	=	u	1,	it	follows,	by	the	choice	of	E,	that	t(O)	=	71(1,	u0	)	=	u0	and	t(l)	=	71(1,	tt1)	t	E	P.	Show	that	0	be	an
integer	and	let	I,;:;	p,;:;	co,	The	Sobolev	space	wrn•P(f.l)	is	defined	by	\\'~r	=	{u	~	V(f.l)	I	J)'u	E	for	all	loci	,:;;	m}.	Let	{um}	be	a	minimizing	sequence	for	J,	i.e.	J(um)	➔	J(v).	Gilbarg,	D.	de	Boor	(ed.),	Academic	Press,	1974.	X	Show	that	there	exists	a	unique	u	E	K	such	that	J(u)	=	min	J(v)	,EK	where	=	½Jn	Vv•	Vv	-	r	fv,	/E	L	2(fJ).	Now	if	v1,	v2	E	H,	we
have	IIF(v,)	-	F(v,)jj-:	IIPx(pf	-	pAv,	,;;	ll(v	1	-	+	v,)	-	v,)	-	pA(v,	-	PK(pf	-	pAv,	+	v,)11	•2)11	using	the	corollary	to	Theorem	3.1.1.	Hence	IIF(v,)	-	F(v,)11',;;	llv,	-	•211'	,;;	(I	-	2p11.	3.7	Let	QC	R•	be	a	bounded	open	set	of	class	C	2	•	Show	that	the	map	u	➔	l.dulo.n	defines	a	norm	on	H'(D)	n	HMD)	equivalent	to	the	norm	II·	II,,	n	(	cf.	If,\	<	1	then	u	=	0	is	the
only	solution.	We	now	introduce	an	important	class	of	bounded	linear	operators	which	"approximate"	A	in	the	sense	of	Lemma	4.4.2	below.	of	the	Royal	Soc.,	London,	Sec.	In	particular	I	wish	to	thank	Dr.	V.	This	approach	is	important	since	most	equations	in	physics	and	engineering	are	derived	from	variational	principles.	Thus	except	for	a	short	time,
we	cannot	even	expect	the	function	to	be	continuous!	If	we	only	wish	to	study	classical	solutions,	such	equations	cannot	be	tackled	and	we	will	not	be	able	to	study	interesting	physical	phenomena	such	as	shock	waves	(which	are	very	important	in	aeronautics).	-	-	,	Differential	Equations,	Tata	McGraw-Hill,	1974.	and	Lions,	J.	To	prove	the	reverse
inclusion,	let	u	E	S'(R")	such	that	(I	+	jgJ2)-	112u(fl	2	E	L	(R	").	If	L	bas	constant	coefficients,	the	converse	is	true.	t	=	uo	E	>	0	D(A)	l	j	FIVE	Some	Techniques	from	Nonlinear	Analysis	5.1	INTRODUCTION	In	this	chapter	we	will	illustrate	a	few	simple	techniques	to	solve	some	nonlinear	problems.	Clark,	D.	In	view	of	this	example,	we	will	restrict	our
attention	to	bounded	domains.	using	(l.4.	16).	lf	u0	is	a	place	surrounded	by	a	ring	of	mountains	and	u1	a	place	outside	and	J	represents	the	height,	then	a	person	seeks	that	path	from	u0	to	u1	across	the	mountains	in	which	he	climbs	the	least.	2.4	Let	Q	be	an	open	set	in	R"	and	let	u	E	HJ(Q).	F.,	Introduction	to	Topology	and	Modern	Analysis,	McGraw-
Hill,	Kogakusha,	1963.	Let	Wm=	Vm/	lvml1	•	.Q	so	that	lwml1	.	Now	by	the	Fredholm	alternative	solutions	exist	for	given	f	if,	and	only	if,	f	satisfies	the	compatibility	condition	viz,	f	E	Ker	(I	-	AG*).L	and	Ker	(I	-	AG*)	has	the	same	dimension	as	Ker	(	I	-	AG)	=	d.	Vasudevamurthy	who,	in	various	ways,	helped	me	during	the	prepar.ationofthe	manuscript.
0	weakly	in	HJ(Q)	and	hence	strongly	in	L	2(Q).	Let	~	W	=	{cf,	E	g)(Q)	I	\cf,(xm)I	<	m-	1\c/,m(Xm)I,	for	all	m}.	We	now	prove	a	more	general	version	of	this	result.	=	>..R(A)A	2u0	•	JIA?uo	-	A	2uo!i	~	lf,\R(A)u>.	J:	=	H	1(Q)	and	COMMENTS	I.	SOBOLEV	SPACES	2;5	81	COMPACTNESS,THEOREMS	It	was	seen	in	Section	2.1	that	the	inclusion	of	W
1•P(J)	in	C(l)	was	compact	when	/	was	a	bounded	interval.	If	0	(i)	f(u)	E	Wt,1,(Q),	where/(u)(x)	=f(u(x)),	x	E	!J,	and	(ii)	if	f	is	differentiable	except	atmost	at	a	finite	number	of	points,	say,	{ti,	...	Ambrosetti,	A.	•'\,_.Q),	1.-_,,u	-	ulo,,,,,..;;	Clhl.	For	instance	if	u	E	W1••(!J)	then	the	trace	is	defined	with	values	in	V(I').	For	a	detailed	description	of	these
spaces,	see	Giusti	[!]	or	Maz'ja	[l].	Fourier	(Grenoble),	5,	pp.	Similarly	if	vo	:;:.;;	u1	i	=	1,	2	-A(w2	-	w	1)	Thus	w2	~	Step	4	ha,ve	Set	u0	:;:.;;	u2	:;:.;;	0,	+	K(w2	-	then	F(u	1)	w1)	:;:.;;	F(u2);	for	if	w1	=	F(u,),	=	K(u2	-	u1)	+	(u~	-	u?)	=	(u2	-	U1)(K	+	U2	+	U1)	;;;.,	0.	Anal.,	75,	pp.	o(J.(u))	and	4	+	(A4.5)	fu	n	2	=	H	1(Q)	(ii)	p	that	2.	Thus	the	functions	which
satisfy	property	(i)	(or,	equivalently,	property	(ii))	above	form	a	larger	class	than	W'•	1(.Q)	and	are	called	BV(!J)-space	functions	(cf.	Hence	the	existence	of	a	compact	set	K	as	claimed	is	established.	and	Schwartz,	J.	G.	One	such	example	is	the	function	f(x)	=	x-	1	on	R.	4.7	(a)	Let	V	be	a	Banach	space	and	A	:	D(A)	C	V	➔	V	the	infinitesimal	generator	of
a	C0-semigroup	{S(t)}	on	V.	Show	that	there	exists	a	unique	u	E	H	1(Q)	such	that	=	a(u,	v)	f,,fi,,	for	every	v	E	Jl•(Q).	For	regularity	of	solutions	in	domains	with	corners	or	angular	points,	see	the	work	of	Grisvard	[l]	or	Kondrat'ev	[l].	(5.2.4)	J	Let	E;(x)	be	the	determinant	got	from	the	above	matrix	on	suppressing	its	ith	row.	The	construction	of	1:.	L.,
Quelques	Methodes	de	Resolution	des	Problemes	aux	Limites	Nonlineaires,	Dunod	Gauthier-Villars,	1969.	We	assume	henceforth	that	A	satisfies	the	conditions	laid	down	in	the	preceding	paragraph	and	R(.\)	=	(Al	-	A)-	1•	Lemma	4.4.l	Let	A	be	as	above.	Assume	that	there	exist	connecting	(continuous)	maps	!kt:	Xk	➔	x,	whenever	k	=(;	I	such	that	l,m
ofkl	=	fkm,	k	=(;	I~	m.	Consider	the	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	239	problem	-.du=uP+Auin.QI	u	>	in	.Q	0	=	:	~	;.	Theorem	5.5.1	For	any	given	A	E	R,	there	exists	at	least	one	weak	solution	u	of	(3.5.3)	such	that	=	J(u)	J(v)	min	(5.5.6)	fJEflA(Q)	Proof:	Step	I	The	functional	J	is	coercive,	i.e.	J(v)	➔	+	oo	if	lv/	1,	.o	➔	+	oo.	0	L
2(!J).	(1.5.4))	\uolo.n	for	all	iu(	•,	t)lo,p,	R•	since	it	is	easy	to	see	that	luoJo,p,	R•IK,Jo,	1,	JR.•	=	Juio,p,	JR•	:::;;	JK,lo,	1,	IR•	=	iu(	·,	t)lo,	oo,	JR•	~	1.	=	Remark	5.4.2	If	we	start	from	v0	and	set	vk+I	increasing	sequence	and	=	sup	v	F(vk),	we	will	get	an	vk	,k	will	also	be	a	solution	to	the	problem	and	further	But	now	-Ll(u	-	v)	=	u2	v2	~	0	-	since	v	~	u	~	0
and	by	the	maximum	principle	we	get	u	-	v	u	~	v.	2	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	real	line	will	have	the	form	X	=	Xo	+	ct,	C	=	Uo(Xo)	(1.1.4)	and	all	along	this	curve	u(x,	t)	=	u,(xo)Now	consider	a	smooth	initial	function	u0	as	in	figure	I.	J	u(y)	dS(y)	-	w.p•-	1u(x)	J	(u(y)	-	m)	dS(y)	lx-Yl=p	=	since	u(x)	=	m.	However	we	will	now	state	a
very	useful	theorem	wherein	the	(PS)	condition	will	play	an	important	role.	,,,f,	Let	us	now	estimate	the	integral	k	Ja;	u,fi''(kx.).	Conversely,	using	the	Fredholm	alternative	it	can	be	shown	that	if	f	and	g	satisfy	(3.2.26)	then	there	exist	an	infinity	of	weak	solutions	to	(3.2.25)	and	among	them	a	unique	u	such	that,	in	addition	v	(3.2.27)	L,u=O.	Proof	If	i
#-	j,	define	C/j(x)	to	be	the	determinant	got	from	M(x)	by	(i)	suppressing	its	ith	row	and	(ii)	replacing	the	row	oh	(oxj	ofn	)	(x),	·	·	·'	oxj	(x)	(5.2.S)	by	a½	,r(~	0X1	oXj	Then	a21,.	353372,	1976.	=	.u	(4.4.6)	180	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Proof	If	u	E	D(A),	then	\\.\R(.\)u	-	u\\	=	\\AR(,\)u\\	=	\\R(.\)Au!\	~	{	\\Au\\	which	tends	to	zero	as,\	➔
+oo.	Kinderlehrer,	D.	Stefan	problems).	By	using	a	variational	method	we	will	see	later	that	another	solution	exists	for	this	problem.	Hence	8x,	E	w-m,,'(Q)	when	m	>	n/p.	Further	let	u	=	aF(u),	0	<	a.	,	.)	we	have	that	(u,	v)	is	an	inner-product	for	H.	1.6	Find	all	functions	f	E	e(R)	such	that	fo'	=	0.	On	this	sphere	the	value	of	J	is	at	least	c0	•	Hence	the
maximum	value	of	J(y(t))	for	any	such	y	is	at	least	c0	•	Hence	c):	c0	•	The	proof	of	Theorem	5.5.2	is	based	on	the	following	lemma	which	we	state	without	proof.	341-350,	1984.	The	present	book	aims	to	provide	such	an	introductory	course	on	the	functional	analytic	methods	used	in	the	study	of	partial	differential	equa•	tions	and	is	based	on	lectures
given	by	myself	at	the	Tata	Institute	of	Fundamental	Research	in	the	past	few	years.	Such	courses	·are	absent	from	the	curricula	of	most	Indian	universities.	Such	problems	arise	in	elasticity,	heat	transfer,	population	dynamics	and	a	variety	of	other	situations.	Math.,	6,	pp.	Thus	there	exists	Au	E	H	such	that	=	a(u,	v),	v	E	(Au,	v)	H.	Corollary	If	B	=
B(O;	R),	R	>	0,	and	/:	B	➔	B	is	a	continuous	map,	then/has	a	fixed	point.	Schwartz	[1].	5.6	Let	n	~	3	and	Q	a	bounded	open	subset	of	R.n.	Let	At	be	as	before	and	let	Wt	>	0	be	the	corresponding	eigenfunction	such	that	LWi	=	1.	/xl>,f	X	The	limit	on	the	right-hand	side	is	the	principal	value	of	the	integral	J:~	x-	1,f,(x)	dx	and	hence	the	letters	'PV'	in	the
notation	for	the	distri-	bution.	Step	3	Thus	J	satisfies	all	the	hypotheses	of	the	Theorem	5.5.2	and	so	there	exists	a	critical	point	u	of	J	(which	will	be	a	weak	solution	of	(5.5.9))	such	that	u	-=f.	If	we	define	S+(t),	S(t)=	{	s-(-t),	Then	(S(t))-	1	=	S(-t)	and	thus	{S(t)heR	is	now	a	group	of	isometries.	(4.4.iO)	A-+"'	Clearly	\IS(t)uli	~	\iu!I	and	S(t)	is	linear.	This
would	not	be	necessary	for	the	Neumann	problem.	For	a	full	proof	see	Treves[!].	L.	for	functions	which	are	differentiable	in	one	of	the	following	forms.	This	book	should	be	of	use	both	as	a	text-book	and	as	a	source	of	reference	for	research	workers	in	the	area.	For,	if	H-'(R.•),	then	by	Theorem	2.6.2,	(1	+	1,12i-112,,w.	(3.1.10)	Proof	Consider	(u,	v)	=
a(u,	v),	for	u,	•.	1.2	TEST	FUNCTIONS	AND	DISTRIBUTIONS	Let	,f,	be	a	real	(or	complex)	valued	continuous	function	defined	on	an	open	set	in	R•.	Kesavan,	S.,	La	methode	de	Kikuchi	appliquee	aux	equations	de	Von	Karman,	Numer.	If	s	1	<	s	<	s,	again	we	have	H'•(R•)	C	H'(R	")	C	H'•(R	").	1	in	.Qx	(0,	xi)	)	=0	0)	=	f(x)}	0)	=	g(x)	u	u(x,	on	I'x(O,	oo)	.
We	now	show	that	the	definition	.via	the	Fourier	transform	holds	for	negative	indices	as	well.	Show	that	there	exists	a	function	G,	such	tliat	=	Sx	(in	!li'(Q))}.	In	the	same	way	it	must	be	remembered	that	this	book	is	just	an	introduction	to	the	study	of	the	modern	theory	of	partial	differential	equations	and	is	by	no	means	an	exhaustive	treatment	of	the
subject.	eigenfunction	of	the	Dirichlet	eigenvalue	problem	for	the	Laplace	operator,	i.e.	-.::lw	1	=	A1w1,	1v1	>	0,	jw	1\o,.a	=	1.	Now	D(A)'	is	dense	in	V	and	\\.\R(,\)\\	Thus	for	any	u	E	V,	choose	v	E	D(A)	close	ehough	to	u.	Obviously	x	x	and	x	y	implies	J'	x.	Then	as	the	inclusion	of	L'(R	")	in	S'	is	continuous,	f•->-	f	in	S'	as	well.	Then	since	p	as	well.	R•
stands	for	the	n-dimensional	Euclidean	space	over	R.	We	there~	fore	define	S(t)u	=	Jim	exp	(tA;)u,	u	E	V.	118140,	1944.	However,	in	mechanics,	what	1s	more	important	is	that	u	minimizes	the	strain	energy	functional	J(v)	L[(::r	+	(¾;)2]	=½	dxdy-	f,,tv	dxdy	(1.1.1)	amongst	all	'admissible	displacements'	v.	S	C	L'(R.	For	more	details	on	the	topology	of
g}(Q),	see	Rudin	[2].	Contents	Preface	V	Notations	l	ix	DISTRIBUTIONS	I.I	1.2	1.3	1.4	1.5	1.6	I.	Then	either	u	is	a	constant	(and	so	.du	sa	0)	or	u(x)	>	inf	u,	for	every	x	E.[./.	Thus	R(A)u	E	D(A)	and	AR(A)u	=	AR(>.)u	-	u	which	proves	(4.4.4).	Thus,	lim	m➔	oo	lim	m.+oo	Step	4	Q	Q	I	=f	UmVm	fvm	=.	Let	m	>	n/p.	We	conclude	the	self-adjoint	case	with	a
regularity	resuit.	Thus	x	\\xii=	l,	a	contradiction.	Further	the	last	equality	shows	that	A,	is	a	bounded	linear	operator	on	V.	The	spaces	gJ	and	fl)'	are	topological	vector	spaces	and	the	generalization	of	classical	results	on	normed	spaces	are	valid	here.	Since	g:	S	➔	S	is	an	isomorphism	on	S,	the	Fourier	transform	is	a	bijection	on	S'	as	well.	Since	if	a(u,
v)	=	LVu•V•	+	L	uv,	then	a(u,	u)	=	JluJIL,,	we	trivially	have	H	1(Q)-ellipticity	and	the	existence	of	a	unique	solution	follows	from	the	Lax-Milgram	Theorem,	and	it	minimizes	the	functional	J(v)=tf,,	vv-Vv+½Lv	2	-Lr•	over	all	of	H	1(Q).	Ball	(ed.),	D.	Then	W!f"'(.Q)	c	C(Q).	Thus	I	-	·AG	is	invertible	unless	A-	1	is	an	eigenvalue	of	G.	We	will	do	this	later
using	a	variational	method.	Now	define	(the	empty	sum	meaning	zero)	and	the	cp;	have	the	required	properties.	But	v,	=	A>.u>.	w•••(Q)	=L•(Q)	with	norm	w••2(Q)	=L2(Q)	with	li·llm.n	and	semi-norm	l•!m,n•	l·!o.,.nnorm	1·	lo.n•	III.	(3.1.5)	Example	3.1	.1	Let	H	=	R".	We	now	define	h	:	B	➔	S	as	follows:	h(x)	is	the	intersection	of	the	line	from	g(x)	to	x
with	S	(cf.	Finally	we	saw	in	Example	4.1.4	that	it	is	self-adjoint.	Lieb,	E.,	Sharp	constants	in	the	Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev	and	related	inequalities,	Ann.	The	advantages	of	the	above	result	are.	Now	if	a	>	0	is	any	number	then	T-'{lxl	<	a}	is	an	open	set	in	g)K	containing	the	origin	and	hence	a	member	of	the	local	base.	By	the	Leibniz	Formula,	D"
(,f,,f,,)(x)	=	l:	c.~v•-•,f,,(x)D~,f,(x)	.~.	as	·the	classical	partial	derivative	on	!2,	then	by	Green's	theorem,	where	v	=	(v	1,	v2)	is	the	unit	outward	normal	to	!2,	on	{r	:=	,).	Anal.,	14,	pp.	0.	The	study	of	semilinear	problems	where	there	is	a	lack	of	compactness	is	a	topic	of	great	current	research	interest.	The	same	analysis	applies	to	aau.	Hence	Tr	=	T;
and	we	are	assured	that	both	definitions	of	the	Fourier	transform	coincide.on	S.	T.,	Nonlinear	Functional	Analysis,	Gordon	and	Breach,	1969.	Define	Kc=	{v	E	V\	J(v)	A,	Assume	Kc	=	(/).	221	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	Proof	For	E	>	0,	Jet	v.,	g.	Example	2.4.l	Let	!2	=	B(0;	½)	c	R	2	•	Let	r	=	Jxl	=	u(x)	=	log	(log	(2/r)),	x	E	!2.
Proof	If	not,f(x)	=I-	0	for	all	x	E	B(0;	R).	Math.,	15,	pp.	u	=	0	and	u2(.\)	=	,\	-	1,	A;?:	I	which	intersect	at	(0,	I).	(1.9.16)).	Then	(5.2.13)	has	at	least	one	solution.	The	unique	fixed	point	i	can	be	obtained	as	the	limit	of	the	successive	approximations	Xn,	starting/rom	any	arbitrary	poim	x0•	Amongst	the	wellknown	applications	to	this	theorem	are	the
PicarJ's	theorem	for	ordinary	216	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	differential	equations	(cf.	Define	for	x	=	{xn}	in	B,	f(x)	=	(v'	l	-	11x\\	2	,	X1,	X2,	•••	)	where	cc	\\x\1	2	=	~	n=I	\xn\	2	•	lrhen	f:	B	➔	S	c	B	and	is	continuous.	The	existence	and	regularity	theory	in	classical	spaces	of	Holder	continuous	functions	is	due	to	Schauder	(cf.	We
now	set	X=	u	xk	k;,,1	and	say	that	x	,...._,	y	in	X	if	both	x	and	y	have	a	common	successor.	Hence	J(v)	➔	Step	2	+	oo	as	Iv!,,	0	➔	oo.	such	that	106	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	=	{x	ER•	I	a<	!xi<	b),	then	the	embedding	of	HJ,,(Q)	of	radial	functions	is	compact	in	L2*(Q).	To	prove	(4.5.10)	assuming	(4.5.9)	we	work	with	the	space	D(Ak-
1)	This	space	is	a	Hilbert	space	with	the	inner	product	=	H.	Theorem	2.2.3).	This	book	could	thus	be	used	for	an	M.Phil.	Let	u	be	the	solution	of	the	homogeneous	Dirichlet	l,oundary	value	problem	for	the	heat	equation	with	initial	data	u0	•	Show	that	for	all	T	>	0,	½iu(T)l~,£1	+	jrTo	JVu(t)i~,n	dt	=	½[u0	i~..a-	4.12	Let	u	E	V-(Q),	u	?-',	0	a.e.,	fJ	a
pounded	smooth	open	set	in	R	"·	Show	that	there	exists	a	sequence	{u111	}	in	H	2	(Q)	n	H	~	[	J	u(O)	=	uo	where	,\	E	R	and	u0	E	D(A).	We	now	define	J:	HJ(Q)	➔	R	given	by	J(v)	L	=½	jv'v/2	-	~	L	+	¼L	L	lie	114	-	fit.	function	but	not	its	derivatives.	Since	B	is	compact	we	have	a	constant	C	>	0	such	that	\f(x)	-	xi~	C	>	0	for	all	x	EB.	We	now	prove	the
relation	between	the	Fourier	transform	and	the	process	of	differentiation.	Thus	ip(x)	>	0	for	all	x	E-Q	and	is	a	C""	function.	Let	B	be	the	inimitesimal	generator	of	{S(t)}.	Indeed	we	have	already	seen	this	for	k	=	1	in	the	previous	theorem.	Nevertheless	it	is	possible,	by	means	of	suitable	limit	processes,	to	produce	distributions	of	functions	which	are
not	locally	integrable.	It	will	usually	involve	a	combination	of	an	existence	theorem	and	a	regularity	theorem	as	we	shall	see	in	the	next	section.	Thus	if	we	set	(2.6.7)	both	K	and	K_	1	are	C""'	functions	on	Rn	and	we	can	write	u(,f,)	=	A	u(,f,)	A	=	v(,f,)	=	A	(KK_	1)u(,f,)	=	"-1U(Kif,)	But	"-,u	E	L'(R")	and	so	u(,f,)	=	I.	(b)	Deduce	that	for	u	E	D(A2),	I\Au\1	2
~	4M	2IIA2ull	if	IIS(t)il	~	M	for	all	t.	and	Serrin,	J.,	A	mountain	pass	theorem,	J.	The	first	part	of	Theorem	A4.2	can	be	proved	fairly	easily	in	a	variety	of	ways	(cf.	Many	computational	schemes	to	approximate	the	solution	of	(1.1.5)	stern	from	the	variational	characterization	described	above.	On	H	consider	D(A)	A:	D(A)	c	=	D(Ak);	A"iJ	=	Au,	H	➔	H
defined	by	u	E	D(A).	Lions	[I].	We	are	thus	led	to	the	need	of	generalizing	the	notion	of	a	s-olution	of	partial	differential	equations	which	should	eventually	include	discontinuous	functions	being	recognized	as	solutions	(albeit	in	a	weak	sense).	After	a	brief	introduction	to	the	abstract	theory,	illustrations	via	some	standard	partial	differential	equations
of	physics	are	provided.	65-74,	1972.	Since	,f,(x',	0)	=	0,	it	follows	that	\,f,(x',	x.)\	~	C\x.\,	by	the	Mean	Value	Theorem.	A	finite	sum	commutes	with	linear	operations	and	so	does	the	limit	if	the	operation	is	continuous.	(5.4.3)	Note	that	if	u	is	smooth	then	so	is	w.	Show	that	the	mapping	v	-,.	Then	there	exists	a	unique	solution	u	of	(	4.6.2)	such	that	n	C
1((0,	oo);	L2(Q))	n	C((O,	u	E	C([O,	oo);	L	2	(Q))	Further,	for	every	=	Proof	Let	V	e	>	oo);	H	2(Q)	n	HJ(Q)).	L.,	On	a	theorem	of	functional	analysis,	Mat.	We	say	that	a	differential	operator,	L,	is	bypoellipfic	if	the	solution	is	smooth	whenever	the	data	is	smooth,	i.e.	T	is	C	00	whenever	L(T)	is	C	00	•	In	other	words,	if	sing-supp	(T)	c	sing•supp	(L(T)).	The
proof	of	Theorem	5.5.1	holds	in	a	more	general	setting.	Usually	A	ER	(or	R..").	For	instance	if	-Ju	=fin	Q	and	u	=	g	on	I'	with	/E	L	2(Q)	and	g	E	H	3l	2(I'),	we	can	have	u	E	H	2(Q)	for	suitable	domains.	=	0	and	The	reason	why	f	fails	to	have	a	fixed	point	is	that	B	is	not	compact.	We	will	try	to	indicate	some	of	these	in	course	of	this	chapter	as	well	as	in
the	comments.	,	Wm,	•••	}	225	be	an	orthonormal	basis	for	this	space.	Monotone	Operators.	(	tA)-nu	=	hm	/	-	-	(4.6.8)	0	n	n-+-C()	by	virtue	of	the	exponential	formula	(Theorem	4.4.6).	'	111	]ulo,2*,.o,,,	=1	Then	Sm	is	the	best	Sobolev	constant	for	Qm•	Since	the	extension	by	outside	a	domain	preserves	the	H	1	nature	of	a	HJ	function,	it	follows	the
above	characterization	of	Sm	that	if	m1	>	m	2	(i.e:	Qm,	c	Qm,)	Sm,	<	Sm,•	However	if	u	E	HJ(!J.,1)	then	by	choosing	~	suitably	we	u,	E	HA(Qm,)	and	vice-versa.	Let	c,	s	E:	R.	Hille,	E.	3.2.5	The	Stokes'	System	The	Na	vier-Stokes	equations	in	R."	describe	the	motion	of	a	viscous	incompressible	fluid.	Attempts	were	made	to	justify	these	manipulations
but	they	did	not	satisfy	the	engineers	or	the	physicists.	,...	Hence	\Ix	and	so	x	=	f(x).	A.M.S.,	207,	No.	1,	pp.	90	FUNCT10NAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	is	an	isometry	of	W&'P(.Q)	into	(U(Q))"	and	proceed	as	before.	We	now	only	need	to	prove	(5.2.	7).	B(x1;	E)	.	S.,	Dissipative	operators	in	a	Banach	space,	Pacific	J.	There	is	also	the	duality
method	for	data	in	L'(Q)	or	even	measures.	5.9	n+2	Let	I	<	p	<	-	-	so	that	H	1(Rn)	C	£P+	1(Rn).	In	particular	this	shows	that	the	heat	equation	is	irreversible	in	time,	i.e.	we	cannot	always	solve	the	equation:	OU	"I	Llu	=	0	on	Qx(0,	T)	\	u(x,	t)	=	=	0	on	I'x	(0,	T)	\	Tfi	-	u(x,	T)	ur(x)	>	(4.6.4)	J	A	priori	it	necessary	that	ur	E	for	allj,	i.e.	ur	E	C""(Q)	and	.diur
=	0	on	I'	for	all	j.	If	y	1	and	Y2	satisfied	(A3.1)	for	all	f	E	V*,	thenf(y	1)	=	f(y	2)	for	all	such	f	and	by	the	Hahn-Banach	Theorem,	it	follows	that	Yt	=	y2.	Schwartz.	The	word	'maximal'	figures	in	the	definition	because	if	A	is	dissipative	and	$.(I	-	A)	=	V,	it	is	maximal	in	the	sense	that	there	exists	no	linear	operator	B	with	the	same	properties	and	such	that
B	is	an	extension	of	A.	The	distributions	in	Examples	(1.2.3)-(1.2.5)	are	of	order	zero	and	the	doublet	has	order	I.	Thus	(	4.4.6)	stands	proved.	However	notice	that	for	u0	with	compact	support	u(x,	t)	➔	0	exponentially	as	lxJ	➔	+oo.	We	have	given	a	very	rudimentary	treatment	of	thi.s	subject	in	this	chapter.	However	the	basis	functions	will	be
complicated	and	the	computer	implementation	rather	difficult.	Shantpa!cumaryfor	her	neat	and	careful	typing	of	the	manuscript.	Remark	4.3.2	We	write	that	for	u	E	V	fixed,	S(	·	)u	E	C([O,	oo	);	V).	Two	of	the	important	properties	of	functions	in	W	1,P(Q),	1	<	p	<	oo,	were	proved	by	Stampacchia	[l]	and	can	be	stated	as	follows.	Bangalore,	August	1988
S.	.D	Q	and	this	is	true	for	all	v	E	H6(Q)	as	well	since	g}(Q)	is	dense	in	H&(Q)	and	the	above	expression	is	linear	in	v.	Again	e	is	arbitary	and	(4.5.10)	Another	important	case	is	when	both	A	and	-A	are	maximal	dissipative	operators.	It	is	for	the	limiting	case	n	=	4	that	we	need	the	argument	of	step	4.	B.,	Functions	of	several	variables	and	absolute
continuity,	II,	Duke	J.	We	give	below	an	elementary	and	short	proof	of	Theorem	A4.1.	We	do	this	by	proving	Theorem	A4.2	for	the	case	f(t)	=	Jtl.	Finally	we	check	that	this	family	is	locally	finite.	For	simplicity	we	will	assume	that	Q	is	sufficiently	smooth	and	that	we	have	I'	fixed	at	a	constant	temperature,	say	u	=	0.	Our	third	approach	to	solve	(5.1.2)	is
to	look	for	a	functional	J:	V	➔	R,	where	Vis	our	function	space,	such	that	its	Frechet	derivative	J'	is	equal	to	F,	i.e.,	for	instance	if	Vis	a	Hilbert	space,	(J'(u),	v)	=	(F(u),	v),	for	every	v	E	V,	(5.1.4)	for	any	u	E	V.	2	.	This	is	described	in	Kesavan	[2].	the	function	ua	I)	if	and	only	if	O	is	bounded.	Thus	when	f	is	Lipschitz	continuous	with	L	<	.\1,	(5.2.13)	has	a
unique	solution	i.n	HA(Q).	1	The	range	of	is	contained	in	K.	Let	n	;;,,,	1	be	an	integer	and	set	(A3.2)	Define	the	Riemann	sum	2•-1	y,,	=	2-n	E	cf,(tt).	Let	71	and	E	be	as	in	the	deformation	lemma.	5.5	Let	At	be	as	in	the	previous	exercise	and	let	O	<	A	<	At•	Consider	244	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	the	problem	Q}	=	.f	in	u	=	0	on	I'	-
Liu	-	AU+	u3	where	Q	is	a	bounded	open	subset	of	R_n,	n	~	4.	Now	if	x	ED	then	there	exist}	and	k	such	thatj	Eh,	x	E	WJ,k•	Hence	'PJ,k(x)	>	0.	Then	x	E	Qk	for	some	k.	Let	u	be	the	solution	to	the	initial	value	problem	(4.5.4)	where	u0	E	V.	The	above,	method	will	not	work	if	the	term	u	3	appeared	on	the	right	hand	side	of	the	equation.	Thus	B.is
relati,ely	compact	in	C(.O)	by	the	Asco!i-Arzela	Theorem.	If	it	is	not	a	critical	value,	then	Kc	=	(/).	1.8	Let	TE	i!)'(R	,,)	and	ef,	E	iD(R	n).	Notice	again	that	the	essential	condition	on	r,	was	imposed	on	V	while	nothing	was	done	about	the	natural	condition	on	I'2	•	3.2.3	The	Biharmonic	Equation	Let	.Q	c	R	•	be	a	bounded	open	set	and	let	iJ	be	the	Laplace
operator.	Let	a(.	Let	Q	c	JR"	be	a	smooth	bounded	open	set.	ES,	we	already	have	seen	that	P(J.)	=]..Now	it	follows	~	from	the	uniqueness	of	the	weak•	limit	that/=	P(f).	and	Stampacchia,	G.,	An	Introduction	to	Variational	Inequalities	and	Their	Applications,	Academic	Press,	1980.	Tlien	it	must	be	of	the	form	given	above	which	never.	For	a	given
partition	of	step	size	h,	let	"•	be	the	corresponding	solution	of	the	approximate	problem.	219	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	Since	K	is	compact,	there	exists	R	>	0	such	that	Kc	B(0;	R).	In	fact	the	range	of	the	trace	operator	is	w1-<	1t,l,P(I')	and	the	kernel	is	WJ·'(.Q).	dist	(x,	A)	is	the	Euclidean	distance	of	x	ER•	from	a	subset	Ac
R•.	The	same	results	are	valid	for	any	open	setO	c	R"	for	the	spaces	W!!'"'(O),	and	for	W"'•	P(Q)	if	O	=	R':.	Simiiarly	s+(to)S-(to)Uo	=	Uo.	for	every	u0	E	V.	The	operators	{A,}	for	,\	>	0	are	called	the	Yosida	approximations	of	A	and	will	play	an	important	role	in	the	sequel.	be	as	in	Lemma	5.2.2.	Then	as	K	is	convex,	g,(K)	cK.	.o	=	1	for	all	m.	Let	D	c	Rn
a	smooth	bounded	open	set	for	n	~	6	so	that	if	u	E	H	1(Q)	then	u	E	L3(D)	and	so	u	2	E	H-	1(Q).	An	interesting	consequence	is	an	elegant	proof	of	the	following	fact:	If	TE	.!D'(R	")	such	that	oT	aX;	=	O	for	all	I	,;;	i	,;;	n,	then	T	=	Tc,	the	distribution	generated	by	a	constant	function.	Then	by	step	3	above	we	Uk+t	:;:.;;	Uk	:;:.;;	•••	:;:.;;	Uo	=	0.	Define	J.(t)
11E	H	1(Q),J.(u)	E	H	1(Q)	and	l	u	Lla:;	(J.(u)f	=	(A4.3)	>0	u(x)	<	0	u(x)	=	0.	Thus	F;	L2(!J)	➔	L2(Q)	is	compact	since	it	is	the	composition	of	F:	L2(Q)	➔	HA(Q)	and	the	compact	inclusion	mentioned	above.	-	-	,	Existence	of	solutions	by	the	Galerkin	method	for	a	class	of	nonlinear	problems,	Applicable	Anal.,	16,	pp.	w•	0	such	that	for	every	V	E	wm+LP(Q),
l!vllm1-l,p,n	¾	Cjv/m+l,p,Q	(2.5.14)	This	completes	the	proof.	(3.2.23)	The	weak	formulation	will	be:	Find	u	E	H	1(.Q)	such	that	J,,	Vu-Vv	+	J.,	uv	=	J,,	fv	-	(g,	v)r,	(3.2.24)	where	now	g	E	H-	112(I')	and	(.,	.)r	stands	for	the	duality	pairing	between	H-	1l'(I')	and	flii	2(I').	log	log	(2/,)	which	tends	to	zero	as	•	➔	0.	Consider	the	problem	-Liu=	u2	-	tw1	U=O	in
on	~.}	If	t	>	0	is	sufficiently	small,	show	that	the	solution	u	~	0	obtained	in	Theorem	5.4.	l	can	also	be	obtained	by	the	Contraction	Mapping	Theorem.	Let	us	consider	the	biharmonic	equation	(cf.	a	convex,	compact	set.	Theorem	3.6.J	There	exists	an	orthonormal	basis	{wm)	cf	L	2(!J)	and	a	sequence	of	positive	real	numbers	Pm}	with	A,.	t	=	11m	-	-	=	-



d.	At	first	sight	this	does	not	197	INTRODUCTION	TO	SEMIGROUPS	AND	APPUCATIONS	seem	reasonable.	If	u	E	H-	1	(0)	such	that	~u	E	H-	1(Q)	for	all	I	,;;	i	,;;	n,	then	u	E	L	2(Q).	M.,	The	physical	interpretation	of	the	quantum	dynamics,	Proc.	Hence	(by	extracting	a	subsequence)	we	may	assume	that	Um	-	u	weakly	in	HA(D).	Also	lld~!t)//	~	}l!ua[I,
from	which,	as	n	-	t	>o	oo,	we	get	the	other	inequality	in	(4.5.5).	or	is	of	class	C1	with	bounded	boundary	i!Q.	The	regularity	of	the	solution	thus_	dictates	the	optimal	choice	of	the	space	V,.	Thus	without	further	hypotheses	on	{a1},	I	,;;	i,;;	n,	we	fE	have	the	existence	of	a	unique	weak	solution	to	(3.2.5)	when	a0	Gilbarg	and	Trudinger	[I]).	Assume
further·	that	~~	on	.Q	x	(0,	T).	div	(11)	=	0	(3.2.49)	where.ii=	(u1,	...	0	7.	and	Rabinowitz,	P.	Prove	the	Lax-Milgram	Theorem	for	V	by	the	Galerkin	method.	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	243	The	point	(0,	1)	is	called	a	bifurcation	paint.	Thus	given	any	domain	.Q,	the	Dirac	distribution	will	belong	to	a	Sobolev	space	of	sufficiently	large	negative	order.
Section	3.3)	u	E	H	2(Q).	<	211	0	,	(U	-	A)-	1	exists	with	norm	,,:;;>.-	1•	Now	we	can	iterate	this	procedure	to	show	that	(H--A)-	1	exists	for	all>.	From	the	imbedding	theosems	of	the	previous	section	we	have	to	deal	with	spaces	of	continuous	functions	C(.Q)	or	the	various	Lebesgue	spaces	LP(Q),	I	,(	p	0	such	that	S	<	dist	(.Q',	R•'--s.Q)	and	·	/,_,.J-f/o,p.Q'
0	be	given	and	let	.Q'	be	chosen	such	that	condition	(ii)	above	is	satisfied.	We	conclude	this	section	with	the	study	of	some	important	special	cases	of	maximal	dissipative	operators.	2.	}x,.	Example	I	.I	.I	Consider	the	following	equation:	u,	+	uu,	=	0,	x	E	R,	i	>	0	where	the	subscripts	denote	differentiation	with	respect	to	the	corresponding	fodependent
variable.	For	v	E	V,	since	t	➔	S(t)u	is	continuous,	we	know	how	to	integrate	this	function	(cf.	Since	A,	is	a	bounded	linear	operator,	it	generates	the	C0-semigroup	exp	(tA,).	Also	+	h)	=	f(u)	+	f'(u)h	+	½f"(u)(h,	h)	+	...	ueK	}	J(u)	=	min	J(v)	(3.1.8)	(3.1.9)	•EK	where	J(v)	=	J;a(v,	v)	-	(f,	v).	Further	D(A)	is	dense	and	llexp	(tAA)ii	~	1	and	so	{exp	(tA,)u}
converges	for	any	u	E	V	as	,\	➔	oo	and	again	this	.	Of	course	such	elements	exist	and	can	be	described	in	theory.	(ii)	The	infimum	cannot	be	·	achieved	except	when	Q	=	JR"	for	if	u	E	H6(Q),	Q	~Rn	_achieves	the	infimum	on	!J	then	its	e,xtension	by	zero	achieves	the	above	infimum	on	R".	Consider	the	covering	{u	,-,	U{R""-I')	of	R	•	and	the
corresponding	partition	of	unity,	1}•	and	,{,0	(cf.	1	is	the	first	eigenvalue	for	the	Dirichlet	problem	for	the	Laplace	operator.	h),	the	argument	being	repeated	k	times.	Bifurcation	theory	deals	with	the	study	of	the	local	solution	set	near	a	bifurcation	point	and	the	global	solution	paths.	Brezis,	H.,	Analyse	Fonctionnelle,	Theorie	et	Applications,	Masson,
Paris,	1983.	oo	for	S(T)Au	dT	by	the	definition	of	S	and	the	Dominated	Convergence	Theorem.	We	already	have	indicated	in	the	preceding	sections	as	to	how	we	propose	to	do	this.	and	Yorke,	J.,	A	constructive	proof	of	the	Brouwer	fixed	point	theorem	and	computational	results,	SIAM	J.	4.	(b)	Deduce	that	if	A	is	maximal	dissipative	and	B	dissipative
with	D(B)	::>	D(A)	and	if	there	exist	O	~	IX	<	l	and	~	~	0	such	that	IIBull	~	otl!Aull	+	Jlllull,	then	A	for	every	u	E	D(A)	+	B	is	maximal	dissipative.	(I	+	ltl')'•l11m1	2	dg	2	2	r-·	which	yields	(2.6.9)	on	taking	square	roots	and	using	(2.1.10)	to	define	the	norms	in	H'(R•).	(1.1.8)).	Hence	for	any	cf,	E	!J)K,	IT(cf,)i	~	Nallc/>llN	which	proves	relation	(	1.2.15).
T-	_	d	lV	-	,/4	oT;	~	-.	It	is	clear	that	the	Banach	algebra	l•as	an	identity	(viz.	Our	starting	point	is	the	well-known	(and	easy	to	prove)	fact	that	if	f	E	C	1(R),	then	/(u)	E	Wl.P(Q)	and	that	o	a	x,	(cf.	INTRODUCTION	TO	SEMIGROUPS	AND	APPLICATIONS	173	Further	l\u(t)\I	~	e1IIAlll\uoll	and	so	the	above	linear	map	is	bounded.	and	x-Vu	=	(x•v)	au	iJv	on
I'.	Berger,	M.	92	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	If	8	is	the	Dirac	distribution,	we	know	that	8	=	\	(cf.	A2Xn	AnX1	AnX2	1	+:	AnXn	is	equal	to	the	determinant	-X1	A2X1	AnXt	X2	1	+	A2X2	AnX2	]	2[8	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	x,	0	-	X2	1	Xn	0	...	Pucci,	P.	Hence	Now	~	0X1	OXj	n	oXj	oX;	,	oE,	=	l:	(-1)	1	0X1	i-1	=	n	l:
(-1)	1(	l:	C,	1	+	l:	Cu)	l=I	ji2x,	l	l	+	A2X2	.	It	is	only	in	higher	dimensions	that	it	is	advantageous	as	it	can	tackle	in	a	systematic	manner	different	geometries	of	the	domain	as	well	as	different	boundary	conditions.	,	.).	Now	we	estlmate	u	-ll•u	in	HA(Q).	Fu11ct.	b	y	parts,.we	get	(5.6.1)	b	y	X;	~	an	d'mtegratmg	uX;	ou	J	-Ju~	Q	uX;	X;	=	J	g(u)	~	ou	Q	f	=
X;	uX;	o	(G(u))x;	~	=	-	J	G(u).	7.20)	with	u	as	above	and	=	I.	We	will	thus	study	situations	when	J	admits	a	local	minimum.	A	()	.	REFERENCES	263	Keller,	H.	(3.1.16)	Let	p	>	O	be	a	positive	constant	to	be	chosen	presently.	Note	that	for	u	E	H	2(Q),	its	trace	on	I'	must	necessarily	lie	in	H	312(I').	-a	X1	=	HJ(R'.l-),	Proqf	We	already	have	seen	that	HJ(R'.l-
)	c	ker	(y0),	Let	now	v	Eker	fro),	Then	we	have	seen	that	its	extension	v	by	zero	is	in	H	1(R	•).	One	such	method	is	to	construct	successive	approximations	by	an	iterative	procedure.	E::':	Hb(Q)	AA)-	1u	(,\	):	0,	by	>	0)	then	v	;;::,	0.	1t	The	material	in	the	t~xt	is	supplemer.t.ed	by	four	appendices,	bibliographic	comments	at	the	end	of	each	chapter	and
several	exercises.	Let	x	E	Q.	As	the	Tamil	poet	Avvai	put	it,	one's	knowledge	and	one's	ignorance	roughly	beat	the	ratio	of	a	fistful	of	soil	to	the	volume	of	the	Earth.	Schwartz,	L.,	Theorie	des	Distributions,	Hermann,	1966.	A	fact	that	strikes	us	immediately	is	that	no	second	derivatives	are	involved	in	the	definition	of	J!	Thus	in	looking	for	the
equilibrium	state	of	the	membrane	the	space	of	'admissible	displacements'	need	not	involve	functions	which	are	twice	differentiable	and	in	fact	for	several	'reasonable'	data[,	it	is	not	correct	to	do	so.	For	more	details	on	the	method	of	monotone	iterations,	see	the	survey	article	of	Amann	[IJ.	LetfEL2(R),	the	space	of	square	integrable	functions	on	R.
We	have	seen	that	critical	points	of	the	'energy'	functional	give	solutions	of	partial	differential	equations.	Remark	5.6.2	If	Q	were	not	star-shaped,	we	can	have	solutions	even	when	A	,:;;;	0	in	Example	5.6.1.	In	fact	for	an	annular	domain	it	is	known	that	a	radial	solution	(i.e.	u(x)	=	u(\x\))	exists	for	(5.6.5)	for	all	A	E	(-oo,	,\1).	The	topological	degree	is	a
powerful	tool	in	the	study	of	existence	and	multiplicity	of	solutions	to	nonlinear	equations.	Let	w	1	>	0	be	the	normali.zed	eigenfunction	corresponding	to	the	eigenvalue	.\	1	of	the	Dirichlet	problem	for	the	Laplace	operator	i.e.	Wt	E	HJ(Q),	-Llw1	=	A1W1,	Lwr	=	l,	and	Wt	>	0.	Let	f:	!J	-+	R	be	such	that	/11,	E	H	1(J,)	fo_!:	each	O	.;;	k	.;;	n	-	I.	(5.5.8)	max
J(y(t))	yEP	IE[O,	I]	where	Pis	the	collection	of	all	continuous	paths	y	:	[O,	l]	y(O)	=	U0	,	y(l)	=	➔	V	such	that	UI.	Let	H	be	a	Hilbert	space	and	let	a(.	P.	KESAVAN	School	of	Mathematics	Tata	Institute	of	Fundamental	Research	Bangalore,	India	00	NEW	AGE	INTERNATIONAL	(P)	LIMITED,	PUBLISHERS	New	Delhi•	Bangalore•	Chennai	•	Guwahati	•
Hyderabad	.	Assume	that	there	exists	O	~	IX	<	l	and	fJ	~	0	such	that	IIBull	~	1XIIAull	+	f:!llu\l,	for	every	uE	D(A).	3	6,	(2.7.9)	Finally,	again	by	the	translation	invariance	of	the	Lebesgue	measure,	we	have	l••f	-	'7ilo,p,	R'	=	lf-1>l0,p,	11.•	<	•/3.	This	is	true	for	s	>	n/2	since	the	integral	(after	converting	to	polar	coordinates)	(	ct;f;r	is	finite	only	when	s
>	n/2.	Berger	[l]	has	also	used	it	to	study	the	Von	Karman	equations.	Proof	When	p	>	n,	as	observed	.earlier	the	functions	of	W	1•"(D)	are	Holder	continuous.	4.nlvm	-	vlo,4,!2	::;;;	ClumlI.nlVm	-	t·Ji.a	~	CR	3Jvm	-	vii.a	which	tends	to	zero	as	m	➔	oo.	I.	e	R,	the	set	{xEXl/(x)	~oc}	is	closed	in	X.	Brezis	[I])	proceeds	in	two	stages.	Not	only	is	a	proper
functional	analytic	setting	important	for	the	theoretical	study	of	the	well-posedness	of	initial	and	boundary	value	problems	but	also	for	the	construction	of	good	numerical	schemes	for	the	computation	of	approximate	solutions.	Let	a(,,	,):	Vx	V	➔	R	be	V-elliptic	and	such	that	[a(u,	v)[	0,	and	in	fact	that	llu(t)II	decreases	as	t	increases.	Rudin	[2]).	on	the
function	space	and	it	turns	out	that	a	weak	solution	automatically	satisfies	the	boundary	condition	as	shown	.above.	4.8	(a)	Let	V	l\u\l,	=	L2(R).	The	fixed	point	theorems	of	Brouwer	and	Schauder	are	usually	provea	using	the	notion	of	the	topological	degree.	Then~-,-~	umformly	m	[o,	oo)	for	any	o>	0	and	so	u	E	C([o,	oo	);	v)	n	c	1((0,	oo	);	V).	B.,	Li,	T.
Hence	IN	is	also	a	C'°	function	and	if	we	define	1	'Pl=	-	l)	'P	{k	ljEh}	then	if,1	will	be	a	C""	function,	ip	1	~	'PJ,k	0,	2	ip	1	jEJ	=	I,	and	supp	(if,	J	E	V1,	Now	to	each	j	E	J	associate	a	unique	i	=	r(j).	method	wherein	the	data	is	approximated	by	smooth	functions	and	for	these	problems	which	can	be	solved,	a	proiri	estimates	can	be	used	and	a	solution	to
the	original	problem	obtained	by	passing	to	the	limit.	Substitu-	ting	in	(5.6.4)	and	rearranging	the	terms	we	get	(5.6.3).	Lemma	5.5.1	(Deformation	Lemli1a)	Let	J:	V	➔	R	be	a	satisfying	(PS).	Theorem	4.4.3	(Hille-Yosida)	A	linear	unbounded	operator	A	on	a	Banach	space	Vis	the	infinitesimal	generator	of	a	contraction	semigroup	if,	and	only	if,	(i)	A	is
closed,	(ii)	A	is	densely	defined,	and	(iii)	for	every	,\	>	0,	(,\/	-	A)-	1	is	a	bounded	linear	operator	and	(4.4.11)	The	importance	of	the	above	theorem	lies	in	the	fact	that	the	study	of	the	solvability	of	the	initial	value	problem	(	4.3.6)	is	reduced	to	the	study	uf	the	solvability	and	a	priori	estimates	of	the	solutions	of	the	problems	,\u	-	Au	=	v,	u	E	D(A),	v	E	V,
,\	>	0,	(4.4.12)	which	are	often	easier.	Then	there	exists	a	constant	C	every	u	E	W•"+	1•,('2),	l!u	-	ll(u)iiv	(2.5.15)	>	0	such	that	for	IIE•	=	IIF/1IJ,/o,.,,-,	0	and	taking	h	E	h	for	some	u	E	=	(	u,	G,	we	get	;;i'	...	Let	II·	II	be	the	norm	in	V,	I·	I	the	norm	in	Hand	(,;	,	)	the	inner-product	in	H.	Let	y	E	P.	Appendix	3).	Lions,	P.	Set	{lull	n	).	John[!]).	Property	(iii)	is
connected	with	the	continuity	with	respect	to	t.	Now	assume	thatfis	continuously	differentiable,	with	derivative	f'.	Existence	of	solutions	can	be	proved	by	a	variety	of	ways	when	the	variational	method	fails.	'.S	~(s)[I	llhllvreco,	o	'	More	generally	we	can	have	Taylor's	formula.	Let	TE	S'.	Example	1.2.1	Consider	the	function	,f,(x)	=	{eoxp	(-a2/(a2	-	x2)),
llxll	<	,	X	;;;,.	Math.,	118,	pp.	The	article	of	Nirenberg	[3]	g:ves	an	excellent	survey	of	topological	and	variational	methods	for	nonlinear	problems.	I'=	Q'	an	stands	for	the	boundary	of	fJ.	If	Xis	a	topological	space	and	f:	X	➔	R	a	function,	it	is	said	to	be	lower	semicontinuous	if	for	every	or.	if	u(x)	O	if	ax;-=	Vu2	+E	Jn	IJ.(u)\	1	=	V	t	2	+	E.	In	the	same	way
it	can	be	proved	that	W"'•P(R")	is	a	Banach	algebra	when	m	>	(n/p).	For	a	discussion	ot	examples	and	the	main	results	of	this	theory	see	Berger	[l],	Nirenberg	[2]	and	Schaeffer	[l].	We	may	consider,	as	a	typical	example,	-Ju	=f(u)	+	g	in	(5.1.1)	u=	0	on	I'	Q}	where	Q	c	Rn	is	a	bounded	open	set	with	boundary	I',	g	a	given	function	defined	on	Q	and/:	R
➔	R	a	given	nonlinear	function.	Then	Au=	u	E	D(A).	To	each	such	we	associate	a	unique	element	V	E	Wm	by	e=	(!;)	ER	e,	V	=	m	(5.3.4)	1:	g;W;.	Hence	by	the	connectedness	of	!J,	we	have	!J	=	!Ji,	in	which	case	u	is	a	constant	or	!J	=	!J2	in	which	case	(3.5.9)	is	true.	,(	s}.	Another	very	important	use	of	the	fundamental	solution	is	regarding	the	regularity
of	solutions.	Again	we	can	study	the	inhomogeneous	Neumann	problem,	say,	-4u	+	11	=I	au	a,=g	in	.Q}	onI'	.	c1	+	1e1	i•,1uce>1	d,)'	x	(JR.	This	uses	the	characterization	of	Sobolev	spaces	via	difference	quotients	(cf.	Thus/	has	no	fixed	point	in	B.	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	227	Further	~	lv\o.	Let	u	E	D(A).	Thus	(3.2.47)	is
proved.	Then	by	Step	I	above	Aull	+	tjJA,.u	-	\\exp	(tA,)u	-	exp	(tA,.)ulJ	~	tjjAAu	-	Aull	(4.4.9)	which	tends	to	zero	as	,\,	µ	➔	oo	using	Lemma	4.4.2.	Thus	for	every	u	E	D(A),	{	exp	(tA,)u}	is	Cauchy	and	so	lim	exp	(tA.)u	exists.	If•	>	0	is	chosen	small	enough	then	p,•Tli({.v)	will	have	support	contained	in	the	set	B(0;	e)	where	K	+	K	n	{x	I	Xn	;a,	h	>	0)	=
supp	(Th({kv))	is	compact.	Find	its	infinitesimal	generator	A.	Theorem	J.4.3	Let	QC	R•	be	an	open	set	and	Jet	{!J1},	i	E	J	constitute	an	open	cover	of	!J.	The	map	x	➔	h(x)	is	of	class	C	2•	Indeed	h(x)	Now	\h(x)l	2	=	.\x	+	(l	=	A2lxl	2	+	(l	glx	I	FIG.	573598,	1976.	Let	=	{x	E	R•I	lxi	=	R}.	Hence	we	are	now	looking	for	a	fixed	point	of	the	continuous	map	F:
(whose	range	lies	in	K)	defined	by	F(v)	=	PK(Pf	-	pAv	H➔	H	+	v).	Q	Now	by	(5.3.3),	L	"i!Um	·	Vvm	-	,\	L	+	Lu!,vm	-	L	UmVm	fvm	=	0.	If	V	=	R,	then	this	is	well	known	and	can	be	jnterpreted	as	a	limit	of	Riemann	sums.	The	second	term	is	J:	~	1	0	and	AAu	➔	Au	as	>.-,,.	For	a	nice	introduction	to	the	theory	of	semigroups	with	applications	to	partial
differential	equations,	see	Pazy	[l]	or	Friedman	[l].	These	sf>aces	form	a	natural	functional	analytic	framework	for	the	study	of	weak	solutions	of	elliptic	boundary	value	problems	which	is	the	topic	discussed	in	the	third	chapter.	-	In	fact	it	is	not	true	even	for	the	wave	equation	when	n	=2.	Then	we	can	imitate	the	construction	of	Example	2.5.1	to	show
that	compactness	cannot	hold.·	In	addition	to	this	condition	we	need	sufficient	conditions	of	geometric	or	analytic	nature	to	prove	the	compactness	of	the	Sobolev	imbeddings	(cf.	Since	K,	is	a	compact	convex	set	in	the	finite	dimensional	space	V.,	it	follows	from	Brouwer's	theorem	that	it	has	a	fixed	point	x,	E	K,	C	K.	•	Indeed,	a	necessary	condition	for
compactness	is	that	Q	has	to	be	quasibounded,	i.e.	Jim	dist	(x,	BQ)	lxl	➔	"°	=	0.	(2.3.10)	Again	we	multiply	by	'•	and	use	the	definition	of	the	derivative:	f	a	Ri	u	ox.	Let	J:	Vx	V	➔	Vx	V	be	defined	by	J(u,	v)	=	(-v,	u).	We	will	study	some	nonlinear	applications	of	this	method.	Since	K	is	Kc	K.	Thus	P	such	that	=	u,,	Now,	we	can	choose	y	E	max	J(y(t))	IE[O,	I]
Hence	as	y(t)	E	A	6	,,	0	so	that	llv	-	u0	II	=	E.	such	that	V1	c	D;.	If	A	is	a	symmetric	and	positive	definite	matrix	then	we	know	that	n	E	auv	1v1	;;,	oc\\v\\	2	(3.1.7)	i,	j-l	which	means	that	a(.	If	A-	1	is	not	an	eigenvalue	a	unique	solution	exists	for	all	123	WEAK	SOLUTIONS	OF	ELLIPTIC	BOUNDARY	VALUE	PROBLEMS	f	(and	d	=	0).	It	is	continuous	as
well,	since	lf(u)	-	f(v)\	~	L\u	-	v\	which	implies	that	L\u	-	IJ(u)	-	/(v)\o,!l	,;_;;	(5.2.17)	v\o.n-	If	F	were	defined	by	(5.2.15)	then	for	u,	v	E	L2(Q)	we	have	1£(u)	-	F(v)\o,g	=	IG(f(u))	-	G(f(v))lo.ii	~	L\\GII	\u	-	v\o,n	where	l!GIJ	refers	to	the	norm	of	G	considered	as	a	mapping	of	L	2(fJ)	into	itself.	He	works	at	its	·sangalore	Centre	for	Applications	of	Mathematics.
Reidel	Pub!.	>	0	and	set	v(x,	t)	Then	max	u	c;.Q	(4.6.9)	ov	ot	-	Liv	=	=	u(x,	t)	-	OU	ct	-	Liu	-	(4.6.11)	€!.	4.5	CONTRACTION	SEMIGROUPS	ON	HILBERT	SPACES	In	this	section	we	will	assume	that	V	is	a	Hilbert	space	whose	innerproduct	is	denoted	by	(	•	,	•).	.E	b,(x)	n	-	.E	{31(x)x1	E	v•	i-1	where	'	n	Since	O	~	{31	~	1,	.E	{31	=	I,	we	have	that	g,(x)	is
a	convex	combination	1-1	of	the	x	1	and	hence	belongs	to	K	if	K	is	convex.	These	are	called	'characteristic	curves'	and	the	curve	through	the	point	(x0	,	0)	on	the	.	441-467,	1982.	Thus	SR(	1	-	A)	=	H	and	so	Theorem	4.5.2	to	the	equation	dv(t)	~	~	=	Av,	v(0)	Set	v(0)	=	u(e)	E	D(Ak-	1)	=	>	and	so	u.-	k	=	v,	maximal.	John,	F.,	Partial	Differential
Equations,	Springer	International	Student	Edition,	3rd	Edition,	1978.	Thus	{v>.}	is	uniformly	Cauchy	on	bounded	intervals	(oft)	and	so	is	convergent.	Thus	if	a	stone	is	dropped	in	water	the	ripples	will	move	out	from	the	centre	of	disturbance.	If	,\	>	1	then	we	have	three	solutions	viz.,	u	=	0,	u	=	VA	-	I	and	u	=	-VA	-	1.	·~···	Copyright©	1989	New	Age
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publisher.	Then	u	E	Ck((O,	oo);	D(A	1))	for	all	integers	k	and	/.	Monthly,	77,	pp.	(iii)	For	every	u	E	V,	Definition	4.3.1	S(t)u	-	u	as	t	+0.	As	could	have	been	observed	upto	now,	the	book	by	Adams	[!]	contains	a	very	exhaustive	treatment	of	the	subject.	Set	u(t)	=	Jim	u"(t).	The	Galerkin	method	can	also	be	made	to	work	but	a	lot	more	of	effort	will	be
necessary	to	get	the	estimate	of	the	type	(5.3.6).	For	instance	consider	the	one-dimensional	equation	(i.e.	V	=	R)	with	the	single	real	parameter	,\	given	by	(l	-	A)u	+	u3	=	0,	u	ER.	Fundamental	Solutions	The	importance	of	the	fundamental	solution	of	a	differential	operator	regarding	existence	of	solutions	to	linear	partial	differential	equations	was	seen
in	this	chapter.	207-274	in	Numerical	Solutions	of	Partial	Differential	Equations,	III,	SYNSPADE,	Bert	Hubbard	Ed.,	1975.	In	general	most	methods	which	work	for	the	cases	where	the	Sobolev	inclusion	is	compact	will	fail	for	the	limiting	case.	Heaviside,	On	operators	in	mathematical	physics,	Proc.	Using	the	fact	that	the	function	/(x)	=	x	is	in	L	2((0,
I)),	compute	3.	Thus	the	solution	is	not	necessarily	more	accurate	than	when	we	use	piecewise	linear	functions.	Show	that	aw	av	:;f:	0	on	F.	Further	we	also	have	-Liu,+	u,	=	if,,/-	2Vif,o•Vu	-	(Llif,,)u	2	=	Then	we	have	uo	E	H	(R")	and	so	u0	in	Q	is	in	H	.du(y)(,f,(lx	-	YI)	-	,f,(p))	dy	+	w,:.-,	fi;-,h	u(y)	dS(y)	(3.5.6)	If	.du	=	0,	we	get	the	Gauss	Law	of	the
Arithmetic	Mean	for	a	harmonic	function,	viz.,	=	WnP	~	u(x)	J	u(y)	dS(y).	l)	the	integrand	is	a	real-valued	function	and	so	the	integral	can	be	defined	in	the	usual	way.	is	the	space	of	distributions	on	Q	UD'	=	.!D'(R	")).	,	.),	it	follows	that	the	above	is	a	continuous	linear	functional.	Any	function	of	the	form	f(x)	+	g(y)	is	a	solution	of	a2	T	-=0	axay	and	it	is
enough	to	have/and	g	at	most	C2!	By	virtue	of	Theorems	1.7.1	and	1.7.2,	the	Laplace	operator	is	bypoelliptic.	The	obvious	critical	points	are	local	maxima	or	minima	(the	latter	will	be	more	probable	in	applications,	since	J	will	represent	an	'energy').	For	a	complete	description,	see	Girault	and	Raviart	[I).	S.,	Functional	Analysis	and	Semigroups,	A.M.S.,
Colloquium	Puhl.,	Vol.	5.10	Let	Q	c	Rn	be	a	bounded	open	set	and	let	w	E	HUD)	be	an	eigenfunction	to	the	Laplace	operator,	i.e.,	w	-:I-	0,	and	there	exists	J\	>	0	such	that	-Aw=	AW.	In	the	previous	chapter	we	used	the	term	contraction	to	linear	operators	{S(t)}	of	a	semigroup	when	IJS(t)II	::::;;	l.	Theorem	4.6.1	Let	u0	E	L	2(Q).	Now	f	Q	But	I	f	u!vm	-	f
u3v	Q	IL	u!(vm	-	=	f	Q	u;.(vm	-	v)	+	J	(u;.	The	Finite	Element	Method	The	first	recorded	use	of	the	finite	element	method	goes	back	to	Courant	in	the	1940's	when	he	suggested	the	use	of	piecewise	linear	functions	to	approximate	the	solution	of	variational	problems.	Define	J:	B(0;	R)	--,.	If	/E	L'(Q)	and	Q	is	a	polygon,	we	only	know	that	u·EH	2(Q),	u	the
solution	of	an	elliptic	problem	with	data/	and	Dirichlet	boundary	conditions.	5.8	Let	(A1,	w1)	be	as	in	Exercise	5.6.	Show	that	the	problem	-Liu=	((u	-	w1)+)2	U=O	in	on	Q}	r	has	at	least	two	solutions.	,	.),	we	get	~llull	2	,;;;	lllulli	2	,;;;	Mllui12	and	so	the	new	norm	is	equivalent	to	the	original	one	and	so	H	is	also	a	Hilbert	space	with	respect	to	the	new
inner-product.	It	is	maximal	dissipative	since	there	exists	a	unique	u	E	Hb(Q)	such	that	=	(	[	-	A)u	u-	Llu	=f	for	every	f	E	L2(Q).	Hence	along	each	such	curye,	m'=	a	constant.	With	the	definition	l•J,2'	0	=	f	(a•)'	=	f	l:n	n	i=l	;;:-	uX1	a	Vv-Vv,	show	that	I	iul	li.n	=	2.5	lul,,,,.	C:	stands	for	the	set	of	complex	numbers.	Math.	Rudin,	W.,	Real	and	Complex
Analysis,	2nd	Edition,	Tata	McGraw-Hill,	1974.	We	can	use	the	notion	of	interpolation	spaces	to	define	the	spaces	H•(Q),	when	Q	C	R	•,	by	interpolating	between	the	integral	order	spaces	Hm(tJ),	m	:;;,	0,	an	integer.	(a)	Consider	the	boundary	value	problem	d	2u	-	dx'	+	u	=.fin	(0,	1)	u(0)=u(l)	u'(O)	=	u'(l).	Girault,	V.	Thus	(5.6.6)	which	is	·a
contradiction	if,\	<	0.	187-215,	1940.	Example	1.2.6).	(l,	Jx	2	2	1J	)	"	•	Define	(2.4.21)	Then	u	¢;	L	~(!2)	because	of	the	singularity	at	the	origin.	is	the	space	of	distributions	with	compact	support	in	Q	(8'	=	f;'(R"ll-	s	is	the	Schwartz	space	of	rapidly	decreasing	functions	in	R•.	Vi.,	for	any	/;;,,:	k	+	l	and	so	we	have	constructed	a	neighbourhood	of	x,	viz.,
~.	Grisvard,	P.,	Behaviour	of	the	solution	of	an	elliptic	boundary	value	problem	in	a	polygonal	or	polyhedral	domain,	pp.	if	u	E	H-	1(R	")	then	,_r;J	E	L	2	(R./J)	by	(2.6.1).	Show	that/	E	H	1(.Q),	if,	and	only	if,/E	C(Q).	Q	stands	for	an	open	set	in	R".	for	every	v	E	H	1(0),	Show	that	inf	f,;;	u(x)	,;;	sup	f	,,	0	a.e.	x	e	D.	Thus	JI([	-	A)-	111	~	1.	(f(u))	=	f'(u)	aou,	x,	l
~	i	<	n.	Now	define	i==1	II	.E	b;(x)x1	g.(x)	=	1-	1,.	Of	course	these	are	not	the	only	critical	points	available	and	we	will	also	see	examples	where	critical	points	can	be	obtained	by	other	methods.	Let/E	L2(!JJ.	If	{S(t)}	is	the	semigroup	generated	by	A,	then	u(t)	=	S(t)Ua-	Let	uA(t)	satisfy	(4.5.6)	Then	by	Theorem	...	They	are	useful	in	the	study	of	free
boundary	problems	(eg.	and	Phillips,	R.	Conversely,	given	several	locally	defined	distributions	which	are	"compatible"	in	a	sense	to	be	made	precise	below,	we	can	"patch	them	up"	to	define	a	global	distribution.	Since	,f,,	and	hence	T(,f,)	=	0	since	•	>	0	was	arbitrarily	chosen.	It	is	not	satisfied	by	even	"nice"	functions	very	often.	Regularity	Theorems
The	proof	of	the	regularity	result	for	R!	presented	in	this	chapter	seems	simpler	than	the	usual	proofs,	but	works	well	only	for	the	Laplace	operator.	By	virtue	of	condition	(i)	and	Theorem	2.5.1,	:f/.,,	is	relatively	compact	in	LP(Q').	B(0;	R)	by	j(x)	=	f(PK(X)).	Further	liu(t)!I	:(	lluoll,	lt~~t)I	=	l	t	~	0	IIAu(t)JI	:(	}	(4.5.5)	l!uol!,	,	>	o.	Vis	a	II(p)	=P	for	every
p	E	P	m(Q).	(3.:2.19)	By	Green's	formula	if	u	is	a	classical	solution,	then	u	E	H	1(Q)	and	further	u	satisfies	L	Vu-Vv	+	L	Lr•.	Jx-y[=p	But	then	u(y)	-	m	;;.	(5.5.2)	Then	solutions	of	(5.5.	l)	will	be	critical	points	of	.T.	Now	fix	such	a	k	so	that	(2.7.13)	where	'1	>	0	is	a	given	positive	quantity.	H.	Let	S(t)f(s)	=f(s	+	t),	t	~	0,	s	>	0.	Also	the	spaces	involved	are
only	V=	H~(Q).	The	integral	I~	ef,(t)	dt,	if	it	exists,	is	the	unique	vector	y	E	V	such	that	f(y)	=	f:J(ef,(t))	dt,	(A3.1)	for	every	f	E	V*.	Gilbarg	and	Trudinger	[!]).	Notations	in	Euclidean	Spaces	R	stands	for	the	real	line.	Thus	after	sufficiently	large	time	the	signal	at	any	point	completely	dies	out.	Now	consider	the	function	w	=	ixw1,	where	w1	is	the	first.
Nevertheless	we	would	like	to	know	the	connection	between	the	problem	(1.1.5)	and	the	minimizer	u	of	the	functional	J.	Thus	we	may	assume	fo	=	0;	Since	fl}(.Q)	is	dense	in	W6'	P(.Q),	the	linear	functional	is	uniquely	fixed	once	it	is	fixed	on	g}(.Q).	This	equation	or	variations	thereof	occur	in	several	physical	phenomena	involving	diffusion.	Bv	and	so
(I	-	B)(v	-	u)	=	0.	Thus	given	any	subsequence	of	{uk}	we	can	extract	a	weakly	convergent	subsequence	(in	Hb(Q))	which	will	converge	strongly	in	L	2(Q)	and	a.e.	But	as	the	{uk}	is	a	decreasing	sequence,	the	a.e.	limit	will	always	be	u(x)	=	inf	uk(x).	By	virtue	of	the	above	theorem	and	the	Hille-Yosida	Theorem	we	see	that	every	maximal	dissipative
operator	is	the	generator	of	a	contraction	semigroup	and	the	regularity	results	of	the	previous	section	hold	for	the	solutions	of	initial	value	problems.	,	tk},	then	(A4.1)	otherwise,	the	derivatives	being	understood	in	the	sense	of	distributions.	The	region	of	contact	C	=	{x	E	Q	I	u(x)	=	X(x))	is	unknown	and	on	the	(unknown)	domain	D",C,	u	satisfies	a
differential	equation.	The	proof	we	will	be	presenting	is	due	to	Kannai	[I].	A.	!"l	lfl	VA1	0.	Other	Existence	and	Regularity	Theories	In	this	chapter	we	have	only	presented	the	Hilbert	space	(or	L2)	theory	of	elliptic	boundary	value	problems.	Example	5.2.1	Let	V	=	12	the	space	of	square	summable	sequences.	0	in	ff)x.	Thus	J.uk+ili.a	~	C	for	all	k.	In
particular	this	implies	that	if	J	has	two	local	minima,	then	it	must	have	a	third	critical	point.	-	-	,	Topological	Vector	Spaces,	Distributions	and	Kernels,	Academic	Press,	1967.	XEQ	If	Q	were	not	quasibounded	(in	the	sense	above),	there	exists	an	infinity	of	disjoint	balls	in	Q	of	the	same	positive	radius.	Example	5.2.3	Letf:	R	➔	R	be	uniformly	bounded
and	such	that	u	➔	f(u)	is	a	continuous	mapping	on	L	2(Q)	(	e.g.,f	is	a	bounded,	Lipschitz	continuous	function).	5.5	VARIATIONAL	METHODS	Our	next	approach	to	solving	equations	of	the	form	F(u)	=	0	in	a	Hilbert	space	V	will	be	variational;	we	look	for	a	functional	V	➔	R	J:	such	that	its	Frechet	derivative	J'	=	F,	i.e.	(J'(u),	v)	=	(F(u),	v),	for	every	u,	v	E
V.	J.,	An	Analysis	of	the	Finite	Element	Method,	Prentice-Hall,	1973.	For	consider	the	sequence	{m},	of	integers.	60,	No.	1,	pp.	Hence	we	can	assume	(on	the	extraction	of	a	subsequence	again	indexed	by	m	for	convenience)	that	ll'm	➔	win	HJ(Q)	weakly.	Let	f	E	L2(.f.!).	Kac,	M.,	Can	one	hear	the	shape	of	a	drum?,	Amer.	Let	ll\u\11	2	=	(u,	u)	=	a(u,	u).
Bifurcation	Theory.	The	extension	to	W1,,(.Q)	is	not	unique	while	the	extension	to	W&'	'(.Q)	is	unique	and	so	we	identify	it	with	the	distribution	itself.	complete	study	of	existence	and	regularity	of	solutions	of	variational	inequalities,	see	Kinderlehrer	and	Stampa~chia	[	l	].	(A4.2)	APPENDIX	257	Let	u	E	H	1(Q).	Remark	5.2.3	The	above	result	not	only
gives	the	existence	of	a	solution,	but	also	provides	an	estimate	for	the	solution.	If	u	E	C(Q)	and	ula,	E	H	1(Q1)	for	each	I	<	i	,;;	k,"'show	that	u	E	H	1(!JJ.	and	weak	topologies,.	He	works	at	its·	Bangalore	Centre	for	Applications	of	Mathematics.	-	-	,	Topics	in	Nonlinear	Functional	Analysis,	Lecture_	Notes,	Courant	Institute,	New	York,	1974.	Assume
further	that	Corollary.	We	now	show	that	the	distribution	derivatives	are	just	the	classical	derivatives	which	are	defined	on	!2"-.{0).	c~s	Lemma	1.2.1	Letf:	R➔	R	be	defined	by	=	{exp	(-x-	2	),	x	>	f(x)	Then	f	is	a	0	·	c~	function.	The	Lusternik-Scbnirelman	theory	is	also	useful	in	the	study	of	critical	points	of	functionals.	Thus	n	.E	b;(x)	#-	0	for	every	x	E
K.	Thus	we	have	the	following	initial-boundary	value	problem:	I	ou(;;	t)	-	Llu(x,	t)	=	0	in	Qx	[O,	oo)	u(x,	t)	=	=	0	onI'x[O,	00)1>	u(x,	0)	(4.6.2)	J	u0(x),	x	E	Q	We	will	now	study	this	equation	in	the	framework	of	the	theory	of	semigroups.	EXERCISES	2.-1	Let	Q	=	B(O;	I)	c	R	2•	Show	that	the	function	f:	f(x)	belongs	to	2.2	H	1(Q)	=	(!	.Q	➔	R	defined	by	+
!log	!xii)'	when	O	<	k	<	I/2.	We	rewrite	it	as	.\	0	u	-	Au=	(Ao	-	>.)u	=	V.	Now	let	TE	9J'(Q).	Pura	Appl.,	110,	pp.	Let	us	briefly	look	at	the	properties	of	u(t).	This	will	lead	to	a	pass	in	the	mountains	or	a	saddle	point.	Proof:	Step	I	Let	v0	E	HJ(!J)	such	that	-.dv0	=/in	Q.	621-641,	1926-27.	There	is	a	vast	literature	in	nonlinear	analysis	both	in	the	form	of
books	and	an	exponentially	growing	collection	of	published	articles	in	leading	journals.	oo	we	get	(since	Wm-+	w	strongly	in	L	4	(!J))	L	w4	Thus	w	=	0	and	so	Wm	➔	~	o.	a(l,	v)	(3.1.12)	Now	consider	½l!lv	~	fll\	2	=	½a(v	-	J;	v	-	f)	=	½a(v,	v)	-	a(v,f)	+	½a(f,f)	=	½a(v,	v)	-	(f.	If	p	=	2	we	have	the	spaces	H'(!.?).	In	this	chapter	we	have	given	an	extremely
brief	introduction	to	some	topics	in	nonlinear	functional	analysis.	Then	by	regularity	results,	v0	is	also	smooth	and	by	the	strong	maximum	principle	(cf.	305-370,	1955.	Brezis	and	Nirenberg	[IJ	were	one	of	the	first	to	consider	such	problems	with	lack	of	compactness.	If	J	is	a	coercive	functional	on	a	Hilbert	space	V,	i.e.	J(v)	➔	+oo	when	livll	➔	+oo	and
is	weakly	lower	semicontinuous,	then	J	attains	a	global	minimum,	i.e.	there	exists	u	E	V	such	that	J(u)	=	min	J(v).	Thus	we	can	choose	•	IIP,	•r,;({kv)	-	Tii('kv'Jll1,	11.•	<	'1·	(2.7.15)	Thus	we	have	found	a	function	0,	define	u(.\x).	The	above	examples	are	but	few	instances	which	motivate	the	need	of	generalizing	the	notion	of	a	solution	of	a	partial
differential	equation,	which	in	turn	motivates	the	need	of	generalizing	the	notion	of	differentiable	functions.	This	convergence	is	strong	in	L2(Q)	by	the	Rellich-Kondrasov	Theorem.	the	following:	in	order	to	verify	that	A	generates	a	C0-semigroup	it	suffices	to	check	that	(i)	A	is	dissipative	and	(ii)	iR,(11	01	-	A)	=	V	for	some	.\	0	>	0.	This	proves	(l.ll.4).
We	can	now	proceed	as	in	Step	2	to	show	that	for	0	<	>.	-	u3)11.	Theorem	3.6.2),	we	have	that	lv\5,a	~	fi	\vli,o•	Thus	i:.	These	remarks	also	hold	when	u3	is	replaced	by	lu\P-	1u	where	p	is	chosen	such	that	the	Sobolev	inclusion	HA(Q)	➔	LP+	1(Q)	holds.	such	that	Vm	➔	v	Vv-Vw;)w;.	Exercise	2.20).	The	(PS)	condition	is	fairly	strong.	Multiplying	this	by
(v	-	u)	!Jv	-	ujj	2	-	(B(v	-	u),	(v	-	u))	=	0	or	0	~	llv	-	ujj	2	=	(B(v	-	u),	v	-	u)	~	0	whence	v	=	u	or,	u	E	D(A).	Hence	the	result.	If	A	~	At,	the	first	eigenvalue	for	the	Dirichlet	eigenvalue	problem	for	the	Laplace	operator	then	(5.6.5)	has	no	solution	u	>	0.	Let	u(x,	t)	be	a	'smooth'	solution	of	(1.1.l)	satisfying	an	initial	condition	of	the	form	u(x,	0)	=	uo(x),	x	E	R
where	11o(x)	is	a	given	function	of	x.	J.,	22,	pp.	(4.5.1)	We	say	that	A	is	a	dissipative	operator	(	-A	is	monotone).	Then	choose	oc	such	that	O	<	oc	,;;	1	and	!	_	_o	0.	J;	(2m)frf;	i=1	Then	clearly(]	+	!f\2)-	112uE	L	2(R").	We	also	study	maximum	principles	and	eigenvalue	problems.	If	x	E	X,	we	say	that.fk	1(x)	is	a	successor	of	x	for	any	/):	k.	Maz'ja,	V.
COMMENTS	1.	(a)	Let	Q	CR	n	be	a	bounded	open	set.	DISTRIBUTIONS	47	3.	Thus	u	E	H	1(0).	APPENDIX	1	Partition	of	Unity	We	will	now	give	the	details	of	the	proof	of	the	Theorem	1.2.	l	on	the	C'°-partition	of	unity.	Now	dividing	(5.5.	7)	by	lvmli,	0	and	ignoring	the	non•negative	term	Lv!,,	we	get	½-	AI	2	2	Wm	n	-	l	-	1Vm	1l,.R	f	fwm	~	-	C-	1Vm	t,D
.R	12	and	as	m	➔	oo	we	get	a	contradiction.	Kesavan	is	a	membe1,	of	the	School	of	Mathematics,	Tata	Institute	of	Fundamental	Research,	India.	and	Strang,	G.,	Functions	of	bounded	deformation,	Arch,	Rat.	(2.1.1	I)).	Norm.	i.~:·	·	.cr~y2c:9nti.n:t1Q:t1S,	there	exist~	3,	~f.	Critical	Point	Theories.	Since	A	is	closed	du	v,	➔	Au=	dt"	Thus	du>.	U	t(	,	X,	Xn
)	-{	-	u(x',	x.),	-u(x',	-Xn),	2.15	Let	Q	be	a	bounded	open	set	of	R	•	such	that	-	Q	k	=	U	i=1	-	}t~,••	Q1,	(Q1	disjoint	open	subsets	off.I	with	piecewise	smooth	boundaries	(so	that	Green's	formula	is	valid	in	each	of	them).	It	will	be	quickly	realised	that	unbounded	domains	do	not	admit	of	such	compact	imbeddings	as	illustrated	by	the	following	example.
Since	the	dual	of	W&'	'(Q)	is	made	up	derivatives	of	£1"	functions,	we	use	the	notation	1"	for	this	space.	Thus	{S(t)}	is	a	C0-semigroup	of	contractions.	Treves	[2]).	259	Then	as	Q	is	bounded,	u	E	WLP(.Q)	implies	that	u	E	W1,	2(.Q)	au	=	0	a.e.	on	the	set	{x	I	u(x)	=	and	so	0X;	<	2.	Now	as	H	2(Q)	c	C1(f.!),	(n	=	I),	we	can	define	the	interpolate	of	u	as
follows:	IT1,u(x;)	=	u(x1),	IT,u	E	V,.	Remark	5.3.l	If	n	~	3	then	HMQ)	➔	L	4(Q)	is	a	compact	inclusion	and	J	we	can	straight	away	pass	to	the	limit	in	n	u!vm	since	now	Urn-+	u	strongly	L	4(Q).	Thus	A~u0	➔	A2u0	and	so	as	,\,	µ	➔	oo,	!IAfuo	-	A~uoll	-+	0.	Sobolev,	S.	=0	and	define	Vo	:;:.;;	•••	:;:.;;	uk+I	=	F(uk).	Find	constants	and	fJ	such	that	eA	=IX!+
/M.	(5.2.3)	In	fact,	we	have	already	used	the	above	result	twice	in	the	preceding	chapters	(cf.	I	would	also	like	to	thank	my	colleagues	and	friends	for	their	help	and	encouragement.	We	have	limited	ourselves	to	a	few	simple	techniques	useful	in	the	study	of	semilinear	elliptic	equations.	and	W	be	Hilbert	spaces	and	a(·,	•):	Vx	W	➔	R	a	bilinear	form
such	that	there	exist	positive	constants	M,	{3,	y	Ja(v,	w)[	ti(u.,	=	(g,	Show	also	that·	·	llu	-	u•II	•	v•.	W	for	any	m,	and	we	have	a	contradiction.	Indeed	the	material	povered	in	this	book	is	not	original	and	can	be	found	distributed	amongst	several	treatises,	texts	or	papers.	By	uniqueness	and	the	semigroup	property,	v(t)	By	Theorem	4.4.7,	v	satisfies
(4.5.8),	i.e.	=	u(t	+	E).	Show	also	that	U	E	C([O,	oo);	H	2(D)nH	1(Q))	nC1([0,	00);	HA(D))nC2([0,	oo);	L2(Q)).	DISTRIBUTIONS	9	Proof:	Assume	(ii)	is	true.	C.	ll	FIG.	As	time	increases	the	disturbance	will	be	barely	noticeable	but	will	continue	to	exist	and	will°	not	die	out.	4.6	THE	HEAT	EQUATION	Let	Q	c	Rn	be	an	open	set	with	boundary	I'.	V,	then
and	this	is	a	contraction	(and	so	F	will	have	a	unique	fixed	point)	if	!>.o	-	.\J	<	110	or	0	<	,\	<	211	0	.	Let	{/'=	x	0	<	x	1	<	...	A,	113,	pp.	au	ax	1	r	1og	21r	Again	it	is	easy	to	check	that	this	function	is	in	L'(O).	Further	it	follows	from	(4.4.9)	that	this	convergence	is	uniform	on	bounded	intervals	(with	respect	to	t).	If	T=	Tr,	fa	C'	function,	thenf'	is	locally
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245	APPENDIX	2	The	Topology	on	£/)(Q)	248	APPENDIX	3	Calculus	in	Banach	Spaces	251>	APPENDIX	4	Stampacchia's	Theorem	256	References	Index	2(i5	261>	ONE	Distributions	1.1	INTRODUCTION	The	main	aim	of	this	book	is	to	develop	the	basic	tools	of	functional	analysis	which	will	be	nseful	in	the	study	of	partial	differential	equations	and	to
illustrate	their	use	via	examples.	Let	fbe	a	C	1	function	with	support	in	I.	Then	solving	(5.1.2)	is	equivalent	to	looking	for	u	e	V	such	that	J'(u)	=	0,	i.e.,	looking	for	critical	point	qf	J.	In	particular	the	functional	is	not	coercive.	On	the	other	hand,	we	can	prove	compactness	of	the	imbeddings	when	we	restrict	our	attention	to	some	subspaces	even	in	Rn.
For	instance,	it	is	known	that	if	H)(R	")	is	the	set	of	functions	in	H	1(R")	which	are	radial,	i.e.	u(x)	=	u(lxl)	then	it	is	compactly	embedded	in	L•(R"),	2	<	q	<	2*	(cf.	n	.E	i=I	la,A.	de	France,	95,	pp.	N.	We	now	pass	to	the	limit	in	the	nonlinear	term.	The	second	investigate,s	the	solution	of	a	single	equation	of	the	type	considered	in	Chapter	3.	Let	A	be	the
infinitesimal	generator	of	a	INTRODUCTION	TO	SEMIGROUPS	AND	APPLICATIONS	189	contraction	semigroup	{S(t)}.	The	major	advances	of	this	method-both	in	theory	and	practice-were	seen	in	the	late	60's	and	early	70's	with	the	advent	of	high	speed	computers.	Taking	the	scalar	product	of	(4.5.4)	with	u	1(t)	-	u2(t)	for	u	=	u	1	and	u	=	ui	and
using	the	dissipativity	of	A,	we	get	d	dt	ef,(t)	:(	0,	whence	it	follows	that	ef,(t)	=	0.	Each	Vi,	k	is	contained	in	a	Ui	and	hence	the	family	is	a	refinement	of	the	original	one.	Bahri,	A.	By	integration	by	parts,	we	have	(1.1.9)	Notice	now	that	the	right-hand	side	of	(l.1.9)	does	not	involve	the	derivative	of	f	!	Also	notice	that	the	operations	,f,	➔	fii	f	f,f,	and	,f,
➔	R	f,f,'	are	linear	on	!J).	(3.2.26)	·	This	comes	from	applying	Green's	formula	(2.	1Im	m	➔	oo	oo.	This	is	known	as	the	strong	regularizing	effect	of	the	heat	operator.	or	a	pre-Ph.D.	course	in	the	applied	mathematics	curriculum	in	Indian	universities.	Each	chapter	is	also	provided	with	a	selection	of	exercises	which	are	designed	to	fill	gaps	in	the	proofs
of	some	theorems	or	prove	additional	theorems	or	to	construct	examples	or	counter	examples	to	notions	introduced	in	the	text.	If	xo	E	Q	then	when	ef,	E	fl}(Q)	w-•.	But	then	O	<	R2	=	\x	0\2	=	(x	0,	Xo)	=	(xo,	g(xo))	=	-	I/to)\	(Xo,	/(xo))	:(	0	by	hypothesis,	which	is	a	contradiction.	The	functions	{kv	have	compact	support	in	Rn	and	vanish	for	Xn	<	0.	If
this	closed	set	is	compact	as	well,	then	,f,	is	said	to	be	of	compact	support.	OU	i}u	-	.	Then	Jim	.\R(A)u	;➔	oo	for·every	u	E	V.	,	.)	is	H-elliptic.	e,	stands	for	the	ith	standard	basis	vector	in	R".	Let	x	E	R	•	with	coordinates	(X1,	•.•	,	x.)	..	Then	f	admits	a	unique	fixed	point	obtained	as	follows:	·x	=	lim	n➔	Xn	(5.2.1)	x	which	can	be	(5.2.2)	..	Treves,	J.	I	and
JI),	Interscience,	1962.	17	Nov..·,	Let	v	be	any	function	in	H	1((X;-i,	x;))	and	ii	its	average.	Then	taking	the	inner-product	with	w,	we	get	0	=	(v,	w)	=	jjwjj	2	-	(Aw,	w);:::	!Jw!l	2	•	Thus	w	=	0	which	implies	that	v	=	0.	APPENDIX	2	The	Topology	on	m(Q)	We	will	now	describe	the'	topology	on	the	space	of	C""	functions	with	compact	support	contained	in	Q,
an	open	subset	of	Rn.	Let	{Xk,	k	;),	l}	be	a	family	of	topological	spaces.	Hence	we	can	apply	Theorems	4.5.2	and	4.5.3	to	deduce	the	conclusions	desired.	Wo"''(Q)	is	the	closure	of	!JJ(D)	in	W"'·	•(Q).	Also	IL	ulv	-	L	vl	=	IL	~L	2	u	(uk	-	u)(uk	+	u)vl	+	ul	JvJ	uJo,n\uk	+	u\o,n	luk	-	uJ	\uk	~	\vlo,	00,n	Juk	-	~	CJuk	-	uJo,	a	which	tends	to	zero	as	k	L	Vu•	Vv	➔
oo.	Thus	from	(5.2.6)	it	follows	that	0	=	fs!1(x)x1	dS	=	L	xf	dS	>	0,	a	contradiction.	A	simple	application	of	/'Hospital's	Rule	shows	that	these	terms	tend	to	zero	as	x.j,0.	(3.1.11)	114	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Then	by	the	continuity	and	H-ellipticity	of	a(.	Now	let	u	E	D(A).	Define	K	=	{v	E	Hl(!J)	\	v	;;,	a.e.	in	.Q).	Define	A:	D(A)	C	V
➔	V	by	D(A)	=	H	2(Q)	n	HA(!J);	Au	=	Ju,	u	E	D(A),	Clearly	as	L	.i:Ju-u	=	-	L	Vu-Vu=	-luiT,n	~	0,	u	E	H	2(!J)	n	Hl,(Q),	(4.6.3)	196	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	we	have	that	A	is	dissipative.	In	fact	(5.4.4)	Further	-..duk+I	+	Kuk+1	=Kuk+	ul	+	f	and	so	on	taking	the	scalar	product	with	uk+i,	luk+tltn	+	KJuk+&a	~KIn	ukuk+I	+	Jn	uiuk+I
+	I	n	Juk+I	~	(Kjuk\o,n	+	lflo.n)Juk+1\o,n	~	C1uk+1!1,n	since	L	ufuk+l	~	0	and	we	have	(5.4.4).	The	proof	is	quite	technical	and	lengthy.	For	,\	>	0	we	set	(4.4.7)	Note	that	for	any	u	E	V,	R(,\)u	E	D(A)	and	so	A,	is	defined	for	all	u	E	V.	n	Q	UV	fv.	Schwartz,	J.	Exercise	2.8	of	this	chapter)	that	if	I	,;;	p	,;;	oo	then	for	u	e	U(Q)	the	following	are	equivalent:
(i)	1,-1,u	-	uJo,,,n•,;;	CJhl,	!J'	C	(ii)	there	exists	C	C	!J,	lhl	<	dist	(.Q',	>	O	such	that	for	every	,f,	E	L	u	;;;	,;;	JR•,p);	9}(.Q)	CJ,f,lo,	p',	n	where	p'	is	the	conjugate	exponent.	For	ifu	~	0	is	any	solution	of(5.4.l),	then	-Liu=	u	+f	=	u	2	2	Llvo.	Proof	Since	K	is	compact,	there	exist	that	Xi,	•••	,	Xn	EK	(n	=	n(E))	such	II	Kc	U	B(x,;	E).	If	we	maintain	I'	at	a	fixed
temperature	then	we	have	a	Dirichlet	boundary	condition	on	I'.	Now	the	function	11(1)	=	!:	(t)	satisfies	the	equation	dv(t)	T	·	=	Av(t),	v(O)	=	Au0	•	(4.2.U)	Thus	we	get	that	l!v(t)II	~	IIAuoll	and	infact	that	ll11(t)i1	is	a	de.creasing	function	oft.	In	finite	dimensions	it	is	called	the	Brouwer	degree	and	in	infinite	dimensions	it	is	called	the	Leray-Schauder
degree.	Step	2	Let	v	E	V	and	u	-	Au=	v.	But	we	will	need	it	only	in	the	above	form.	If	(.2.6.9)	Proof	Let	u	E	H'•(R").	However	such	a	point	of	view	is	very	restrictive	and	several	interesting	equations	which	model	physical	phenomena	will	fail	to	possess	such	solutions	and	thus	we	will	be	prevented	from	studying	mathematically	such	physical	situations.
Then	oE	n	l:	(-l)i	~	(x)	0X1	/=I	=	0,	for	all	x	EB.	Given	u	E	HA{!J),	define	F(u)	E;	HJ(Q)	by	Step	2	w	=	F(u),	-.dw	+Kw=	Ku+	u2	+fin	!J.	Let	XE	xk,	y	Ex,,	z	E	Xm	and	let	ll	E	Xp,	VE	Xq	such	that	fim,	If	not,	there	exists	a	sequence	of	points	{xm1	in	Q	which	does	not	converge	in	Q	and	a	sequence	{c/>m}	in	gJ(Q)	such	that	cf>m(Xm)	=fa	0.	The	support	of
,f,,	written	as	supp	(,f,),	is	defined	as	the	closure	(in	R•)	of	the	set	on	which	,f,	is	non-zero	(cf.	and	Bose,	R.	The	prerequisites	for	the	use	of	this	book	are	basic	courses	on	Analysis	(theory	of	measure	and	integration,	LP-spaces,	etc.),	Topology	and	Functional	Analysis	(Banach	and	Hilbert	spaces,	strong.	Hence	if	lfl	=	-	,\/.\1)-	1),	we	have	(F(f),	f)	;;;.,	0	for
\gJ	:-	R.	Also	as	expressed	in	the	above	definition,	we	have	no	problem	of	uniqueness.	(b)	Use	the	previous	exercise	to	show	that	if	u	E	H	2(R),	2	\ult,	JR	4.9	~	.	Step	3	Let	ua	E	V.	Bruter,	A.	Mat.	itself.	commute.	Then	every	n	x	n	matrix	with	real	coefficients	defines	a	continuous	bilinear	form	on	R.	For	a	more	direct	proof,	see	Exercise	1.2.	4.	and
Weinberger,	H.,	Maximum	Principles	in	Differential	Equations,	Prentice-Hall,	1967.	Temam	and	Strang	[I])	and	in	the	study	of	shock	waves.	Let	m.	The	following	example	shows,	however,	that	in	the	form	of	Theorem	5.2.3,	this	is	not	possible.	Another	algorithm	for	calculating	Brouwer	fixed	points	is	due	to	Scarf	[	1].	Then	we	can	find	a	sequence{••}
in	wm+	1,,(Q)	such	that	~1	1	"'	IVkm+l,	p,Q	:(;	k	Hvkllm+l,p,si•	Normalizing,	·we	can	assume	the	existence	of	a	sequence{,..}	in	such	that	!lv.llm+t,p,n	=	l,	l••lm+t,p,n	➔	O	as	k	➔	oo.	(-21ri)'"'	D'T(f),	A.	Chapter	5	The	first	chapter	covers	the	main	aspects	of	the	theory	of	distributions	and	the	Fourier	transform.	The	correct	generalization	is	in	the	form
of	Theorem	5.2.4	and	before	we	prove	it	we	need	the	following	preliminary	result.	We	will	now	study	some	elementary	properties	of	semigroups.	·Math.,	11,	pp.	Further	S(O)u	=	u	for	all	u.	The	distribution	PvG)	is	defined	by	Pv(!)(,f,)	=	Jim	X	E	➔O	f	,f,(x)	dx.	In	this	case	f.(t)	{a:;	(.f.(u))}	is	bounded	in	L	(u2	=	vt	2	+	e.	Let	V	be	a	Hilbert	space	and	A	:
D(A)	C	V	➔	V	a	densely	defined	linear	operator.	Using	the	above	lemma	we	can	prove	Theorem	5.5.2.	ProofofTneorem	5.5.2	Let	c	be	as	defined	in	(5.5.8).	Then	uv	E	.!D(R")	and	by	the	product	rule	av	+	aau	V	-aaX;	(uv)	=	u	aXt	Xt	Let	u,	v	E	WLP(R	").	u	(x)	0	1	0	Fig.	In	these	cases	we	have	the	continuous	inclusion	W"'•P(O)	➔	c•(Q)	form>	(n/p).	Indeed,
if	G(g)	=	w	E	H&(Q)	for	g	E	L2(Q),	.\i\w\~,!l	~	\wlf.n	=	L	Vw-Vw	=	L	g-w	,;_;;	\g\o.n\wlo,g	whence,	Thus	IIGII	~	l/.\1	and	so,	L	\F(u)	-	F(v)\o,g	~	.\,	\u	-	vJo,nThus	when	L	<	.\1,	Fis	a	contraction	mapping	and	so	has	a	uniqu~	fixed	point.	The	material	covered	in	the	text	is	more	or	less	a	prerequisite	for	any	student	aspiring	for	a	good	research	career	in
applied	mathematics	whether	it	be	from	the	theoretical	or	computational	point	of	view.	Scarf,	H.,	The	approximation	of	fixed	points	of	a	continuous	mapping,	SIAM	J.	+	llhllkE(h)	where	lim	e(h)	llhll	➔O	f(u	=	(A3.l	7)	0.	Simmons	G.	Also	formulae	like	(1.7.7)	give	us	information	regarding	the	behaviour	of	the	solution	at	infinity.	-	11>.II	~	E	D(A	2	)	c
D(A)).	But	if/ES,	for	any	g	ES,	we	have	Tr(g)	=	JR"	Ji=	JR"	jg=	T~(g)	f	by	the	weak	Parseval	relation.	inclusion,	which	is	the	limiting	case,	is	not	compact	(cf.	Since	\/~(t)l	~	1,	we	still	have	LP(Q).	v)	+	½il\Jill',	by	(3.1.12)	=	J(vl	+	½lllfll\2li\Jill2	is	a	constant,	minimizing	J(v)	over	K	is	equivalent	to	minimizing	11\v	-	Ji\1	2	over	K,	which	by	the
characterization	(3.1.2)	of	since	Theorem	3.1.1,	yields	a	unique	u	E	K	such	that	(f-	u,	v	-	u),;;;	0,	for	every	v	EK	a(u,	v	-	u)	;;,	(f,	v	-	u),	for	every	v	EK.	But	D(A)	is	dense	in	V	and	so	this	holds	for	all	u	E	V	and	so	each	s+(t)	is	an	isometry	on	V.	Lichnerowicz	(eds.),	D.	We	generalize	all	these	properties	to	formulate	the	following	definition:	+	Let	V	be	a
Banach	space	and	{S(t)},;,,	0	a	family	of	bounded	linear	operators	on	V.	If	0,	a	contradiction.	Choquet,	G.	In	case	the	system	receives	heat	from	an	external	source	then	(4.6.1)	will	have	an	inhomogeneous	term	on	the	right	hand	side,.	We	first	introduce	a	new	type	of	comgactness	condition	known	as	the	Palais-Smale	Condition.	There	also	exist
functions,	which,	whatever	procedure	one	employs,	do	not	give	distributions.	Let	Q	c	Rn	be	a	smooth	bounded	open	set	and	u0	E	L2([J).	Let	{p,)	be	the	family	of	mollifers.	Then	Ku+	u2	=	u(u	+	K)	which	is	non-positive.	Trace	Theory	The	theory	of	traces	and	trace	spaces	can	also	be	developed	for	the	case	p	2.	For	a	linear	map	to	be	a	contraction
mapping	its	norm	must	be	strictly	less	than	unity.	½f"(u)(h,	h)	+	...	Lumer,	G.	For	fixed	t,	the	map	uo	➔	u(t)	is	a	linear	map	on	V.	dt	and	the	convergence	is	uniform	on	bounded	intervals	oft.	More	precisely	we	prove	the	following	theorem.	This	proves	that	•m	Ot~)	=	::,	V	+	Um	➔	u,	Vm	➔	•	in	U	;;,.	If	f	;	K	➔	K	is	a	continuous	map,	then	f	has	a	fixed
point.	Thus	the	system	of	elasticity	has	a	weak	solution	which	achieves	the	132	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	minimum	over	all	V	for	the	functional	(3.2.48)	The	functional	J(v)	is	the	total	energy	of	the	elastic	system	and	by	minimizing	it	to	get	a	weak	solution,	we	have	merely	applied	the	well	known	principle	of	virtual	1rork.	Theorem
2.1.3)	we	have	that	{kV-+	ti'	ask	➔	oo	in	H1(R").	However	many	natural	functionals	J	which	we	may	encounter	may	not	be	bounded	at	all	neither	above	nor	below.	Thus	f	➔	Gf	is	a	compact	operator	of	L	2(f.l)	into	itself.	Thus	I	,	=f	,	UmVrn	U"V.	Proof	Let	{Qk,	k	;;,,,	0},	be	an	increasing	family	of	relatively	compact	open	sets	which	cover	!J,	i.e.,	Qk	C	Q
=	ilk+I	for	all	k	~	0,	Qk	is	compact	and	U	Qk•	Since	Qk	is	compact,	there	exists	a	finite	subfamily	of	the	U;,	k=O	say,	U	1,k,	•••	,	U;	4,	k	which	cover	vi,k	=	Qk,	Define	u,,k	n	(!J',)2k-1),	k;;,,,	1,	1	:::;;	i:::;;	h	which	is	an	open	set.	Thus	the	generator	A	of	a	semigroup	of	contractions	has	to	be	closed,	densely	defined	and	further	(,\/	-	A)-	1	exists	as	a
bounded	linear	operator	for	every	,\	>	0	and	its	norm	is	bounded	by	.>.-	1•	We	will	now	show	that	these	conditions	are	also	sufficient	for	A	to	generate	a	contraction	semigroup.	(5.6.1)	(5.6.2)	238	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Then	(5.6.3)	where	v	is	the	unit	outer	normal	on	I'.	Hormander,	L.,	Linear	Partial	Differential	Operators,
Springer-Verlag,	3rd	Revised	Printing,	1969.	Theorem	4.5.1	Let	A	be	maximal	dissipative.	(b)	Deduce	that	if/	E	L2(D),	there	exists	a	unique	u	E	H	1(Q)	such	that	a(u,	v)	=	Lfv,	for	every	v	E	H	1(!2)	and	that	(	uJg	-	l	meas	(DJ	ff	n	·	WEAK	SOLUTIONS	OF	ELLIPTIC	BOUNDARY	VALUE	PROBLEMS	(c)	3.3	163	If},,/=	0,	what	is	the	boundary	value	problem
solved	by	u?	3.12	Show	that	the	family	{V2	sin	mrx),	n	=	I,	2,	...	Y.	=	l:	C,~!Y'-~,f,1(~)D~,f,(x)~"1-1•1	JI"-«	,,,	and	hence	for	jxj	<	~.	Then	there	exist	M	~	1	and	w	such	that	IIS(t)il	::;;;	Me"'',	for	all	t	~	0.	Thus	we	can	write	I	x,	\v	-	vi'	dx	=	X1-1	f	fil	-	~\	I	h	2	dy	0	1	,s;;	Ch	(	fil'\	2	dy	JO	where	C	>	0	depends	only	on	[O,	I),	by	the	Poincare-Wirtinger
inequality	(cf.	Appl.	Clearly	as	u	is	continuous,	[./2	is	an	open	set.	BV	Spaces	We	saw	in	Lemma	2.5.1	that	if	I	,s;	p,;;	oo	and	u	e	W'·•(!J)	then	1,-•u	-	ulo,,,,,,,;;	Clhl	for	Q'	c	c	tJ.	its	closed	convex	hull.	-	-	-	,	Basic	Linear	Partial	Differential	Equations,	Academic	Press,	1975:	Index	Absolutely	continuous	IO,	54	Adjoint	operator	167	Analytic	semigroup	209
Ascoli-Arzela	theorem	55,	81,	84	Aubin-Nitsche	theorem	165	Babuska-Brezzi	condition	117,	127,	128,	135	Babuska-Brezzi	theorem	116,	127,	135	Banach	algebra	80	Banach-Steinhaus	theorem	46,	173	Besov	spaces	103	Bifurcation	point	243	Bifurcation	theory	242	Biharmonic	equation	125,	160	Bilinear	form	113	Bounded	linear	operator	166	Brouwer
degree	240	Brouwer's	theorem	218,	226,	243	Burger's	equation	1	BY	spaces	84,	106	Cea	153,	159	Characteristics	1,	2,	202	Clamped	plate	127	Classical	solution	118,	205	Closed	operator	166,	177,	182	Coercive	functional	232	Compact	operator	55,	122,	147,	221,	223	Complex	measure	7	Cone	condition	104	Conjugate	e,-;ponent	18,	88,	107	Conormal
derivative	124	Constitutive	law	117,	129,	132	Contraction	mapping	theorem	115,	215	Contraction	semigroup	174,	178,	188	Convolution	of	distributions	27	Convolution	of	functions	18	Cut-off	function	6,	58,	62	Dirichlet	problem	118,	125	Dissipative	operator	189	Distribution	6	Distribution	with	compact	support	Domain	of	dependence	202,	210	Doublet
distribution	7	13	Ehrenpreis	33	Eigenvalue	problem	147,	222,	242,	244	Elasticity	system	128	Elliptic	operator,	second	order	121	Ellipticity	condition	121,	144	Equilibrium	equations	117	Essential	boundary	condition	124,	196	Euler	equations	111,	116	Exponential	formula	185,	197,.	The	first	is	generally	very	easy.	If	f	E	£2(Q)	then	we	define	a	weak
solution	of	(3.2.19)	as	u	E	H	1(Q)	satisfying	(3.2.20)	for	every	v	E	H	1(Q).	But	if	b1(x)	#-	0,	we	have	llx	-	x,11	<	E.	(4.6.5)	The	Fourier	transform	(with	respect	to	x)	is	u(~.	160	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	We	conclude	with	a	few	remarks	OJ}	fourth	order	problems.	This·	is	known	as	Huygens'	Principle.	At	first	it	was	only	used	for
problems	in	structural	engineering	and	elasticity.	L.;	On	the	existence	of	positive	solutions	of	semilinear	elliptic	equations,	SIAM	Review,	24,	No.	4,	pp.	G.,	Topics	in	Bifurcation	Theory,	pp.	473-483,	1976.	Clearly	u(O)	=	lim	u_3	=	u0	•	n	➔	oo	Also	as	{un(t)}	and	{Au,,(t)}	both	converge	fort>	0,	it	follows	that	(as	A	is	closed)	u(t)	E	D(A)	and	that	.	228
FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Consider	problem	-.du=	u2	=	u	+fin	!J}	(5.4.l)	on	I'	0	The	weak	formulation	of	the	above	problem	would	be	to	find	u	E	HJ(!J)	such	that	Jn	Vu-Vv	=	J	u	v	+	f.oJv,	2	(5.4.2)	for	every	v	E	H6(Q).	Define	the	path	t	:	[O,	1]	➔	V	by	Now	as	y(O)	=	u0	and	y(l)	W)	=	71(1,	y(t)).	4.5	Let	V	be	a	Banach	space	and	A,	B
bounded	linear	operators	on	V.	31,	Providence,	R.I.,	1957.	Now	taking	the	lim	inf	of	the	sequence	{J(um)}	we	get	½iul7,o	-	~	f	g	u2	+	¼Jo	u4	-	J	Ju~	O	lim	inf	J(um)	m➔	oo	=	inf	fJEHJ(Q)	J(v)	or	inf	"eHMO>	J(v)	~	J(u)	~	inf	J(v)	t·eH~(il)	or	J(u)	=	min	J(v)	"eH~(Q)	which	means	that	J~(u)	=	0,	i.e.	u	is	a	solution	of	(5.5.3).	Show	that	if	•	there	exists	a
constant	C	>	0	such	that	IL	J;,j	.;;	u	Clifolo,	,-,	n,	for	every	,p	E	!JJ(Q)	and	I	.;;	i	.;;	n,	p'	the	conjugate	exponent	of	p,	then	u	E	W	1•	•(Q).	More	recently	Pucci	and	Serrin	[l]	have	proved	that	if	we	only	have	the	inequality	J(uo),	J(u1)	:::;;	co	in	condition	(ii)	of	Theorem	5.5.2	but	also	that	c0	:::;;	J(v)	for	all	v	in	an	annulus	r	:	;	;	llv	-	u0	II	:::;;	R	(i.e.	the
mountain	range	has	non-zero	width)	then	J	has	a	critical	point	different	from	u0	and	u1	·	(with	even	a	weaker	form	of	(PS)).	Then	(x'T)	(I)=	(x'T)(f)	=	T(x"ftx))	I	=	(2,r/)'"'	I	A	T(D'f)	~	=	(2ni)'"'	T(D'f)	l.	I	The	corresponding	characteristic	curves	are	shown	in	fignre	2.	His	discovery	did	not	stem	from	a	view	of	justifying	the	symbolic	calculus	but	from	an
attempt	to	solve,	in	higher	dimensions,	a	problem	on	polyharmonic	functions	which	had	been	solved	in	2-dimensions	by	Choquet	and	Derry	[!].	Corollary	If	v	E	H	1(R	")	then	Jim	h➔O	117/iv	-	•ll1	'	R•	=	0.	Q	.	..	Then	as	each	Km	contains	only	a	finite	number	of	the	x	1,	W	n	9JK,.	Example	1.3.2	Consider	the	Heaviside	function	on	R	H(x)	={	I,	X	;;,	0	0,
x(x)l	,;:;	C,jxj•	where	C	depends	on	n	and	k.	Remark	5.3.2	Remark	5.3.3	While	we	have	only	proved	the	existence	of	a	solution	for	the	case.\<	.\1,	the	existence	can	also	be	proved	when	11	~	.\1.	As	a	first	step	towards	this,	the	notion	of	differentiable	functions	must	be	generalized.	;;:·,~r	...	262	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Courant,
R.	Brezis	[!]).	u	?:	vk	for	all	k	and	so	u	?:	v	=	u.	and	Struwe,	M.,	Bifurcat10n	and	multiplicity	results	for	nonlinear	elliptic	pro"lems	involving	critical	Sobolev	exponents,	Ann.	Let	us	consider	a	few	examples.	Since	g(x)	=I=	x,	this	line	and	hence	h(x)	is	always	well	defined.	X1-1	Applying	this	to	zl	and	substituting	in	(3.7.16)	we	get	ju'	-	(lI1,u)'lt,e,;;	Ch'	=
Ch'	.Jf	fx,	i=l	\u"l2	Xi-1	J:	ju"!'	=	Ch'IJ[6.	Let	.Q	be	a	bounded	open	subset	of	Rn	with	sufficiently	smooth	boundary	I'.	1.5	Prove	Theorem	1.3.	I.	Theorem	5.2.7	(Schaeffer)	Let	V	be	a	Banach	space	and/:	V	➔	Va	compact	map.	Cartan	and	N.	If	!2	is	as	stated,	there	exists	an	extension	operator	P:	W	1,P(f2)	➔	W	•P(R").	Now	if	I	<	p	<	oo,	the	above	property
(ii)	implies,	by	the	Riesz	Representation	Theorem,	that	u	E	W'••(Q).	Now	let	~	.J,	0.	Let	Q	Theorem	2.6.4	=	R.•,	R.+	ot	a	bounded	open	set	of	class	C'.	Critical	Sobolev	Exponents.	Pure	Appl.	and	Mai,;;enes,	E.,	Non-HomogeneOIJS	Boundary	Value	Problems	and	Applications,	Vol.	Gx	=	0	on	I'	-JG..	Generalizing	this,	we	define	for	any	TE	gJ'(R),	T'(,f,)	=	-
T(,f,'),	E	.f])(R)	(1.3.3)	It	is	clear	that	T'	E	Ql'(R).	An	important	point	to	note	is	that	however	badly	behaved	u0	E	L2(Q)	may	be,	u(x,	t)	is	very	smooth	for	every	t	>	0.	Step	3	We	show	that	A	is	the	generator	of	{S(t)}.	Let	u0	,	u	1	E	V,	c0	E	R	and	R	>	0	such	that	(i)	l!uI	-	u0!i	>	R	(ii)	J(u	0	),	J(uI)	<	c0	~	J(v),	for	all	v	such	that	\/v	-	u0i\	Then	J	has	a	critical
value	c	;;::	c0	defined	by	c	=	inf	=	R.	Now	J(u0	+	EW)	-	J(u0)	=E	f	\i'u0	-Vw	Q	;J	+	[Vw[	2	-	Q	e	J	uow2	-	~3	I	since	u0	is	a	weak	solution	of	(5.5.9).	Kesavan	is	a	membe	r	of	the	School	of	Mathematics,	Tata	Institute	of	Fundamental	Research,	India.	(l.J	1.5)).	Here	the	natural	boundary	condition	will	take	the	form	au	n	E	i,	j~1	aij	ax-J	V;	=	(3.2.22)	O	and
the	sum	on	the	left	is	called	the	conormal	derivative	associated	to	the·	d.ifferential	operator	and	is	denoted	by	!:	if	A	stands	for	the	differential	operator.	So	does	the	last	term	\\g(f(x.))	-	f(x,)\\	~	since	f(x.)	E	K,	by	(5.2.	7).	Conversely,	if	TE	flJ'(!J),	let	ff)x	stand	for	the	subspace	of	functions	in	IJ)(Q)	with	support	in	Kand	let	m	....	-	=	0	If	p	2	n+2	=	n-2	-.
Proof	Since	J(K)	is	compact,	so	is	K,	convex	andf(K)	c	K,	it	follows	that	and	so	has	a	fixed	point.	But	if	x	e	S,	obviously	h(x)	=	x	and	so	h	:	B	-+	S	is	a	C2	retraction,	a	contradiction	to	the	preceding	theorem.	Similarly	we	can	have	higher	order	regularity	for	smooth	data	and	smooth	domains.	The	difficulty	faced	by	teachers	is	the	task	of	assembling
material	suitable	for	an	introductory	course	from	an	abundant	literature.	An	important	class	of	nonlinear	problems	not	discussed	in	this	chapter	is	the	so-called	nonlinear	eigenvalue	problems.	We	will	now	prove	another	famous	and	oft	used	fixed	point	theorem,	viz.	--k	J	WnP	u(y)	dS(y).	Soc.,	90,	pp.	(2.7.IO)	The	result	now	follows	on	combining	(2.7.8),
(2.7.9)	and	(2.7.10)	by	the	ttiangle	inequality.	Assume	that	there	exists	C	>	0	such	that	whenever	u	=	af(u);f)	0	is	the	real	number	such	that	there	ex,ists	w	1	E	HA(Q),	w	1	"#=	0,	and	.:\	1w	1•	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	223	Ifu	E	L	2	(Q)	thenf(u)	E	L2(Q);	for,	\f(u)\	~	\f(u)	-	f(O)\	~	+	1/(0)\	L\u\	+	\/(0)\	and	as	Q	is	bounded,	the
constant	function	f(O)	E	L	2(Q)	and	u	E	L2{Q).	(b)	lffFH'((0,	1)),	show	that	the	above	weak	solution	is	aciassical	solution.	Only	in	order	that	/(u)	E	LP(Q)	we	need	that	/(0)	=	0.	Theorem	2.2.5).	Xi	(2.7.12)	av	m.	...	If	fJ	is	the	region	occupied	by	a	thin	membrane	fixed	along	the	boundary	o!J	and	acted	upon	by	a	vertical	force,	then	the	displacement	in	the
vertical	direction	is	given	by	a	function	u(x),	x	e	Q,	which	satisfies	a	partial	differential	equation	of	the	form	-Au	=fin	(1.1.5)	U=Oono!J	where	A	is	the	Laplace	operator	defined	by	/J}	.du	~	Uxi:	+	U;:,•	(1.1.6)	3	DISTRIBUT!ONS	This	is	a	partial	differential	equation	involving	the	second	order	:lerivatives	of	the	function	u.	142-149,	1985.	Further	by
(3.1.4)	and	(3.1.5)	\IAull	,;;;	Ml!ull	(Au,	u)	;;,,	~llull	2	(thus	A	is	continuous)	(3.1.14)	(3.1.IS)	I	15	WEAK	SOLUTIONS	OF	ELLIPTIC	BOUNDARY	VALUE	PROBLEMS	With	this	new	notation,	we	seek	u	E	K	such	that	(Au,	v	-	u)	;;,	(f,	v	-	u),	for	every	v	E	K.	(1	+	1,12i-112e;u(x	-	li)	-	,f,(x)l•dx	<	(-')'.	EXERCISES	4	4.1	Let	A	be	an	nxn	real	matrix.	r.	Theorem
2.6.3	Let	s,	<	s2	u	E	H',(R•),	then	and	s	=	8s	1	+	(I	-	0)s2	,	0	E	(ff,	I).	Then	for	any	t	E	R,	and	for	every	index	i	such	that	1	<	i	<	n,	aaux,	=	0	a.e.	Theorem	A4.2	Let	f:	R	u	E	W1•P(Q),	then	➔	on	the	set	{x	j	u(x)	=	t}.	lim	(exp	(tA,)u	-	u)	=	iim	lim	i\	➔	00	r	0	1	exp	(TA,)(A,u	-	A.+oo	JO	l..+oo	The	first	term	is	zero	as	llexp	(tA,)11	u	E	D(A).	Now	given	any	x
ER"	if	tis	large	enough	(t	>	lxl	p)	the	sphere	S(x,	t)	will	not	intersect	B(O;	p)	and	consequently	u(x,	t)	=	0.	Then/	has	a	fixed	point.	c	if	and	v.	Dugundji	[l]	or	Dieudonne	[I]).	or	We	now	prove	that	the	symmetry	condition	on	the	bilinear	form	a(.	Kannai,	Y.,	An	elementary	proof	of	the	no-retraction	theorem,	Amer.	Then	the	biharmonic	operator	is	given	by
iJ	2	and	is	thus	a	differential	operator	of	the	fourth	order.	B.,	Lectures	on	Partial	Differential	Equations,	T.I.F.R.	Lecture	Notes	Series,	Bombay,	1983.	Example	I	.1.2	Let	fJ	c	R	2	be	a	bounded	open	set.	Thus	\f(u)I	E	L2(Q).	Stampacchia,	G.,	Equations	Elliptiques	du	Second	Ordre	Les	Presses	de	l'Universite	de	Montreal,	1966.	Then	;)I\	+	\\,\R(,\)v	v\\	+
\!.\R(,\)v	-	v\l	I\.\R(,\)u	-	u\\	~	\\.\R(,\)(u	~	2\\u	-	v\\	~	I.	Theorem	3.1.1.).	Since	S	c	L	2(R	")	c	S',	there	are	two	.definitions	of	the	Fourier	transform	on	L'(R")-one	inherited	from	S'	and	ihe	other,	the	operator	P	defined	in	the	Plancherel	theorem.	u	ax,	We	show	that	this	is	the	distribution	derivative	°	0x,	(uv).	We	first	examine	the	types	of	spaces	we	have
imbeddings	into	and	look	for	criteria	for	related	compactness	in	these	spaces.	Corollary	to	Theorem	3.5.2)	vo	<	0	in	Q.	The	problems	we	have	in	mind	will	be	boundary	value	problems	for	semilinear	elliptic	equations.	0	,	x.;;	0.	Such	methods	are	called	mixedfinite	element	methods.	Clearly	as	A	is	symmetric	and	dissipative,	so	is	A.	Show	that	the
mapping	u	-	f(u)	defined	by	f(u)(x)	=	f(u(x))	is	continuous	from	L2(Q)	into	itself.	If	further	u	E	C2(.Q),	+	u	=I	then	u	will	be	a	classical	solution.	Step	4	We	now	verify	that	u(t)	solves	(4.5.4).	Thus	it	suffices	to	take	k	=	I,	i.e.	piecewise	linear	functions	to	get	iiu	-	u,111.n,;;	Chlul,.n,;;	Chlf!o,n,	(3.7.15)	If	u	jc	for	a	k	>	1	then	we	cannot	expect	the	order	of
convergence	1z•	by	using	polynomials	of	degree	k.	Let	X	E	H	2(Q)	with	X	,;;	0	on	I'.	Math.,	32,	pp.	The	book	provides	an	introduction	to	the	theory	of	Distributions,	Sobolev	Spaces	and	Samigroups	and	the	results	are	applied	to	the	study	of	weak	solu~ions	of	elliptic	boundary	value	problems	and	evolution	equations.	n	➔oo	n➔	oo	l	1f	f	Thus	u(t)	solves
(4.5.4)	and	we	also	have	u	E	C((O,	oo	);	D(A)),	Step	5	Taking	the	scalar	product	of	(4.5.4)	with	u	and	using	the	dissipativity	of	A	we	get	that	d	dt	(l\u(t)jj2)	¾	0	and	so	\lu(t)j\	¾	i!uo\J.	If	we	assume	that	the	body	is	thermally	insulated	so	that	there	is	no	exchange	of	heat	with	the	surroundings	then	we	have	a	Neumann	boundary	condition.	More	precisely,
we·	define	the	integral	as	follows.	We	can	also	state	regularity	results	for	inhomogeneous	problems.	For	various	aspects	of	bifurcation	theory	see	Rabinowitz	[2]	and	the	references	therein.	;;;,	0	(cf.	is	convergent.	I,	i.e.,	the	distribution	induced	by	the	constant	function	I.	Now,	cos	0	(	,	)'	where	x,	=	rcos	0.	A	is	also	maximal;	for	if	v	E	D(Ak-	1)	there
exists	u	E	D(A)	such	that	u	-	Au=	v.	Instead	we	may	have	/to	be	a	compact	map,	i.e.	it	maps	bounded	sets	·to	relatively	compact	sets.	Then	\u\	E	H	1(Q)	and	Lemma	A4.1	0	!\ul)	=	sgn	(u)	~u,	vX;	vX;	where	r	+1	I-<	-1	sgn	(u)(x)	=	Proof	Let	E	>	0.	(Proof:	By	hypothesis,	we	can	deduce	that	02	~	0	X;	=	0	and	hence	,JT	=	O;	by	hypoellipticity,	Tis	a	c=
function	and	so	must	be	a	constant	by	classical	analysis!)	The	operator	djdx	on	R	is	hypoelliptic	and	a	similar	proof	holds	for	the	case	of	a	distribution	whose	derivative	is	zero.	For	every	"	>	0	there	exists	a	finite	dimensional	subspace	v.	On	the	other	hand,	for	the	Neumann	Problem,	we	imposed	,no	a	priori	conditions.	Lemma	Al	.1	Let	Q	c	Rn	be	ari
open	subset	and	let	{U;,	i	E	/}	be	an	open	covering	of	Q.	Assume	that	u0	):	0	a.e.	Then	we	claim	that	u(	•,	t)	):	0	for	all	t	?,	0.	-	-	,	Applications	of	distributions	to	PDE	theory,	Amer.	We	describe	and	illustrate	the	use	of	one	such	result	below.	t},	for	any	t	E	R.	Let	un(t)	be	the	solution	of	dun(t)	dt	=	Au"(t);	un(O)	=	u&	(4.5.7)	192	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS
AND	APPLICATIONS	Then	we	know	that	llu"(t)	-	um(t)I!	¾	'11'ddtun(t)	-	!luo	-	ii;;'[!,	dum(t)II	I	1·	n	dt	,	¾	t	1uo	m'j	uo	I	'	-	Thus	{u"(t)}	converges	uniformly	in	[O,	oo)	and	in	[S,	oo)	for	any	t	;:::	t	o	>	0.	n-	since	I	+	p*	-	pn-	=	0.	Ciarlet	[!]	or	[2))	is	of	the	following	type:	Theorem	3.7.2	Let	u	E	Hk+'(Q)	C	=	C(k,	Q)	such	that	n	H6(Q).	Step	5	Let	v	E	9)(Q).
These	are	called	the	Euler	equations	in	mechanics.	Thus	ifu	E	D(Ak)	for	all	k,	it	follows	from	the	Sobolev	imbedding	theorem	that	u	E	C	This	follows	then	for	any	t	>	E,	e	>	0	by	Theorem	4.5.3.	00	•	Remark	4.6.1	Note	that	the	(essential)	boundary	condition	was	incorporated	into	the	definition	of	the	domain.	4.3	C0-SEMIGROUPS	Let	V	be	a	Banach
space	and	let	A	:	V	➔	V	be	a	bounded	linear	operator.	Poincare,	Analyse	Non/ineaire,	1,	pp.	Then	J(w)	=	If	ix	-	+00	then	J(w)	•➔	w2	A1	3	-	ix	3	I	n	w,3	-	I	°'	fw	1•	0	-00.	fvm	~	C.	and	Nirenberg,	L.,	Estimates	near	the	boundary	for	solutions	of	elliptic	partial	differential	equations	satisfying	general	boundary	value	conditions,	I,	Comm.	Thus	{	W	,;;}	is	a
cover	of	Q.	Soc.	Lemma	5.2.1	Let	B	=	B(0;	1)	be	the	unit	ball	in	Rn	and	f:	map	of	class	C2	•	Let	M(x)	denote	the	matrix	rax;i;fi(x)	ax;-	ofi(x)	ofn(X)	B➔	Rn	a	of,.(x)l	M	(x)	=	:	L	OXn	OXn	,f=(/1,	...	3.2	(a)	Show	that	the	bilinear	form	a(u,	v)	=	L	Vu-Vv	+	(L	u)(L	v	),	u,	v	E	H'(Q)	1s	H'(!JJ-elliptic,	where	D	c	JR"	is	a	bounded	and	connected	open	set.	1328-1343,
1967.	5.2	SOME	FIXED	POINT	THEOREMS	As	mentioned	in	the	previous	section,	our	first	approach	to	solve	nonlinear	problems	will	be	to	use	fixed	point	theorems.	+	\\v	-	ul\	which	can	be	made	as	small	as	we	please.	Sc	..	>	n.	and	Deny,	J.,	Sur	quelques	proprietes	de	moyenne	caracteristiques	des	fonctions	harmoniques	et	polyharmoniques,	Bull.
Function	Spaces	is	the	space	of	continuous	functions	on	Q.	We	provide	it	with	the	norm:	wrn•P(Q)	V(Q)	nu:lm,p,Q	=	l:	IID;a:uiiL~(Q)	(2.1.2)	!O:i,i;;m	or,	equivalently,	for	I	]!u:J,,,,,,a	=	(	0.	Thus	point	values	are	well-defined.	Berestycki,	Univ.	Then	(2.6.6)	Proof	We	will	give	the	proof	when	s	U	=fo	ar;	i~":	a'x;,	+	=	I.	In	such	situations	the	following
corollary	will	be	useful.	A	more	recent	treatise	on	the	subject	is	the	book	by	Maz'ja	[I).	Again,	dff	dv	-d	y	(y)	=	h	dx·(x)	and	so	changing	back	to	x,	we	get	x,	f	Xi-I	Iv	-	ii;'	dx	s;;	Ch	-1	l	3	Jx,	[v'[	2	dx	=	Ch'	X1-1	Ix,	lv'I'	dx.	If	Tm	➔	Tin	S'	then	I'm	➔	Tin	S',	for,	.,._	A	A	A	Tm(4>)	=	Tm(4>)	➔	T(,f,)	=	T(,f,).	Remark	4.4.2	If	we	work	in	a	complex	Banach	space	V
and	A	is	the	infinitesimal	generator	of	a	contraction	semigroup,	then	for	,\EC	with	Re,\>	0,	R(,\)u	=[	e-ATS(r)u	dr	is	defined	for	u	E	V	and	it	can	be	easily	shown	that	R(,\)	that	=	(,\/	-	A)-	1	and	The	following	example	shows	that	we	cannot	extend	these	results	to	cover	the	case	Re	,\	=	0.	Some	of	these	will	be	outlined	in	the	exercises	at	the	end	of	this
Chapter.	For	problems	involving	lack	of	compactness	refer	to	Brezis	[2].	k	n	Ck-i([E,	uE	oo);	D(Ai))	j=O	and	as	e	>	0,	is	arbitrary,	u	satisfies	(4.5.8)	as	well.	200,	204	Mor~eindex	240	Mountain	pass	theorem	234,	241	Multi-index	9	Natural	boundary	condition	124	Navier-Stokes	equations	132	Neumann	problem	123,	139,	164	Nikol'skii	spaces	103
Nitsche	165	Oblique	derivative	125	Obstacle	problem	163	Order	of	a	distribution	·	9,	15	Orlicz	spaces	103	Orlicz-Sobolev	spaces	103	Palais-Smale	condition	233,	236,	241	Paley-Wiener	theorem	47	Parabolic	equation	195,	210	Paracompact	245	Kinematic	pressure	132	Parallellogram	ideatity	l	12	Kinematic	viscosity	132	Parametrix	49	Klein-Gordon
equation	212	Parseval	relation,	strong	42	Kondrasov	84	Parseval	relation,	weak	41	Kora's	inequality	93,	131	Partition	of	unity	5,	13,	17,	68,	101,	139,	Krein-Rutman	theorem	151	245	Perron-Frobenius	theorem	15r	Lame's	coefficients	129	Picard's	theorem	215	Laplace	operator	2,	30,	118,	123,	125,	137,	PJancherel	42,	52	145,	147,	161,	214	Plasticity
106	Laplace	transform	209	Pohozaev's	identity	237	Lax-Milgram	theorem	115,	119,	126,	130,	Poincare's	inequality	70,	89,	119,	128,	164	Poincare-Wirtinger	inequality	88,	159	152,	164	Principal	value	46	Leibniz'	formula	12,	16	Principle	of	virtual	work	132	Leray-Schauder	degree	240	Lipschitz	domains	104,	128	Quasi-bounded	105	Locally	finite	5,
245	Locally	integrable	6	Lower	semi-continuous	1	I	I,	232,	233	Rapidly	decreasing	function	36	Lustemik-Schnirelman	theory	240	Rayleigh	quotient	149	Refinement	245	Malgrange-Ehrenpreis	theorem	33	Reflection,	method	of	64,	139	Maximal	dissipative	operator	189,	209	Regularity	at	the	boundary	140	Maximal	monotone	operator	170,	189
M.iximum	principle	61,	123,	143,	161,	197,	Regularity	in	the	interior	139,	148	Regularity	theorem	119,	137,	154,	192	227	Mean	value	theorem	16,	59,	65,	255	Relatively	compact	set	55,	57,	58	Rellich-Kondrasov	theorem	84,	122,	147,	Meyers-Serrin	theorem	59,	103	Mild	solution	206	223,237	Resolvent	operator	209	Minimal	surfaces	106	Mixed	finite
element	method	117,	160	Retraction	216,	217y4	Mixed	problem	125	Riemann-Lebesgue	lemma	39	Mollifiers	5,	12,	21,	49,	55,	57,	82,	101	Riesz	representation	theorem	70,	89,	114	Monoto.ie	iterations,	method	of	227	Rigid	displacement	130	Monotone	operator	170,189,240	Robin	condition	125,	162	'	INDEX	267	Schauder's	theorem	220,	221
Symmetric	operator	108	Schrodinger	equation	143,	203	Taylor's	formula	255	Schwartz	space	36,	48	Tempered	distribution	43,	48,	50,	196	Segment	property	104	Test	function	4,	6	Self	adjoint	168,	171,	190,	196	Trace	57,	96,	IOI	Semigroup	173	Trace	spaces	88,	95	Shock	waves	2,	106	Trace	theorem	62,	101,	133	Simply	supported	127	Singular
support	17	Unbounded	operator	166	Sobolev	inequality	73,	75,	85,	104	Sobolev	space	51	Variation	of	parameters	208	Spherical	means,	method	of	203	Variational	inequality	116,	160	Stampacchia	60,	114,	145,	256	Viscosity	132	Star	shaped	238,	242	Stefan	problem	160	Wave	equation	199,	209,	212	Stokes'	system	132	Weak	maximum	principle	144
Stone's	theorem	209	Weak	solution	116,	121,	123,126,214,	229	232	Strain	energy	3	Strain,tensor	129	Weierstrass'	theorem	209	Stress	tensor	129	Weighted	Sobolev	spaces	103	Strong	maximum	principle	146,	151,	152,	Well-posed	problem	121	228	Support	of	a	distribution	13	Yosida	approximation	HS(;	Support	of	a	function	3,	4,	12	Young's
inequality	19,	197	Topics	in	FunctionaJ	Analysis	The	aim	of	this	book	is	to	give	a	fairly	complete,	yet	simple,	treatment	of	the	techniques	from	Functional	Analysis	used	in	the	modern	theory	of	Partial	Differential	Equations	ar:id	illustrate	their	applications	via	examples.	Dirac,	P.	Variational	inequalities	have	a	lot	of	applications	in	mechanics	and
physics.	471--496,	1938.	Comment	No.	6	of	Chapter	2	and	also	Exercise	2.8).	Hence	if	we	can	define	a	suitable	topology	on	gJ	which	4	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	makes·	these	operations	continuous,	we	can	define	fas	a	continuous	linear	functional	on	SJ)	and	definef'	via	the	right-hand-side·of(I.1.9)	even	when	f	is	not	differentiable
as	long	as	the	integrals	make	sense.	Also	by	the	Hille-Yosida	Theorem	~(I	-	A)=	V	(since	I	-	A	is	invertible).	Amann,	H.,	Fixed	point	equations	and	nonlinear	eigenvalue	problems	in	ordered	Banach	spaces,	SIAM	Review,	18,	No.	4,	pp.	Tnpics	iri	FIJ	·,	A	Al	IL	r11	S	Kesavan	ilL	TOPICS	IN	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	S.	If	AB	=	BA,
show	that	4.6	Let	A	be	a	2X	2	matrix	with	distinct	eigenvalues.	They	occur	in	the	theory	of	minimal	surfaces	(cf.	INTRODUCTION	TO	SEMIGROUPS	AND	APPLICATIONS	4.2	4.3	211	Let	V,	W	be	Banach	spaces	and	A	:	D(A)	C	V	-+	W	a	densely	defined	linear	operator.	Another	powerful	argument	is	via	the	theory	of	monotone	operators	developed	by
Minty	and	Browder.	Some	of	the	important	critical	point	theories	which	we	have	not	discussed	here	are	the	Morse	theory	(cf.	Distributions	The	theory	of	distributions	has	provided	a	natural	class	of	objects	which	generalize	functions	and	where	the	usual	rules	of	the	calculus	hold.	See	also	Agmon	[I]	and.	the	impor-	vi	PRBFACB	tan!	properties	of
Sobolev	spaces.	E	H.	Hence	x	E	Wk	for	some	k	,;::;;	m.	Step	I	if	u	E	V,	Clearly	A,,	A,.	Remark	4.1.4).	pv	defines	a	continuous	linear	operator	of	H'(Q)	into	itself.	Show	then	that	the	generalized	solution	of	t-	Au	=f,	u(O)	is	a	classical	solution.	Associated	to	a	multi-index	"•	we	have	the	following	symbols	i"i	=	"•	+	·	·	·	+	"•	«!	=	~t!	•	·	·	IXn!	x•-x"	1	•	•	•	x•·
ti.'	We	say	that	two	multi-indices	"	and	all	I	.;;	i	.;;	n.	But	(I	+l,l')''•!uW!"	E	L'i'(R")	and	(I	+i,1)'•(	1-•>1um1	2c1-•>	E	L	1/(t-•l(R").	Show	that	there	exists	a	unique	u	such	that	o2u	)	2	ot2	-	Llu	-1-	m	u	=	0	in	Qx(O,	oo)	I	U=O	u(x,	O)	=f	u,(x,	O)	=	g	onI'X(0,oo)J	in	Q	in	Q	INTRODUCTION	TO	SEMIGROUPS	AND	APPLICATIONS	213	when/	e	H	2(Q)	n
HA(D)	and	g	E	HA(Q).	Remark	A3.3	The	formula	(A3.18)	is	known	as	Taylor's	formula	with	integral	form	of	the	remain·der.	Now	IIAR(,\)u.	n)	(i.e.,	u	E	H:(R.n))	to	the	problem:	where	w	>	0.	(For	if	u	-	Au=	0,	then	Jl11ll2	-	(Au,	u)	=	0	or	!Jul\	~	0	which	gives	u	=	0.)	Further	llull	2	,s;;	lluJl	2	-	(Au,	u)	=	(v,	u)	~	llvll	!lull,	Thus	llull	~	!Jvll,	Thus	the	map	v	➔	u
is	a	bounded	linear	operator	with	norm	~	I.	Definition	A3.J	Let	ef,	:	[O,	I]	➔	V	be	a	continuous	function.	APPENDIX	4	Stampacchia's	Theorem	Let	Q	C	Rn	be	a	bounded	open	set.	•	••	)	=	(0,	=	f(x)	implies	that	llx\\	X1,	X2,	•••	)	=	f(x)	=	l	220	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	and	so	successively	x1	=	0,	x2	=	x	1	=	0	and	so	on.	Schwartz	[l].
and	Hilbert,	D.,	Methods	of	Mathematical	Physics	(Vols.	The	Morse	theory	leads	to	the	Morse	index	and	the	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	241	Morse	inequalities	which	can	be	used	to	study	the	multiplicity	of	solutions	to	nonlinear	equations.	Here	the	domain	of	dependence	is	a	solid	disc	r:::;;	tin	R	2	•	Hence	the	support	of	u
will	continue	to	expand	keeping	the	energy	constant.	In	the	recent	years	several	'elementary'	proofs	using	just	calculus	have	appeared.	of	the	Royal	Soc.,	London,	54,	pp.	oX;	Xj	oE-	=	-'	ax,	l:	Cu	j,t,.i	03/i	=	~	03/i	and	hence	Cj	1	=	(	-1	)1-i-lClj.	Step	3	Let	v0	:;:.;;	u	~	0	in	ii,	u	E	HA(!J).	,	ax.	Now	=	\v\I,n	-	.\lvi~.n	+	J	since	a	Lv	4	-	L/v	;;;.,	!vita	-	.\lv\~.o
-1/lo,alvlo.a	v4	~	0	for	any	v.	Another	approach	to	solve	(5.1.2)	will	be	to	construct	approximations	to	the	solution	and	study	their	convergence.	See	also	J.	(For	the	existence	of	w1	cf.	Later,	in	the	beginning	of	this	century,	the	physicist	Dirac	[I]	introduced	the	"8-function"	and	its	derivatives	and	the	formulae	of	symbolic	calculus	become	even	more
inacceptable	for	the	mathematicians	of	the	day.	If	A-	1	is	an	eigenvalue	of	G,	it	has	finite	geometric	multiplicity	(G	is	compact)	and	so	when	f	=	0,	the	set	of	solutions	is	the	corresponding	finite	dimensional	eigenspace.	Also	>	E	.!D(R"),	n,	u,	v	E	L	~(R")	and	so	uv	E	U(R•)	av	+-a	OU	x,	VE	U(R").	This	theorem	is	called	thus	because	of	the	following
geometric	interpretation.	Geymonat,	G.	First	of	all,	u	E	£2(!2),	for	LJul	=	2	J:	12	J:n	dO	r	(log	log	(2/	r	))	2	dr	and	a	simple	application	of	L'Hospital's	rule	will	show	that	the	integrand	is	a	bounded	and	continuous	function	on	(0,	½)	and	thus	the	integral	is	finite.	lt	.can	be	found	in	Ambrosetti	and	Rabinowitz	[l]	where	it	is	presented	as	a	variation	of	a
result	proved	in	Clark	[I].	Set	y	=	(x	-	x,_,)/h	and	then	y	➔	xis	a	bijection	of	[O,	l]	onto	[x;_	1,	x,].	This	method,	known	as	the	method	of	monotone	iterations,	uses	the	maximum	principle	(cf,	Section	3.5)	for	elliptic	problems	in	a	very	crucial	way.	Let	f:	R	nuous	function	such	that	R	be	a	conti-	with	f+,	f-	finite.	there	exist	a,	b	>0.	Variational	Inequalities
The	starting	point	for	the	study	of	variational	inequalities	is	the	theorem	of	Stampacchia	(cf.	We	start	with	a	description	of	the	very	useful	multl-index	notation	of	L.	(b)	If	f	=	0	show	that	3.10	\ulo.~.n,;;	luio.~.rLet	Q	=	(x	e	R"I	lxl	>	I}	and	let	-.du+	u	=	0	on	D,	u	E	H	1(0).	If	p	>	0	on	Q	show	that	this	operator	is	an	isomorphism	of	H	1{Q)	onto	itself.	We
will	now	show	that	this	implies	u	E	C((0,	oo	);	D(Ak)).	Define	Wm=	span	{w1,	...	Amer.	Then	there	exists	,f,	E	S(R	")	such	that	,f,	=	,fa.	The	Topological	Degree	and	Fixed	Points.	Let	I	,;;	p	<	oo	and	O	<	s	<	I.	This	proves	that	J	satisfies	(PS).	'.	But	the	existence	of	solutions	has	been	studied	using	the	Lusternik-Schnirelman	theory	by	Bahri	and	Berestycki
[I].	Hence	u	is	a	solution	of	(5.3.2).	<	0	Show	that	ut	E	H	1(R•)	and	coippute	its	first	derivatives	in	terms	of	those	of	u.	8.	We	will	have	several	more	examples	in	the	next	section.	We	definejj	to	1;,e	the	same	function	defined	on	Ij	by	translation.	WEAK	SOLUTIONS	OF	ELLIPTIC	BOUNDARY	VALUE	PROBLEMS	165	3.14	(a)	Let	v.	S(T)U)	dT	.	But	then
by	step	3	of	the	proof	above	Vi=	F(vo)	~	F(u)	=	u.	Compute	r	Jr	for	all	x	such	that	,f,x(y)	dS(y)	lxl	,;;	R.	C.,	A	variant	of	the	Lusternik-Schnirelman	theory,	/11dia11a	Univ.	Remark	3.5.5	The	strong	maximum	principle	is	also	available	for	operators	of	the	form	·	-	£	i,j=l	!__	(a/J	8x;	!._)	+	£	a	!._	+	a	Bxj	i-1	1	0,	rJx1	where	a"	E	C	1(Q)	anctsatisfy	the
ellipticity	condition	(3.2.11),	a1	a0	e	C(.O),	a0	;;.	However	from	(2.6.1)	we	can	write	for	ef,	E	g}(Q),	F(ef,)	=	I	fo,f,	-	Q	.	We	can	now	define	the	Fourier	transform	on	Then	define	f	E	S	by	T(f)	=	T(f),fE	s.	(4.5.12)	194	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Let	V	be	a	Hilbert	space	and	A	:	D(A)	c	V-+	V	such	that	'both	A	and	-A	are	maximal
dissipative	operators.	(See	the	references	cited	in	Lions	and	Magen	es	[	l	]).	Then	A	is	closed,	densely	defined	and	for	every	,.\	>	0,	(,.\/	-	A)	is	invertible	and	(4.5.2)	Proof	Step	1	Let	v	E	V	such	that	(v,	u)	=	0	for	all	u	E	D(A).	It	can	be	shown	that	these	definitions	produce	the	same	space	for	each	s	>	O.	Theorem	4.5.4	Proof	Let	u0	E	D(A)	and	let	u(t)	be
the	solution	oi	du(t)	tit	=	Au(t),	u(0)	=	(4.5.13)	u0	•	Then	we	get	d	1	dt	l!u(t)li	2	=	(Au(t),	u(t))	=	0.	Show	that	min	{inf	u,	inf/}	,;;	u(x)	,;;.max	(sup	u,	sup/},	o	r	r	a	for	every	x	E	D.	But	asJ.	Theorem	4.3.l	Let	{S(t)},;,,o	be	a	Co-semigroup	on	V.	Hence	by	using	the	case	for	p	=	n	-	•	<	,n,	-we	deduce	that	w••~(.O)	is	compactly	imbedded	in	L'(D)	for	any	l	~
q	<	•oo.	If	Q	C	Rn	is	any	open	set	we	write	00	Q	=	U	.Om,	Dm	=	m=I	.Q	n	B(0;	m),	B(0;	m)	being	the	open	ball	centred	at	the	origin	and	of	radius	m.	Dieudonne	[I]).	The	interdependence	of	the	various	chapters	is	as	follows:	Chapter	I	I	I	Chapter	2	Chapter	3	/	Chapter	4	'\.	These	are	useful	in	proving	results	on	distributions.	convergence	is	uniform	on
bounded	intervals,	with	respect	to	t.	Theorem	A4.l	Let	u	E	W1•P(!J).	The	usual	proofs	are	based	on	the	method	of	difference	quotients	due	to	Nirenberg	(cf.	If	not,	assume	that	there	exists	a	sequence	{vm}	such	that	lvmlt,	.o	➔	oo	as	m	-4>	00	while	J(vm)	~	C	for	all	m.	Remark	4.6.3	The	explicit	formula	for	the	case	fJ=	Rn	has	several	uses.	and
Trudinger,	N.,	Elliptic	Partial	Differential	Equations	of	Second	Order,	Springer-Verlag,	1977.	Sobolev	spaces	W',P(Q)	for	non-integral	s	could	be	defined	in	a	variety	of	ways.	ax,(,f,)	=	,f,(xo)	and	further	18,,(ef,)i	=	ief,(xo)i,;;	lflo,~,n,;;	Cl\;ll!m,,,n,	Thus	8x,	is	continuous	for	the	W'"•P(.Q)-norm	on	fl}(.Q)	and	so	uniquely	extends	to	Wo"''(.Q).	-	-	-	-	,
Treatise	on	Analysis,	Vol.	Cf.	Brezis	and	Nirenberg	[I]	for	an	introduction	to	such	problems.	-	ujf	=	iJAR(A)u,	-	AR(A)uJi	~	jju;	-	uiJ	+	1/AR(A)u	-	+	1/,\R(A)u	-	uJI	ujf	which	tends	to	zero	as	,\	➔	oo,	since	u>.(t)	=	(exp	(tA>.))u	0	➔	S(t)u0	=	u(t).	We	set	now	for	s	=	m	0	<	er<	I,	w•,,(.Q)	=	{u	E	W'"'•(D)	I	D'u	E	w•,•(.Q)	for	all	l"i	=	m}	(2.6.5)	We	denote	by
W,i''(Q),	the	closure	of	g)(Q)	in	W''	P(Q)	and	w-,,	r(t})	is	dual	of	W0'	'(Q).	Show	that	supp	(D"T)	c	supp	(T).	Let	V,	H	be	Hilbert	spaces	such	that	V	c	H	and	V	dense	in	H.	Definition	5.6.1	A	domain	Q	containing	the	origin	is	said	to	be	starshaped	about	the	origin	if	x•v	>	0	for	all	x	EI'.	His	research	interests	lie	in	the	theory	of	Partial	Differential	Equations
and	in	Numerical	Analysis.	Friedman	[l]	for	an	approach	using	Garding's	inequality.	Hence	h-+	]in	S'.	·	Remark	3.2.4	If	we	can	show	that	d	=	0	then	we	saw	that	for	all	L	2(Q)	there	exists	a	unique	solution.	=	{v	E	Vi	J(v)	=	CI	functional	c,	J'(v)	=	O}.	To	see	this,	let	!2,	=	{x	I•	<	r	<	½}	and	if	,f,	E	1l}(!2),	we	have	au	(,f,)	aX1	=	-I	Q	u	aa,f,	=	-	Xi	lim	,➔O	I
Qfi	u	aa,t,.	In	any	normed	linear	space	B(x;	a)	will	stand	for	the	open	or	closed	ball	(depending	on	the	context)	centered	at	x	and	of	radius	a.	Set	4>(!)	=	llu,(t)	-	u2(t)ll	2	which	is	continuous	and	such	that	¢(0)	=	0.	Then	J	Proof	If	f	has	no	fixed	points	then	f(x)	-	x	=I=	0	for	all	x	E	B.	Thus	we	need	to	look	for	results	where	other	types	of	critical	poirits



may	be	identified.	Again	we	can	choose	h	small	enough	so	that	if	ii	=	hen,	then	11T/iakv)	-	'••lit,	a·<	'1·	(2.1.14)	Now	T/iakv)	has	compact	support	in	R+	and	vanishes	for	all	x	E	Rn	with	Xn	<	h.	However	if	Q	is	a	"smooth	set"	then	this	will	give	the	same	spaces	as	got	by	using	(2.6.4)-(2.6.5)	when	p	=	2.	It	is	possible	to	develop	a	detailed	er.ror	analysis
for	such	systems	as	well.	K.,	Some	Topics	in	Nonlinear	Functional	Analysis,	Wiley	Eastern	Ltd.,	1985.	H	(by	(4.5.9))	and	then	again	v(t)	so	that	for	all	t	follows.	Thus	Theorem	A4.l	is	true	for	u	E	W	1•P(Q),	1	<	p	<	00,	We	can	also	relax	the	condition	that	Q	be	bounded.	1	Thus	u	defines	a	continuous	linear	functional	on	H	1(R")	and	sou	e	H-	1(R	").	Let
{S(t)}	be	the	semigroup	defined	by	(S(t)/)(s)	=	f(s	+	t).	1	S	o	b	o	1ev	exponent	R	emar	k,	5	.6	•1	Th	e	exponen	t	p	=	n-+-	1s	t	e	crittca	n-	2	240	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	in	the	sense	that	we	have	the	optimal	Sobolev	inclusion	HJ(Q)	c	LP+	1(Q)	with	the	inclusion	not	being	compact.	We	now	verify	conditions	(i)	and	(ii)	of	Theorem
2.5.2.	Let	1	,;;	q	<	p*.	i=I	0)£1	Consider	the	space	H(div;	Q)	={ii=	(u;)	E	(L2(Q))"	I	div	a	E	L2(0)},	provided	with	the	norm	l[iill	=	(	2	_l:"	lu;lo,n	,-1	-,2	)'	+	ld1v	u:o,a	·	12	Show	that	H(	div;	Q)	is	a	Hilbert	space.	One	of	the	main	reasons	for	this	is	the	lack	of	suitable	textbooks	on	which	such	a	course	could	be	based	and	it	is	this	gap	that	the	present	book
is	expected	to	fill.	So	do	exp	(tAJ,	exp	(tA,.).	f	in	L'(R	").	(Maximum	Principle	for	the	Neumann	Problem.)	Let	DC	R	•	a	bounded	open	set,/E	L2(D)	and	u	E	H	1(D)	such	that	J,,	Vu•	Vv	+	J.,	uv	=	f.,	fv,	.	References	Adams,	R.	If	not,	T	is	said	to	be	of	infinite	order.	Temam,	R.	COMMENTS	I.	:	K	➔	v.	-	-	,	Functional	Analysis,	Tata	McGraw-Hill,	1974.
Definition	1.2.1).	a•	=	fa•	c1	+	ltl,J,f,'m	dt	=	f	11.-	(I+	f	=f	=	R·	IWJ,f,'(-f)	dg	o	+	lfl	2Jt2m	dt	o	+	1e1	Jci'-	m	2	lit"	'	1	2	dt	=	j[1,//'H	(R").	WEAK	SOLUTIONS	OF	ELLIPTIC	BOUNDARY	VALU.E	PROBLEMS	125	If	we	consider	the	Neumann	problem	-iJu=f	au	?V	=g	in.Q}	(3.2.25)	On	I'	then/and	g	must	satisfy	a	compatibility	condition,	viz.	A.,	A	mixed
finite	element	method	for	the	biharmonic	equation,	pp.	For,	if	Ki(x)	=	(41Tt)-nfl	exp	(-lxl	2/4t)	then	u(x,	t)	=	K	1*uo,	By	Young's	inequality	(cf.	m➔	oo	In	the	case	of	the	norm	of	a	normed	linear	space,	the	set	{xi	!!xii	~	or.}	is	a	closed	convex	set	and	hence	weakly	closed	by	the	Hahn-Banach	Theorem.	llf(u	+	h)	-	Theorem	A3.4	Let/:	V	➔	W	be	(k	+	1)
times	continuously	differentiable	in	an	open	set	(JC	V.	-	Su	-	J	J:	-.-	--	Q	uX;	Q	Thus	-	JQ	G(u)	11	=	-	o2u	ou	J;	2	Q	j=I	oxj	OX;	J	11	=	J	-	l.	Clearly	W"'•'P(Q)	is	a	vector	space.	u	0•	Hence	(5.5.9)	has	at	least	two	solutions.	Tl1ey	proved	that	if	n	;?,	4	then	a	solution	always	exists	for	the	above	problem	if	O	<	,\	<	At	However	when	n	=	3	and	Q	a	ball,	a
solution	exists	if,	and	only	if,	.\tf4	<	,\	<	At,	There	are	several	open	problems	connected	with	such	questions	and	the	reader	is	referred	to	Brezis	[2].	(::kr	=	21rifk8	=	2"i£k•	The	relation	(1.11.8)	follows	by	the	Fourier	inversion	formula.	Agmon,	S.,	Douglis,	A.	1	NEW	AGE	INTERNATIONAL	(P)	LIMITED,	PUBLISHERS	New	Delhi	•	Bangalore	•	Chennai
•	Guwahati	•	Hyderabad	Kolkata	•	Lucknow	•	Mumbai	ISBN	0-470-21J50-S	If	ef,	E	.!D(R"),	then	=	-	Ja	(%;,	v	+	u	;;,)1	by	the	Dominated	Convergence	Theorem,	where	W	1•P(R"),	Um,	E	.!l)(R").	Apart	from	these	requirements,	every	effort	has	been	made	to	keep	the	treatment	as	self-contained	as	possible.	Theorem	3.6.3).	1.3)	that	such	curves	are
straight	lines.	T.,	Linear	Operators,	Part	I,	General	Theory,	Interscience,	1958.	For	computational	aspects	see	Keller	[	l	].	Duvaut,	G.	However	in	the	present	context	they	will	not	be	called	contraction	mappings.	C	K	as	well.	(2.1.l)	In	other	words,	wrn,,(f.1)	is	the	collection	of	all	functions	in	V(f.l)	such	that	all	distribution	derivatives	upto	order	m	are
also	in	LP(Q).	It	can	be	shown	that	the	space	fl)	of	infinitely	differentiable	functions	with	compact	support	in	R	is	dense	in	L	2(R).	209-232,	1979.	620-709,	1976.	This	book	cannot	be	sold	outside	the	country	to	which	it	is	consigned	by	the	publisher	without	the	prior	permission	of	the	publisher.	Thus	for	arbitrary	domains	.Q,	Theorem	A4.2	is	true	with
the	restriction	that/(0)	=	0,	for	any	u	E	W	1•P(Q),	1	<	p	<	oo.	Given	any	t	~	0	we	can	find	an	integer	n	~	0	and	O	~	'T/	<	6	such	that	t	=	118	Then	+	'TJ,	}74	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATION~	and	so	l[S(t)il	~	I\S(S)l\"IIS('IJ)I\	~	Mn,M	~	Me"'	1	since	log	(;\,/")	=	n	log	M	~	nwS	~	wt.	2	½lvml1,.o	-	2	Vm	+	¼f4Vm	Q	Q	I	.	(3.5.9)	~	Proof	Let
m	=	Q,	=	[./	1	U	[./2	where	=	{x	E	[./	I	u(x)	=	m)	[./2	=	{x	E	inf	u	and	write	O	and	[./	I	u(x)	>	m).	0	and	so	fi,-,i-,	(u(y)	-	m)	dS(y)	=0	,	147	WEAK	SOLUTIONS	OF	ELLIPTIC	BOUNDARY	VALUE	PRORLEM3	or	u(y)	=	m	for	ally	sucli	that	Ix	-	YI	=	p.	267-302,	1981.	·	The	following	consequence	of	Brouwer's	theorem	will	be	useful	later.	Choose	u0E	D(A	2)
such	that	u0➔	u0	as	n	➔	oo.	For	all	these	reasons,	a	mixed	formulation	is	preferred.	Let/EH:	Then	there	exists	a	unique	u	EK	such	that	Theorem	3.1.2	a(u,	v	-	u)	;;,	(f,	v	-	u),	Further	u	can	be	characterized	by	for	every	v	E	K.	Usually	one	can	parametrize	the	solution	"paths"	as	(u(s),	.\(s))	and	at	certain	solutions	(u0	,	,\0)	more	than	one	path	may
intersect	and	·hence	the	term	bifurcation.	Morrey,	C.	Let	v	E	D(A)	such	that	(I	-	Then	Av	we	get	=	A)v	=	(I	-	B)u.	For	this	2	Ju'	....,	(IT.u)'\o,.,	=	N	Ix,	_l:	_	!u'	-	(IT.u)'!2	dx	,-1	x,-1	159	WEAK	SOLUTIONS	OF	ELLIPTIC	BOUNDARY	VALUE	PROBLEMS	u	---1T	h	u	o=•o	Fig.	fo	view	of	the	inclnsion	theorems	proved	in	the	previous	section	we	now	ask	the
question	that	which	of	these	are	compact.	In	fact	we	can	choose	Vm	=	E	(f	1-1	Vm	E	W,,.	Let	K,	be	the	convex	hull	of	x	1,	•••	,	Xn•	Then	K.	45-87,	1967.	Remark	5.5.2	In	the	above	theorem	we	have	proved	the	existence	of	a	solution	for	all	,\	e	R	unlike	Theorem	5.3.1	where	it	was	proved	only	for·	i\	<	i\1.	5.3	In	Example	5.2.2,	show	that	the	unique
solution	u	E	HJ{Q)	satisfies	the	estimate	Iuka~	5.4	(1	-	~)-l(me::	(S)))112lf(O)j.	The	literature	is	very	vast	and	references	to	the	important	works	and	the	frontiers	ofcurrent	research	are	indicated	wherever	possible.	Aragnol	and	A.	(3.5.8)	lx-Y\-p	We	can	use	this	inequality	to	prove	the	following	result,	known	as	the	Strong	Maximum	Principle.	Remark
A3.J	Note	that	in	(A3.	-	-	-	-	,	Some	variational	problems	with	lack	of	compactness,	Proceedings	of	the	Berkeley	Symposium	on	Nonlinear	Functional	Analysis,	1983	(to	appear).	For	a.	Monthly,	73,	pp.	,	.)	be	a	continuous,	symmetric	and	H-elliptic	bilinear	form	on	a	Hilbert	space	H.	Also	the	corresponding	error	analysis	will	demand	that	the	solution	be
highly	regular	and	this	will	not	usually	hold.	00,	du,,,	-	uio,	g'.u~	+	umu	+	u	\o.	Now,	multiplying	the	equation	in	OU	.	If	G(A)	is	dense	in	Vx	W,	show	that	D(A*)	=	{O}.	Show	that	there	n-	2	exists	a	non-zero	radial	solution	u	E	H	1(R.	(2.7.11)	Proof	Clearly	by	the	preceding	lemma	,,v	➔	v	in	L	2(R	"),	Also	it	is	easy	to	check	that	for	any	1	~	i	,;;,	n,	a	-,	(,r,v)
OX;	.	We	will	now	illustrate	the	error	analysis	in	the	case	of	Example	3.7.1.	The	analysis	in	higher	dimensions	and	for	more	general	situations	follows	the	same	lines	of	argument	but	each	step	will	be	more	technical.	It	can	be	shown	that	if	J	satisfies	(PS)	and	is	bounded	below,	then	J	attains	a	minimum.	mfJ	ut(x,	when/E	H	(Q)	n	Hl(Q)	and	g	E	Hb(Q).
Theorems	3.l.3	and	4.5.1.)	It	has	the	merit	of	being	constructive.	Theorem	3.1.3).	If	g	E	L'(I')	then	of	course	we	may	write	Again	a	unique	weak	solution	always	exists.	We	cao	also	study	the	Neumann	problem	for	a	general	second	order	elliptic	operator	as	in	(3.2.12)	or	(3.2.15).	Thus	if	u	E	D(A)	_S(_t~)u_-_u	t	=!	t	J'	S(	)Au	dT	➔	Au	T	O	as	t	t	0	b:y
Lemma	4.3.1.	Hence	u	E	D(B)	and	Bu=	Au.	Thus	D(A)	c	D(B)	and	B	ID-	Rv.	But	and	so	Rv	=	Ru	-	u	Thus	u	=	R(u	-	v)	E	D(A)	and	Rv	=	u	one-one,	it	follows	that	v	=	Au.	+	RAu	-	u	=	RAu.	Since	R	is	We	can	combine	Theorems	4.4.1	and	4.4.2	and	state	the	following	result.	Thus	the	limit	is	independent	of	the	converk	gent	subsequence	and	thus	we	deduce
that	the	entire	sequence	{uk}	converges	weakly	in	HJ(Q)	to	a	function	u.	Proof	There	exist	M	~	(4.3.2)	I	and	6	>	0	such	that	for	O	~	t	::;;;	6,	IIS(t)il::;;;	M.	The	hydrodynamist	is	interested	in	Llu	(which	is	related	to	the	vorticity)	and	structural	analyst	in	all	the	second	derivatives	of	u	(which	is	related	to	the	stress	.tensor).	Step	3	11	u	-	11	)	.	Lemma
4.4.2	Let	u	E	D(A).	Kondrat'ev,	V.	-	-	,	On	some	variational	methods,	pp.	The	last	chapter	providesan	introduction	to	the	study	of	semilinear	elliptic	boundary	value	problems	from	the	point	of	fixed	point	theorems,	approximation	methods	and	variational	principles.	Friedman,	A.,	Partial	Differential	Equations,	Holt,	Reinhart	and	Winston,	1969.	(This	is	a
generalization	of	Exercise	2.3	above)	.	For	details	on	the	Frechet	derivative,	see	Cartan	[l].	and	Fix,	G.	(l.ll.3)	Since/->	/is	continuous	on	S,	it	follows	that	TE	S'.	Theorem	3.J.3	(Stampaccbia).	Baouendi,	M.	7.	-	Thus	-	LI	(u	and	so	v0	~	u~	Vo)	=	u2	?:	0	0.	Hence	T'(,f,.)	=	-	T(,fl,,)	converges	to	10	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	zero.	and
Grisvard,	P.,	Problemi	ai	limiti	ellitici	negli	spazi	di	Sobolev	con	peso,	Le	Matematiche,	XXII,	fasc.	5.	Thus	,\R(A)u>.	Vanninathan	who	read	portions	of	the	manuscript	and	helped	me	improve	the	same	and	Messrs.	For	instance	there	is	the	me\hod	of	sub-	and	super-solutions	due	to	Perron	(cf.	Define	a(ti,	v)	=	f	n	Vu-v,,	+	f	n	UV+	"Jr	r	UV,	u,	VE	H'(D).
Then	S(x,	t)	will	intersect	B(O;	p)	if	and	only	if	t	-	p	<	lxl	<	t	+	p,	i.e.,	the	point	x	lies	in	a	spherical	shell	centre	origin	and	bounded	by	balls	of	radii	t	-	p	and	t	+	p.	)	(x),	...•	~	a	(x).	Theorem	4.5,.2	Let	A	be	a	self-adjoint	maximal	dissipative	operator.	Now	f	\i	maps	K	into	itself	We	give	one	last	fixed	point	theorem	which	is	a	slight	but	very	useful
variation	of	Schauder's	theorem.	Giusti,	E.,	Minimal	Surfaces	and	Functions	of	Bounded	Variation,	Birkhauser,	1984.	140	Implicit	function	theorem	216	Incompressibility	condition	132	Inductive	limit	248,	249	Inf-sup	condition	117	Infinite	speed	of	propagation	40,	196	Infinitesimal	generator	175	Initial	value	problem	40,	176,	205	Interpolation	error
88,	154	Interpolation	spaces	92,	95	Irreversibility	in	time	196	lsometry	53,	194.	This	is	easily	done.	Hence	the	theorem	is	proved.	Finally,	from	the	uniform	convergence	in	ton	bounded	intervals	we	deduce	that	S(t)u	➔	u	as	t	-!,	0.	Assuming	that	we	are	looking	at	a	steady	state	of	the	system	and	also	neglecting	non-linear	effects,	we	can	now	use	the
equations	of	linear	elasticity	(3.2.44)	to	describe	the	motion.	Ravi	and	A.	EXERCISES	S	5.1	Show	by	examples	that	a	continuous	map	f:	K	➔	K,	Kc	Rn	need	not	have	a	fixed	point	if	(i)	K	is	not	compact	or	(ii)	K	is	not	convex.	-	-	-	-	,	On	operators	in	mathematical	physics,	Proc.	This	is	a	result	due	to	Hopf	and	for	a	proof,	see	Gilbarg	and	Trudinger	[I]	or
Protter	and	Weinberger	[I].	➔	0	in	flJ(R)	then	{,f,~}	is	also	a	sequence	in	Q>(R)	converging	to	zero.	lfB	is	the	unit	ball	in	W	1•"(D),itfollows	from	Theorem	2.4.4	and	the	analogue	of	the	inequality	(2.4.17)	that	the	functions	in	fB	-are	uniformly	bounded	and	equicontinuous	in	C(D).	3.8	Let	V	be	a	separable	Hilbert	space.	Theorem	1.2.2)	T	restricted	to
9Jx	is	also	continuous	for	any	compact	set	Kc	Q.	Let	u	E	Hb{.Q)	such	that	Theorem	5.6.1	.Q}	in	u=	0	on	I'	where	g	:	R	-+	R	is	a	given	function.	Q	6.	Also	set	Since	the	{Vi,o}	cover	fi0	and	the	{Vi,k}	cover	~"'Qk-t,	we	have	that	the	entire	family	{V1,	k,	k	;;,,,	0,	l	:::;;	i	,s;;	ik}	covers	Q.	679-698,	1961.	such	that	\lg.(v)	-	v\l::;;;;	e,	for	every	v	EK.	2.16	Let	Q
c::	R•	be	a	bounded	I	0	such	that	a(v,	v)	;;,	\\vll2;	for	every	v	EH.	:	K,	➔	K,	by	J.(x)	=	g,(f(x)).	It	also	uses	the	fact	that	functions	in	Sobolev	spaces	are	differentiable	a.e.	in	a	more	conventional	sense	than	only	in	the	sense	of	distributions.	Then	again	Iterating	this	we	get	that	u)	=	-	J	(u	-	since	O	?:	-	u2	u2	?:	0	-	u	;	;,	,	u	and	so	u	?:	u,	i.e.	u	=	u.	General
Remarks.	Thus	(5.3.3)	will	have	a	solution	if	there	exists	a	g	such	that	F(fl	=	0.	Corollary	For	every	u	E	V,	the	mapping	t	➔	S(t)u	is	a	continuous	map	from	[O,	oo)	into	V.	('•,{,)	and	=-	fRi	oxou•.	3.2.2	The	Neumann	Problem	Let	Q	c	R	•	be	a	bounded	open	set	und	let	v	be	the	exterior	unit	normal.	If	11	is	smooth	enough	interpret	u	as	the	solution	of	a
boundary	value	problem.	349-374,	1983.	279-290,	1983	..	du	dt	..,,.	In	this	section	we	will	prove	some	important	fixed	point	theorems	and	illustrate	their	use	in	semilinear	elliptic	boundary	value	problems.	They	are	two	in	number,	viz.	-	-	,	Applications	of	Bifurcation	Theory,	Academic	Press,	1977.	Then	by	the	bilinearity	and	symmetry	of	a(.	Let	V	be	the
space	of	bounded	uniformly	continuous	functions	on	R.	Agmon,	S.,	Lectures	on	Elliptic	Boundary	Value	Problems,	Van	Nostrand,	1965.	Hence	u	is	a	tempered	distribution	and	further	A	A	u	=fo	+	.A	fl	(cf.	Then	the	computational	domain	!J1z	differs	from	Q_	Even	if	[h	=	Q,	we	can	use	a	V,,	0.	F.,	Linear	Partial	Differential	Equations	with	Constant
Coefficients,	Gordon	and	Breach,	1966.	Co.,	1983.	Q""'-	As	a	corollary	of	Theorem	I.2.1	we	proved	that	if	Kc	Rn	is	a	compact	set	and	U	::>	K,	U	open,	then	there	exists	0	on	U7J,k•	Now	define	{W1,k,	k	;?=	O,j	Eh}	such	that	ip	=};	k	};	o/j,k,	jEft	(an	empty	sum	meaning	zero).	for	every	v1,	E	(1	+	;:1')	fnfVi,	llu	fJh	v1,I[.	Applying	the	same	idea	to	D•,f,,	la\
<	k,	we	deduce	that	(l.4.16)	ID",f,(x)j	,;:;	c,1x1•-l•I	for	all	\al	,;:;	k.	L	2(R").	·	X2	For	generalizations	of	the	above	example,	see	Adams[!].	l	90	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Let	Un	E	D(A)	such	that	l/	-+	u	and	Au,,	➔	v.	Let	Q	C	Rn	be	a	smooth	bounded	open	set	with	boundary	I'.	We	need	a	few	topological	results	in	order	to	do	this.	=	(n
_	Z)w,lx	_	YI"-''	when	n	;;,	3,	164	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	where"'•	is	the	surface	measure	of	the	unit	sphere	in	R•.	Hence	l\g.(x)	-	x/\	~	{il,8,;o!O}	.E	,B,\lx1	-	xii	~	(	E	P,)	E	=	E.	This	leads	us	to	the	Stokes'	equations	or	Stokes'	system	given	by	,	a	-2v	E	-	j=l	iJXj	n/2,	then	u	E	C	(.Q).	4.16	Let	V	be	a	Bao,ach	space	and	A	the
infinitesimal	generator	of	a	C0-semigroµp.	Au	is	clearly	linear	by	the	bilinearity	of	a(.	The	same	result	then	will	hold	for	all	O,,:;;	p,	<	p.	Cartan,	H.,	Differential	Calculus,	Hermann,	1971.	For	instance	if	u0	has	compact	support,	it	shows	that	u(x,	t)	is	non-zero	on	all	of	R"	when	t	>	0.	Example	5.5.1	Let	V	=	R	and	J(x)	=	c	a	constant,	Then	J	does	not
satisfy	(PS).	Remark	4.6.4	Since	A	is	maximal	dissipative,	it	follows	that	lu(	•,	t)lo,n	~	t	),	0.	Theorem	5.2.5	Let/:	Rn	➔	Rn	be	continuous	such	that	(f(x),	x)	~	0	for	all	x	such	that	lxl	=	R	>	0.	We	will	illustrate	this	in	the	method	of	monotone	iterations.	and	Nirenberg,	L.,	Positive	solutions	of	nonlinear	elliptic	equations	involving	critical	Sobolev	exponents,
Comm.	Lions	[l]	for	severai	examples	from	partial	differential	equations	of	the	methods	of	monotonicity	and	compactness	used	in	conjunction	with	the	Galerkin	method.	Adams	[I]).	We	now	show	that	the	only	generators	of	contraction	semigroups	in	a	Hilbert	space	are	maximal	dissipative	operators.	The	operator	o2	/ox	oy	is	not	hypoelliptic.	Theorem
1.11	.1	Let	TE	S'	and	let	"'	be	a	multi-index.	b	h	a(,;;v)	Th	us	agam	y	t	e	emma,	-a1·	X;	Theorem	2.7.3	ker	(y0)	➔	=	T]i	av	-a.	See	also	Joshi	and	Bose	[l]	for	a	general	treatment	of	some	topics	in	nonlinear	analysis	with	applications	to	integral	equations.	Thus	we	can	apply	the	Lax-Milgram	Theorem	to	the	problem:	Find	u	E	V	such	that	for	every	v	E	V
(3.2.29)	This	can	be	taken	as	the	weak	formulation	of	(3.2.28).	Jr	gv.	Di.ff.	Also	b,	is	clearly	continuous.	is	an	orthonormal	basis	for	L'((O,	I)).	If	u	is	a	weak	solution	and	u	E	H2(Q)	then	by	retracing	the	passage	from	(3.2.19)	to	(3.2.20}	we	get	for	v	E	H	1(Q),	(3.2.21)	Choosing	v	E	fl)(Q),	the	integral	on	I'	vanishes,	and	so	in	the	sense	of	distributions	~.du
u	=	f.	A	multi-index	is	an	n-tuple	ix	=	(oc1,	•.•	,	cxn),	ex,	~	0,	a.1	integers.	Step	2	Let	u0	E	D(A	2)	so	that	the	solution	u(t)	e:...,sts	in	the	classical	sence.	125-145	in	Mathematical	Aspects	of	Finite	Elements	in	Partial	Differential	Equations,	C.	A	is	Au	=	u(t	+	e)	e,	u(t)	E	D(Ak).	The	techniques	we	have	chosen	to	illustrate	can	be	broadly	classified	as
follows:	(i)	fixed	point	methods,	(ii)	approximation	methods,	and	(iii)	variational	methods,	Given	a	problem	of	the	form	(5.1.1),	we	will	seek	a	suitable	weak	formulation	and	cast	it	into	the	form	F(u)	=	0	(5.1.2)	where	u	is	in	a	suitable	function	space	(usually	the	Sobo!ev	space	H&(Q)).	If	L	bas	a	fundamental	solution	which	is	c=	on	R	""'-(0},	then	L	is
hypoelliptic	and	every	fundamental	solution	will	be	c=	on	R."'-._{0}.	The	Mountain	Pass	Theorem.	h	.	using	condition	(ii)	of	the	lemma.	II.	ISBN	:	81-224-0062-0	·	34567	8	9	Published	by	K.K.	Gupta	for	New	Age	International	(P)	Ltd'.,	4835/24,	Ansari	Road,	Daryaganj,	New	Delhi-I	10	002	and	printed	in	India	at	Anand	Sons,	Delhi-I	10	051.	Further	by
i=l	(5.3.3)	(5.3.6)	and	as	seen	before	R	is	independent	of	m;	it	only	depends	on.,\	andf	Step	2	Since	{um}	is	uniformly	bounded	in	HJ(Q),	we	can	extract	a	weakly	convergent	subsequence	which	we	will	continue	to	denote	by	{um}•	Let	Um	➔	u	in	HMQ)	weakly.	c	Hi,(Q)	then	elements	of	v.	For,	if	Wt	>	0	is	the	corresponding	eigenfunction,	~	J	At	n	UWt,
since	uw,	>	0.	Now	l\exp	(tA,)11	=	e-	0	!1e1>-'R.>\\	~	exp	(-t,\).exp	(t,\2	\IR(,\)11)	Thus	{exp	(tA,)}	is	a	contraction	semigroup	for	every,\>	0.	=	span	{Xi,	•••	,	Xn}	C	v.::;;;;	n	<	+oo.	Thus	the	approximate	solution	also	satisfies	the	strong	maximum	principle.	Then	,lim	......	We	will	now	show	that	this	class	of	functions	is	quite	rich.	Thus	iR(>.J	-	A)	=	V
for	all	0	"'>	.,\	<	2110.	Then	::s(t	+	h)u	-	S(t)uj\	~	11S(t)i\	l[S(h)u	-	u\l	~	Me"''liS(h)u	-	which	tends	to	zero	as	h	ui\	t	0.	Let	us	now	define	a	curve	x	the	x-t	plane	by	means	of	the	ordinary	differential	equation	dx	dt	(t)	=	u(x(t),	t).	Thus	the	effect	at	large	distances	though	non-zero,	is	negligible.	<	Xn	=	b	be	a	partition	of	Q.	II,	Academic	Press,	1976.	5.4
MONOTONE	ITERATIONS	We	now	present	another	approximation	method	for	the	solution	of	semilinear	problems.	(5.2.8)	i=I	Let	Then	dim	v.	The	Dirichlet	problem	for	the	biharmonic	126	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	operator	is	as	follows:	2	A	u=f	au	ll	=	OV	=	0	inf.I}	(3.2.30)	on	I'.	Theorem	2.5.5).	Example	2.5.J	Let	I	be	the
interval	(0,	!)	ofR	and	let	/j	=	(},	j	+	1).	Further	by	the	continuity	of	the	inclusion	of	W	1•P(R	")	into	L	~(R"),	it	follows	that	J!,	(uv)lo,p,	a•	,;;;	IJ:,lo,p,	R.l•lo,	"'•	R•	+Iulo,.,,	a•J;;,Jo,p,	R·	,;;;	CJlull1,p,	a•ll•lli,P,	R·	and	the	theorem	is	proved.	Proof	111J:+ii	S(-r)u	d-r	-	S(t)ull	=	\\fiJ:+h	(S(-r)-	S(t))u	d-rll	1	J'+il	\\S(T)u	-	S(t)ull	dT	~	h	1	Choosing	h	small
enough	so	that	!!S(t)u	-	S(T)ul[	get	that	-hS(T)U	dT	-	=	(	e;T	--.--·	lz	.	(1.2.2)	a	a	Then	a	simple	application	of	the	preceding	lemma	shows	that	,f,	E	SJJ{R)	and	supp	(	0	and	an	integer	N	=	N(K)	such	that	IT(,f,)!	..;;Cll,f,l!N	(1.2.15)	for	all	,f,	E	g)(Q)	with	supp	(,f,)	c	K,	where	[ll'[!N	is	the	maximum	abso!Qte	vaiue	over	Q	of	ef,	and	all	its	derivatives	upto
order	N.	S.,	Nonlinearity	and	Functional	Analysis,	Academic	Press,	1978.	Further	one	is	not	just	interested	in	u	in	practice.	234	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Definition	5.5.1	Let	V	be	a	Banach	space	and	J:	V	➔	R	a	C	1	functional.	193-254,	1959.	Definition	4.3.2	If	M	=	I	and	w	=	0,	so	that	\IS(t)il	~	I	for	·all	t	~	0,	we	say	that	{S(r)}	is	a
contraction	semigroup.	Sup.,	Pisa,	13,	pp.	Now	if	u0	the	maximum	principle	for	the	Laplace	operator,	if	-Mv	+v	=	Uo,	v	n	C(Q)	0	for	any	,\	>	0.	Dipole	distribution	7	Dirac	distribution	7,	13,	16,	28,	44,	90,	92	Hille-Yosida	theorem	182	266	JNDEX	Holder	continuous	78	Hooke's	law	117,	129	Hopf's	theorem	147	Huygens	principle	210	Hyperbolic
conservation	Jaw	l	Hyperbolic	equation	199,	210	Hyooelliptic	47.	The	viscosity	is	assumed	to	be	constant.	=	e",	x	E	5.7	Letf(x)	R..	*	8.	(ii)	S(t	+	s)	=	S(t)S(s),	for	all	t,	s;;;,,.	2	Let	f	E	L	(R	")	and	let	f•	E	S	such	that	f•	_..	Dunford,	N.	Paris,	VI,	1975.	M.	105-143,	1894.	Using	the	SOBOLEV	SPACES	IOI	cut-off	functions	gk)	(cf.	Soc	..	INTRODUCTION	TO
SEMIGROUPS	AND	APPLICATIONS	183	Then	{S(t)}	is	a	contraction	semi-group	and	D(A)	=	{f	E	V!f'	EV};	Af=f',fE	D(A).	Again	Theorem	A4.2	follows	as	usual.	Finally	assume	that	x	,.._,	y	and	that	y,....,	z.	349-381,	1973.	For	example	any	ball	centre	origin	is	star-shaped	about	the	origin	for,	given	any	x	EI',	v(x)	=;.Thus	x-v	Example	5.6.	1	=	R	>	O.	0	in
Il}(Q)	and	T(,f,m)	➔	0.	Since	K	is	compact,	we	can	extract	a	convergent	subsequence.	However	we	will	show	that	u	E	H	1(!2)	(so	that	p	=	2	=	n).	Similarly	if	Q	is	an	annulus,	i.e..	Sciences,	44,	1983.	The	methods	studied	in	this	chapter	are	by	no	means	exhaustive.	Eqns.	Finally	I	thank	Ms.	N.	Remark	2.6.2	Let	s	1	<	s2	and	t	1	<	t2•	Let	9	E	(0,	I)	and	set
s	(1	-	8)s2	,	t	=	8t	1	+	=	8s1	+	(I	-	8)t2•	Assume	that	Tis	a	linear	operator	such	that	TE	..E(H'•(R"),	H'•(R	"))	n	..E(H'•(R"),	H',(R"))	(2.6.	I	0)	Then	it	is	true	that	TE	..C(H•(R•),	H'(R"))	and	we	also	have	jjr//.cc«•>	jjrjG;wt(R•),	H'•>	(2.6.11)	SOBOLEV	SPACES	93	The	proof	of	this	fact	needs	more	functional	analytic	tools	than	what	we	have	developed
and	so	is	omitted.	Ciarlet,	P.	Further	(1/8)	and	0)	are	conjugate	exponents.	In	fact	in	one-dimensional	problems	the	finite	element	method	has	no	special	advantage.	Choose	O	<	R	<	llu	1II	such	that	J(v)	;;.:	J(O)	in	B(O;	R).	du,,(t)	du(t)	A	u()	t	=	I1m	u,.	Thus	u(x,	t)	will	become	smaller	and	smaller	as	t	➔	oo	but	will	never	become	zero.	The	main
advantages	of	this	method	are	that	it	gives	a	unified	mathematical	basis	to	deal	with	different	types	of	boundary	conditions	and	can	tackle	any	type	of	geometry	while	the	finite	difference	method	is	best	suited	to	rectangular	domains.	S'	is	the	space	of	tempered	distributions	on	R".	Now	by	condition	(ii)	of	the	theorem,	we	can	choose	E	small	enough	so
that	0	<	e	<	e	andJ(v0	),	J(u,)	ff=	[c	-	E,	c	+	e]	(since	c	~	c0	).	SOBOLEV	SPACES	Now	assume,	for	instance,	that	p	s!	=	=	2	and	Qm	inf	UEHJ(Qm)	=	IQ5	B(O;	m).	de	France,	72,	pp.	F.	Milnor,	J.,	Morse	Theory,	Annals	of	Mathematics	Studies,	No.	51,	Princeton,	1969.	+	p2	M	2	0.	S.	SOBOLEV	SPACES	85	Thus	the	theorem	will	be	proved	if	we	prove	it
for	the	case	p	<	n.	R.	Thus	\iu(t)II	=	!luoll	for	all	t	~	0,	i.e.	if	{S+(t)}	is	the	contraction	semigroup	generated	by	A	then	!IS+(t)u!I	=	!lull	for	all	t	;'?:	0,	u	E	D(A).	with	the	sup-norm.	For	a	description	of	this	theory,	see,	for	instance,	Joshi	and	Bose	[l].	Protter,	M.	In	case	the	M.Sc.	curriculum	provides	a	strong	base	in	Analysis,	Functional	Analysis	and
Topology,	it	could	also	be	used	for	an	elective	course	at	that	level.	R•	(1	+	ifi2)-	112u(f)(l	+	lfi2)	112,f,(fl	d[	and	so	But	Jo	+	lfl,l'',,f,WJ:.	Pazy,	A.,	Semigroups	of	Linear	Operators	and	Applications	to	Partial	Differential	Equations,	Springer-Verlag,	Applied	Math.	UV=	(3.2.20)	for	every	v	E	H	1(Q).	By	(5.2.8)	for	every	x	E	K,	there	exist	i	such	that	b1(x)#-
O.	,	u,,)	is	the	velocity	of	the	fluid	at	any	given	point.	for	instance,	Simmons	[1]	or	[2])	and	the	implicit	function	theorem	(cf.	Sb.,	46,	pp.	Then	there	exists	a	unique	u	such	that	U	E	C([0,	00	);	V)	n	C	((0,	1	OC	);	V)	n	C((0,	00	);	D(A))	191	INTRODUCTION	TO	SEMIGROUPS	AND	APPLICATIONS	such	that	du(t)	_	A	ut	()	--dt	'	u(0)	t	>	o,	l	(4.5.4)	f	J	=	uo.	X
NOTATIONS	W'"·	•(Q)	is	the	Sobolev	space	of	order	m	for	I	,;;;,	p	,;;;,	oo	with	norm	l\·llm.p,n	and	semi-norm	l·l...	Also,	llufiH-'(R•)	=	!(I	+	!tl2J-112u(()lo,	R•·	Again	we	recover,	in	a	different	way,	a	result	we	had	proved	previously.	and	Raviart,	P.	504-529,	1893.	This	is	balanced	by	the	fact	that	the	right	hand	side	components	will	be	of	the	form	f(x;)
instead	of	t	fw~.	In	other	words,	by	(3.1.2)	we	seek	u	E	K	such	that	=	u	Px(pf	-	pAu	+	u).	I	a---'-	a1,	,f,	E	i=l	Q	Xi	and	so	F	can	be	identified	with	the	distribution	(2.6.3)	The	previous	theorem	is	also	true	for	the	dual	of	the	space	WLP(.Q)	(except	that	we	cannot	assume	/	0	=	0	even	when	Q	is	bounded)	but	the	above	identification	with	the	distribution	is
not	possible.	,;;.)	wJ·	P(Q)	and	F(u)	=	Jn1ou	+	l,	f,,t,	;;i	If	Q	is	bounded,	by	Poincare's	inequality	(Theorem	2.3.4)	we	can	assume	that	the	gradient	map	,,	(au	au')	u	E	Wo'	(QJ-+	'vu=	ax,'	...	Also	by	the	regularity	theorems	(cf.	Then	there	exists	if	>	0	and	a	continuous	homotopy	235	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	71	:	[O,	l]	x	V	➔	V
such	that	for	all	O	<	e	(i)	'Y/(0,	v)	(ii)	71(t,	v)	=	,s;	E,	v,	for	all	v	E	V	=	v,	for	all	t	E	[O,	l],	v	ff=	J-	1	([c	-	",	c	+	e])	(iii)	71(1,	Ac+•)	C	Ac-•·	We	have	stated	the	deformation	lemma	in	a	form	much	less	general	than	it	is	known.	Again,	if	Q	is	smooth	enough	these	spaces	will	coincide	with	the	two	previous	constructions.	Compact	Imbeddings	We	saw	in•
Example	2.5.1	that	for	unbounded	domains,	the	compactness	'of	the	Sobolev	imbeddings	are	not	valid.	This	proves	one	inclusion	in	(2.6.6).	This	can	also	be	seen	from	the	relation	(	4.2.4).	On	any	subinterval	[x,_	1,	x;],	notice	that	(IT,u)'(x)	=	u(x,)	-h	u(x,_,)	=	_hi	Ix,	u'(t)	dt	:_	ii,,	X1-1	where,,;	is	the	average	of	u'	on	that	interval.	The	equation	(5.1.2)	may
be	equivalently	written	as	u	=	G(u)	(5.1.3)'	and	thus	we	are	led	to	consider	fixed	point	theorems	to	solve	(5.1.3).	in	on	I'	Then	show	using	Schaeffer's	theorem	that	the	problem	=	f(u)	u=	0	-.du	in	on	Q}	r·	has	at	least	one	(weak)	solution	in	Hb(!J).	G.,	Sobolev	Spaces,	Springer-Verlag,	1985.	We	would	like	to	give	a	meaning	to	the	expression	I:	ef,(t)	dt.	-
-	-	-	,	The	Finite	Element	Method	for	Elliptic	Problems,	North-Holland,	1978.	We	can	parametrize	the	solution	paths	by>.	We	will	illustrate	this	idea	by	reconsidering	the	examples	studied	in	Sections	5.3	and	5.4.	Let	Q	c	Rn	be	a	bounded	open	set	with	boundary	I'.	For	an	exposition	on	this	subject,	see	Joshi	and	Bose	[ll,	Nirenberg	[2],	Rabinowitz	[l]	or
J.	A.,	Boundary	value	problems	for	elliptic	equations	in	domains	with	conical	or	angular	points,	Trudy	Markov	Mat.	€	0.	The	second	chapter	studi~s.	For	a	survey	of	(positive)	solutions	of	semilinear	elliptic	problems,	sec	P.	Remark	5.2.1	A	word	of	caution	on	the	terminology.	The	boundary	conditions	will	depend	on	the	physical	situation	we	are
considering.	2.3	Let	Q	=	(a,	b)	C	R.	Then	a	simple	calculation	shows	that	lu,l1,p,	HI."	-	),-{l+(n/p*Hnfp))	lul1,p,R•	[u,lo,p•,	R"	Ju[o,p•,	R;	=	Jul1,p.	,	Wm}•	Step	1	We	look	for	Um	E	Wm	such	that	L	Vum•Vv	-	L	+L	u!v	UmV	=	Lfv,	v	E	W.n-	(5.3.3)	Notice	that	it	suffices	that	(5.3.3)	is	verified	for	v	=	w;,	l	~	i	~	m.	It	is	this	criterion	which	we	will	expect	of
integrals	of	vector-valued	functions.	Remark	5.5.l	We	used	the	fact	that	the	norm	is	a	weakly	lower	semicontinuous	function.	(Proof:	LetJ(u0)	;;.:	J(u	1);	without	loss	of	generality	we	can	assume	uo	=	0,	by	changing	the	origin.	When	we	solve	a	differential	equation	in	the	sense	of	distributions,	we	wish	to	know	whether	the	distribution	solution	is	a
classical	solution,	i.e.	if	the	data	were	smooth,	if	the	solution	is	smooth.	The	proof	of	this	theorem	follows	from	the	'no	retraction'	theorem	for	the	unit	ball	in	Rn.	The	usual	proofs	of	.this	latter	result	are	topological	using	either	the	techniques	of	algebraic	topology	or	those	of	degree	theory.	We	can	suitably	normalizefto	be	such	that	The	same	is	then
true	for	eachjj	and	thus	U;}	is	a	bounded	sequence	in	W1•P(R).	Thus	x,	=-g,(f(x,)).	Only	the	matrix	will	have	a	factor	I	jh	2	instead	of	I	/h.	These	results	can	also	be	generalized	to	elliptic	operators	of	order	2m	and	to	elliptic	systems.	Define	Example	4.3.2	S(t)f(s)	=	f(t	+	s)	(4.3.l)	Then	{S(t)},;	0	defines	a	C0-semigroup	on	V.	(5.6.5)	on	I'	J	u=	0	where	p
~	Note	that	by	the	strong	maximum	principle	ifu	~0	is	solution	of	-Liu=	uP	+	Au,	u	E	HJ(.Q),	then	either	u	=	0	or	u	>	0	in	.Q.	Corollary	Let	u	E	C	2(!J)	n	C(.Q),	-Au=	f;;.	Obsc.,	16,	pp.	Then	as	JIS(t)uil	~	l!ul!;	We	get	(S(t)u	-	u,	u)	~	0.	This	equation	is	known	as	Burger's	Equation	and	is	closely	related	to	a	class	of	partial	differential	equations	known	as
hyperbolic	conservation	laws.	Here	we	study	the	existence,	uniqueness	and	regularity	of	weak	solutions	of	linear	elliptic	boundary	value	problems.	Define	g(x)	=	-	lft)I	f(x)	which	maps	B(0;	R)	into	itself	and	is	continuous.	Find	the	best	possible	value	for	C.	l	usually	given	uses	the	notion	of	linear	density	and	relies	on	some	sophisticated	measure-
theoretic	arguments	(cf.	Hence	it	has	a	fixed	point	x0	•	Since	x	0	=	g(xo),	we	have	\xo\	=	\g(xo)\	=	R	>	0.	is	open	in	9JK.,·	Hence	Wis	open	in	g)(Q)	and	must	contain	all	but	a	finite	number	of	the	c/,m•	But	c/,m	$.	Again	we	have	H'(R")	9]	SOBOLEV	SPACES	as	the	dual	of	H-•(R")	when	s	<	0.	We	consider	once	again	the	(weak•)	convergence	of
tempered	distris	butions,	i.e.,	T.,-+	T	(in	the	weak•	sense)	if	for	every	,f,	E	S,	Tm(4>)	➔	T(,f,).	One	such	method	is	the	following.	Now	choose	r	=	R/2	and	apply	the	previous	result.)	6.	Proof:	1	In	the	case	p	=	n,	we	do	not	have,	in	general,	W	1,P(f2)	c	L	~(D),	as	shown	in	the	following	example.	437-477,.1983.	➔	u	and	A(AR(A))u,\	=	v>.	uX;	Proof
(Sketch)	The	proof	is	simple	for	the	case	Q	u,	aauX;	E	=	R.•.	To	apply	the	above	theorem	we	n_eed	to	use	the	regularity	theorems.	Our	first	result	is	very	well	known	and	so	we	merely	state	it	without	proof.	In	the	Dirichlet	problems,	the	boundary	condition	u	=	0	(or	u	=	g)	had	to	be	imposed	a	priori	in	the	function	space	in	which	we	wish	to	prove
existence.	Thus	if	OU	OX/	Since	Q	is	bounded,	2	=	E\!l\	~	i	~	n.	For	a	thorough	mathematical	treatment	of	direct	methods	(i.e.	based	on	the·	Lax-Milgram	Theorem)	see	Ciarlet	[l]	or	[2].	Tn	particular,	we	have	u	E	V	such	that	J'(u)	=	0	and	J(u)	=	c;;;:	c0	•	It	is	clear	that	c	;;:;,	c0	since	every	path	y	connecting	u0	to	uI	will	have	to	cross	the	sphere	{vi	!Iv	-
u0	[[	=	R}	as	u1	lies	outside	the	ball	centre	u0	and	radius	R.	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM.	Exercise	2.17).	Milnor	[I])	and	the	theory	of	Lusternik	and	Schnirelman	{cf.,	for	instance,	Berger	[1]).	While	we	could	solve	the	initial	value	problems	in	[0,	oo)	when	u0	E	D(A),	and	not	for	general	u0	E	V,	we	show	that	if	A	is	self-adjoint	then	we	can	solve	the
problem	in	the	classical	sense	for	any	initial	data.	Thus	we	have	reconciled	the	definition	of	the	topology	on	gJ(Q)	given	above	with	that	described	in	Chapter	1	(cf.	Then	a(u,	v)	+	AL	uv	will	be	HJ(f.1)-elliptic	and	for	given	f	E	L	2(Q)	there	will	be	a	unique	solution	u	=	Gf	e	HJ(Q)	such	that	a(Gf,	v)	+AL	(Gf)v	=	fn!•	for	every	v	E	H6(f.l).	Show	that/	does
not	satisfy	(PS).	=	using	(1.9.11).	Preface	With	the	discovery	of	the	theory	of	distributions,	the	role	of	Functional	Analysis	in	the	study	of	partial	differential	equations	has	become	increasingly	important.	When	we	minimize	over	a	convex	set	we	get	inequalities.	Borkar	who	egged	me	on	to	embark	on	this	project,	Dr.	M.	and	Goulaouic,	C.,	Sur	l'etude	de
la	regularite	d'operateurs	elliptiques	degeneres,	C.R.A.S.,	Paris,	Serie	A,	t.266,	pp.	Dijf.	Thus	once	again	the	proofs	go	through.	E	/(x)\I	can	be	made	arbitrarily	small	In	many	applications	we	may	not	have	K	compact.	.	But	{m}	has	no	convergent	subsequence.	But	with	the	discovery	of	mixed	formulations	the	method	has	been	successfully	used	to	solve
fluid	flow	problems.	Let	m	i=	0,	m	E	R.	Comments	at	the	end	of	each	chapter	provide	additional	information	or	results	not	given	in	the	·	text	and	also	give	important	bibliographic	references.	Dieudonne,	J.,	Foundations	of	Modern	Analysis,	Academic	Press,	1969.	50,	146	Descent,	Hadamard's	method	of	203	Heat	equation	40,	195	~	Difference
quotients,	method	of	161	Heaviside	function	10,	29,	30	.	For	examples	of	these	situations,	see	Brczis	[l].	'V.1:E	3.15	(a)	(Aubin-Nitsche	Theorem).	Cancelling	the	common	term	on	both	sides,	it	follows	that	u	E	HMQ)	satisfies	(5.4.2)	and	is	thus	a	weak	solution	of	(5.4.1).	This	is	no	longer	valid	for	p	=	I.	General	Remarks	I.	and	Berestycki,	H.,	A
perturbation	method	in	critical	point	theory	and	applications,	Trans.	Indeed	the	topic	is	so	vast	and	the	techniques	often	ad	hoc	that	it	would	require	a	separate	treatise	to	even	try	to	do	justice	to	the	topic.	compact	operators	etc.).	Let,	if	possible,	u	E	Hl,(Q)	such	that	-Liu=	u2	+	f	Taking	the	scalar	prod~ct	with	W1,	we	get	J	At	n	w	1u	f	=f	=	n	v'u	Vw1
0	2	n	u	w1	+	=	f	2	n	u	w1	t	(	since	+	fnfw1,	Jwr	=	1)-	(5.4.5)	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	231	Since	w1	>	0	and	smooth,	,v'w	1	E	L2(Q)	and	we	apply	the	Cauchy-Schwarz	inequality	to	the	term	Thus	this	integral	is	bounded	above	by	Substituting	in	(5.4.5),	we	get	t	+	f	2	n	u	w1::;;;;	A1c(l2	u21r1)1'\	c	=	(fn	w1)1'	2	This	is
possible	only	if	and	in	that	case	A1C	-	V	A~c2	2	Thus	if	t	>	4t	:::::	""	(I	zt211"1)1/2	:::::	si	~!_~_f:	'Y	~~_:..:_-	4t	2	""	'	Afc2;4,	(5.4.1)	cannot	have	any	solution.	(By	the	support	of	a	function	,f,	:	R	➔	R	(or	C)	we	mean	the	set	*	(1.1.8)	K	=	{x	E	R	i	ef>(x)	OJ	which	is	always	closed	by	definition.)	Thus,	since	L2(R)	is	a	Hilbert	space,	f	is	completely	known
once	its	innerproduct	with	each	element	of	!l)	is	known,	i.e.	when	all	the	numbers	L	f,f,,	,f,	E	!lJ	are	known.	Then	if	[u,	u	+	h]	c	(J,	we	have	f(u	+	h)	=	f(u)	+	f'(u)h	+.	17).	As	x	.j,	0,	the	derivatives	are	finite	linear	combinations	of	terms	of	the	form	x-	1	exp	(-x-2),	I	an	integer	greater	than	or	equal	to	zero.	(F(s),	fl	;;;.,	·(	1	-	x;,\)112	v	1,a	-	1/lo,n	v'X";	IvI1,a
~	)1el2	(	1	-	At	Since,\<	Ai,	we	have	(	1	-	~)	enough	(R	>	l/lo,0A1	112(1	>	-	I/lo.	INTRODUCTION	TO	SEMIGROUPS	AND	APPLICAHOl'-S	195	We	will	study	in	the	next	few	sections	applications	of	these	special	cases	to	various	evolution	equations.	Similarly	if	{S-(t)}	is	the	semigroup	generated	by	-A,	then	S-(t)	is	also	an	isometry	for	each	t	;'?:	0.	It	is
thus	clear	that	applied	mathematicians	must	have	a	good	back•	ground	in	Functional	Analysis	and	its	applications	to	partiat	differential	equations.	f(x)\\.	We	may	also	define	the	Sobolev	spaces	H•(Q)	for	reals	as	the	restrictions	to	Q	of	elements	of	H'(R").	Henceforth	we	will	index	a	locally	finite	cover	by	means	of	the	integers.	Example	5.4.J	If	f	>	0,	it
is	possible	that	(5.4.1)	has	no	solution	as	we	now	demonstrate.	He	obtained	the	degree	of	Docteur-esSciences	from	the	Universite	Pierre	et	Marie	Curie	(Paris	VI),	France	in	1979.	4.4	Let	V	be	a	Hilbert	space	and	A	:	D(A)	C	V	➔	V	a	closed	and	densely	defined	operator.	It	then	follows	that	jukl	:;:.;;	!vol	for	every	k	and	so	{uk}	is	uniformly	bounded	229
SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	in	L2(Q).	Similarly	by	the	generalization	of	the	Banach-Steinhaus	Theorem	to	f/)(R	")	we	can	prove	the	following	result:	"If	{Tm}	is	a	sequence	of	distributions	such	that	for	every	,f,	E	f/)(R	"),	(T,a(,f,)}	is	convergent,	then	the	mapping	,f,	➔	T(,f,)	=	lim	Tm(,f,)	m-+~	is	a	distribution"	(cf.	Let	x	E	Q	1•
if	p	>	0	is	small	enough	so	that	B(x;	p)	C	Q,	we	have	by	virture	of	(3.5.8)	that	0	;;.	See	also	Gilbarg	and	Trudinger	[l].	Maximum	Principles	Maximum	principles	are	specially	true	for	second	order	problems.	k-1	(u,	v)D(At-1)	=	_J:	(Aiu,	Alv)	J=0	by	the	closedness	of	A.	Define	K	=	2lmin	vo(x)I	..-en	>	0.	Let	TE	IJJ'(R).	By	iterating	this	argument	we	get
finally	that	Au	E	D(Ak-	1)	or	u	E	D(Ak).	2	-	J	r	II	(	(	-OU	)	ox;	OXj	OX;	OU	+	Jri	(ox;	-	)	-	2	II	-	+	JQj=IJ:	2	)	X·	'	2	(	-ou	)	+	J	(ou	)2	+	1.	The	preparation	of	this	manuscript	was	possible	due	to	the	excellent	facilities	available	at	the	Bangalore	Centre	of	the	Tata	Institute	of	Fundamental	Research	and	I	thank	the	Dean,	Mathematics	Faculty	of	this	Institute
for	generously	agreeing	to	extend	these	facilities	for	this	purpose	and	the	Staff	of	the	Bangalore	Centre	for	their	cooperation.	Then	show	that	uv	E	W	1•P(Q)	L~(Q)	and	that	for	I	.;;	i	.;;	n,	n	a	n	au	av	-X1	(UV)	=	0-	X1	V	+	U	OX1	,,.-.	The	proof	of	(l.11.5)	is	similar.	In	case	of	the	heat	equation	u	represents	the	temperature	in	Q	and	is	a	function	of	x	E	Q
and	the	time	t	>	0.	x	=(x	1	•••	x11	)	is	a	vector	in	R	11	with	coordinates	xi,	1	~	i	~	n.	Thus	we	deduce	that	J:	.,.,t~~)ir	~	lt~~t)ir	I:	dr	l	~~t)ir	j	2	7	dr	=	•	Using	th~s	and	the	monotonicity	of	-A	in	(4.2.10)	we	deduce	that	½llu(O)ll2	~	,211~:	(at)lr	from	which	the	estimate	(4.2.5)	follows.	It	can	then	be	shown	that	if	Xm	➔	x	in	X,	then	f(x)	~	lim	inf	f(xm).
us,	7//	➔	0.	+	6.	Of	course,	we	will	no	longer	be	able	to	identify	the	problem	with	one	of	minimization.	Horvath,	J.,	An	introduction	to	distributions,	Amer.	DISTRIBUTIONS	45	Theorem	1	.II	.2	We	have	(1.11.6)	(1.11.7)	(I.I	1.8)	Proof	Let	,f,	E	S.	Cerami,	G.,	Fortunato,	D.	A	classical	reference	for	semigroups	is	the	book	by	Hille_	and	Phillips	[l]	or	Dunford
and	Schwartz	[lJ.	So	we	can	apply	=	v0	E	H.	Then	there	exists	a	locally	finite	open	refinement	{Vh	j	E	J}	of	this	cover.	Proof	Let	h	~	0.	1-1	Theorem	5.2.6	(Scbauder)	Let	V	be	a	Banach	space	and	let	Kc	V	be.	2	It	is	seen	from	this	figure	that,	for	instance,	at	the	point"	P	two	characteristie	cnrves	meet	and	hence	the	value	of	u	at	P	is	not	even	well
defined.	Further	\\x,	-	/(x,)11	=	e➔	0.	Let	K.	oeY	In	particular	if	J	is	coercive,	then	it	is	bounded	below.	There	is	no	distribution	on	R	which	equals	this	function	on	R	".{O}	(cf.	Finally,	I	wish	to	dedicate	this	book	to	the	memory	of	my	late	father.	We	will	consider	a	few	standard	fixed	point	theorems	a~d	illustrate	their	use.	:,.4	(a)	(The.	Schwartz
discovered	the	theory	of	distributions	which	laid	the	proper	mathematical	foundation	46	FUNCTIONAL	ANAL	YS!S	ANO	APPLICATIONS	of	this	calculus	and	it	covered	the	derivatives	of	the	8-function	which	were	not	measures	(cf.	")	c	S'	and	so	a	priori	there	seem	to	be	two	definitions	of	the	Fourier	transform	on	S-one	inherited	from	L	1(R')	and	the
other	from	S.	Brezis,	H.	e'"f1z	--e->-•S(T)u	dT	h	o	--;-	AR(A)u	-	u	as	h	➔	0.	(3.5.7)	jx-Yl-p	If	.du	,;;;	0,	then	as	,f,(	•)	is	a	monotonically	increasing	function	we	get	that	the	integrand	of	the	first	integral	of	(3.5.6)	is	non-negative.	If	u	E	D(A2),	show	that	S(t)u	-	u	=	tAu	+	J:	IX	(t	-	T)S('r)A2u	d..,.	Also	it	follows	from	(4.6.5)	that	l	(	477	t	tl	2	JuoJo,	1,	JR•·	(	4.6.
7)	These	assertions	can	be	proved	in	any	bounded	open	set	Q	using	a	comparison	argument	based	on	a	maximum	principle	which	we	will	presently	prove.	In	this	chapter	we	only	illustrated	the	Galerkin	method	using	compactness	arguments.	Stampacchia	[I]).	is	the	space	of	k	times	continuously	differentiable	functions	on	Q.	This	equality	also	holds	in
£2(!:!)	since	fJJ(Q)	is	dense	in	£2(	Q)	and	all	the	Q-integrals	are	continuous	with	respect	to	v	+	124	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	in	the	£2(.Q)-topology.	of	the	Royal	Soc.,	London,	52,	pp.	Such	problems	are	of	special	interest	and	their	study	occurs	in	several	interesting	situations.	Further	as	t	0,	we	have	u(t)	➔	u0	and	also	u{O)	=;::
Uo.	Finally	by	the	uniqueness	of	the	solution	to	the	problem	if	we	start	with	initial	data	u(t0)	and	allow	the	solution	to	evolve	for	time	t,	we	must	get	u(	t_	+	t0	).	Now	it	will	be	seen	in	Appendix	2	that	the	induced	topology	on	IJJx	is	metrizable	and	is	generated	by	the	semi-norms	ll	·IIN•	Thus	T	restricted	to	ff)x	is	continuous	for	any	compact	set	K	c	Q
and	(1.2.15)	just	expresses	this	fact.	g	2	~	lvlo,oo.dum	-	ftlo,D(lum\~,4,.o	~	+	lulij,4,g)	Clum	-	ulo,	g	which	also	tends	to	zero	as	m	➔	.	Math.,	12,	pp.	Hence	\\exp	(tA,)	u	-	exp	(tA,.)u\\	=III:~	(exp	(tsA,)	exp	(t(l	-	s)A,.)u)	dsll	181	rnTRODUCTlON	TO	SEMIGROUPS	AND	APPLICATIONS	t	~	tJlexp	(tsAA)	exp	(t(I-s)A,.)(AAu-A,.u)I/	ds	~	t!IA,u	-	Step	2	A,.ul!.	If
we	choose	p	such	that	O	<	p	<	M'	then	f,	2	=	I	-	2p11.	(Product	Rule).	ft	also	contains	an	introduction	to	some	techniques	in	nonlinear	analysis	and	touches	upon	some	of	the	frontiers	of	current	research	;n	that	area.	Again	\IS(t)	-	S(t	-	h)u!I	~	ilS(t	-	h)\I	\\S(h)u	-	u\l	~	Me"''IIS(h)u	-	ull	·	which	tends	to	zero	as	/z	~-	O.	Now	Ia•	(I	+	!ffl'lilWI'	dg	=	Ia·	I	+
(l,l')'',+(l-l)•,1u(,)i"+211-•)	dg.	c	H	be	a	closed	convex	subset.	Numerical	methods	like	the	Finite	Element	Method	draw	heavily	upon	the	results	of	Functional	Analysis	both	for	the	construction	of	the	schemes	as	well	as	their	error	analysis.	Remark	Al	.2	By	the	construction	described	in	the	previous	lemma,	it	is	obvious	that	the	refinement	{V,,k}	is
countable.	,	,)	can	be	relaxed.	Consider	the	Sobolev	inclusions	HJ(Q)	C	LP+l(Q),	l	:::;;	p	::;;;;	:	If	!.Vis	bounded	and	p	2	=	nn	+	then	the	2	+	;.	Dividing	this	inequality	by	t	and	letting	t,),	0	we	6	et	that	(Au,	u)	~	0	for	all	u	E	D(A).	A.,	Sobolev	Space·s,	Academic	Press,	1975.	But	then	x	¢:.	13	Consider	Poincare's	inequality	in	the	form:	lulo.n	,;;	Cluli,n	for
every	u	e	HMO),	wllere	D	c	R•	is	a	bounded	open	set.	Ifu0	has	compact	support	then	u(x,	t)	=	(411'!t	12	L~.•	exp	(-\x	-	yf/4t)u0(y)	dy.	Then	J;	is	a	(possibly	empty)	subset	of	J	and	the	{J1}	constitute	a	partition	of	J.	By	Theorem	1.9.1,	it	follows	that	if	P	is	a	polynomial	and	if	,xis	any	multi-index,	then	for	any	TES',	we	have	PTE	S'	and	D"TE	S'.	Thus	B	=
A.	J	Proof	Step	J	(Uniqueness)	Let	u1,	u2	be	two	solutions	of	(4.5.4).	This	example	can	be	easily	generalized	to	R	•	and	to	open	sets	lik~	a	half-space.	Remark	5.2.2	The	above	result	is	also	obviously	true	if	(f(x),	x)	:(	0	for	all	\xi	=	R	>	0.	For	instance,	the	generalization	of	the	Hahn-Banach	Theorem	to	f/)'(R")	helps	to	prove	(in	the	usual	way)	that	the
inclusion	f/)(R")	C	f/)'(R	")	is	dense.	The	above	Corollary	can	be	generalized	as	follows:	Theorem	5.2.4	(Brouwer)	f:	K	➔	Ka	Let	Kc	R"	be	a	compact	and	convex	set,	continuous	map.	Then	there	exists	an	open	cover	{W,,i}	of	Q	such	that	Wm	C	Vm	for	each	m	~	o~	Proof	We	set	Wo	=	m.	(2.6.8)	If	we	write	s	=	8s	1	+	(I	-	8)s2,	we	can	show	that	the	space
H'(R	")	is	an	'interpolation'	of	the	spaces	H'•(R")	and	H'•(R	")	in	the	sense	of	the	theorem	below.	•2),	(v,	2p(A(v,	-	-	v,))	+	p	2IIA(v,	-	v,JII'	+	p2M	2)ilv,	-	•211'·	211.	D(A	1)	Remark	4.6.2	This	irreversibility	in	time	could	have	been	already	observed	for	Q	=	Rn	from	the	explicit	formula	derived	in	Chapter	1	for	u	(cf.	Let	II:	wm+i,p(Q)	➔	V	be	a	continuous
linear	operator,	where	Banach	space	containing	wm+	1,P(Q).	In	this	case	set	g(s)	==	sP	+	As	so	that	sP+i	G(s)	,\s2	=	p+f	+	2·	Substituting	in	Pohozaev's	identity	(5.6.3)	we	get	_J	_n	uP+I	p	1	n	+	+	nA2	Jn	u2	+	(1	-	~)	J	2	n	(uP+I	+	Au2)	=	½Jr	(x•v)(ou)2·	ov	i.e.	But	-·-n	p+l	+1-	n	.	Proof	Notice	that	G(u)	=	0	on	I'.	Now	fo,f1i,	..	\xi	ii	the	Euclidean	norm
of	x	E	R•.	(In	all	that	follows	we	will	consider	functions	with	values	in	JR	and	the	corresponding	function	spaces	as	vector	sJ)aces	over	R).	Bibliography.	Then	there	exists	x	0	such	that	\x0	\	:(	R	and	f(x	0	)	=	0.	If	we	recall	the	variational	characterization	of	the	first	eigenvalue	(cf.	Bourbaki	considered	Radon	measures	as	linear	functionals	on	suitable
function	spaces	and	such	objects	included	the	a.	The	heat	equation	refers	to	the	equation	!~	-	Ju	=	0	in	Q	x	[O,	oo	).	Similarly	for	the	spaces	w-m,	I"(.Q).	We	can	now	iterate	this:	T'(,f,)	=	-T'(,f,')	=	T(,f,')	(1.3.4)	and	more	generally	(1.3.5)	In	general	if	Te	g)'(O),	!JC	R•	an	open	set,	then	we	define,	for	any	multi-index	"'•	the	distribution	IY-T	by	(D"T)(,f,)
Example	1.3.1	=	(-1)1"	1T(D",f,),	,f,	E	Consider	the	Dirac	distribution	~:	(,f,)	=	!D(!l)	(1.3.6)	a	on	R	(1.3.7)	-,f,'(0)	which	is,	upto	a	sign,	the	doublet	distribution.	Now	consider	the	problem	~~~t)	=	v(0)	=	Av(t),	t	>	0	I~-	J	u0	E	D(A)	For	t	E	[0,	t	0],	set	v(t)	=	v(to	-	t).	Consider	the	map	v	➔	a(u,	v).	If,\	=	0,	(5.6.6)	implies	that:~=	0	on	I'	and	so	Jn	uP	=	Jn
and	as	u	~	0,	we	get	u	Ju=	0	=	0.	Apply	the	preceding	cx2rcise	to	show	the	existence	of	a	unique	solution	to	the	prob!em:	cu	ii2u	ou	u(O,	t)	=	u(i,	t)	u(x,	0)	=	u(l(x)	Bt-	-	c!x2	+	C	ax	=	=	0,	t	>	i-	0	j	in	(0,	l)	n	Hb((0,	where	Uo	E	H	2((0,	1))	4.11	l	0	.	v	Step	4	Assume	finally	that	we	have	iR(>.cl	-	A)	v	E	V,	equation	.\u	-	Au=	v.	Then	there	exists	a	constant
(3.7.14)	where	IT,.u	is	the	interpolate	of	u	in	Vi,	which	is	made	up	of	piecewise	p,,lynomials	of	degree	k.	o	+	IW>'luC,ll'	dg	,,;	(JR.	0	in	!J	and	u	=	0	on	Then	u	=	0	in	Q	(so	that/=	0)	or	u	>	0	in	!J.	Let/	E	C([O,	T];	D(A))	where	D(A)	is	equipped	with	the	graph	norm.	is	the	space	of	functions	in	Ck(Q)	which	together	with	all	derivatives	possess	continuous
extensions	to	Ii.	is	the	space	of	functions	in	c~(fJJ.	But	since	u	as	n	➔	oo,	{IIS(tn)ull}	is	bounded	for	every	u	EV	and	by	the	S(tn)u	➔	Banach-Steinhaus	Theorem	{IIS(tn)\I}	has	to	be	bounded.	A,u	=	Proof	Jim	A,u	.\-+oo	=	Jim	,\AR(,\)u	.	Proof.	Thus	p,ulia•v')	E	.!D(R+J	and	we	know	that	as	•	.j,	0,	small	,enough	such	that	p,	•	Tli	a.v)-+	TJi({.v).	This	now
explains	our	notation.	We	have	stated	regularity	results	only	for	the	homogeneous	boundary	value	·problems.	A	simple	computation	by	integration	by	parts	reveals	that	lim	,r➔O	and	hence,	as	log	J	lxJ>E	!xi	is	x-	1,f,(x)	dx	=	-f	R	log!	xi	,f,'(x)	dx	locally	integrable,	we	say	that	fx	(log	!xi)=	pvG)	in	the	sense	of	distributions.	Let	x,	➔	x	E	K	as	E	➔	0.	S.,
Dissipative	operators	and	hyperbolic	systems	of	partial	differential	equations,	Trans.	2	4.15	(The	Klein-Gordon	Equation).	Let	us	now	assume	that	p	and	u,	J;;'	au	aE	~	(n/p).	227-240,	1970.	R	be	a	Lipschitz	continuous	function.	Show	that	J(G(A*))	=	G(A)l..	Let	v(y)	=	v(x)	=	i•(X;-1	+	yh)	Then	ti	E	H	1((0,	I))	and	0	=	ii	as	is	easy	to	see	from	the	change	of
variable.	Dugundji,	J.,	Topology,	Prentice-Hall,	Indian	Edition,	1975.	Then	on	[0,	t	0]	dv(t)	dt	v(O)	=	=	dv(t~	-	t)	t	v(to)	=	=	-Av(to	-	t)	=	-Av(t)	S+(to)uo	l>-.	Deimling,	JC,	Nonlinear	Functional	Analysis,	Springer-Verlag,	1985.	Further,	for	smooth	functions,	this	new	notion	of	a	derivative	must	coincide	with	the	usual	one.	Now	define	w	=	6-	1	log	M	~	0.
Remark	3.2.5	We	must	emphasize	here	an	important	difference	between	the	Dirichlet	and	Neumann	problems.	It	is	the	simplest	example	of	a	parabolic	partial	differential	equation.	Then	u	E	H'(R	")	and	u	E	H',(R	•)	as	well,	by	(2.6.	8).	Other	references	are	Agmon	[i),	Friedman	[I]	and	Lions	and	Magenes	[!].	7	J.8	1.9	J.10	I.I	1	1	Introduction	I	Test
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2	SOBOLEV	SPACES	2.1	2.2	2.3	2.4	2.5	·	2.6	2.	Geom.,	11,	pp.	Talenti,	G.,	Best	constants	in	Sobolev	inequality,	Ann.	This	is	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONUNEAR	ANALYSIS	215	the	spirit	of	the	Galer	kin	method	already	illustrated	in	the	linear	case	in	Chapter	3.	(4.5.10)	If	we	establish	(4.5.10)	then	consider	v(t)	the	solution	of	dv(t)	=	Av(t),	~	t
;;;,,	0	(4.5.11)	J	=	u(E)	v(0)	i	1	for	some	E	>	0.	In	the	c:ose	of	V	being	a	Hilbert	space	it	is	even	easier	as	we	shall	see	later.	•;	if	A	=	(au),	I	,;;;	i,	j	,;;;	n	is	the	matrix;	then	the	corresponding	bilinear	form	is	given	by	a(u,	v)	=	n	vTAu	=	E	i,j=l	a	I1u1vI•	(3.1.6)	Clearly	by	the	Cauchy-Schwarz	inequaHty,	ja(u,	v)\	jvr	Au\	=	=	\(v,	Au)\	,;;;	\lvi\	\\Aull	,;;;
ilAll,l!ull	llv\\.	Historical	Remarks	It	was	as	early	as	the	end	of	the	nineteenth	century	that	the	engineer	Heaviside	[I,	2]	introduced	his	rules	of	symbolic	calculus	in	papers	where	computations	which	were	hardly	justified	were	used	to	solve	physical-	problems.	1.3	SOME	OPERATIONS	WITH	DISTRIBUTIONS	In	this	section	we	will	study	some	familiar
operations	of	the	Calculus	applied	to	distributions.	5.6	POHOZAEV'S	IDENTITY	To	conclude	this	chapter,	we	prove	below	an	identity	which	is	often	used	to	prove	the	non-existence	of	solutions.	Folland,	G.	n-	Now	by	Cea's	Theorem	(Theorem	3.7.1)	we	get	\u	-	u1,[i,n	s;;	qu	-	111,u[i,n	,(	Ch[f[o.n,	which	gives	the	order	of	convergence.	Rabier,	P.,
Personal	communication.	Giusti	[I]),	in	the	study	of	plasticity	(cf.	208	Exponential	map	170	Extension	operator	58,	63,	66,	68,	69	Finite	element	nrethod	88,	152,	161	Finite	speed	of	propagation	202	Fourier	inversioo	formula	41,	96,	98	Fourier	transform	33,	52,	91,	96,	137	Frechet	derivative	215,	231,	252	Fredholm	alternative	123	Free	boundary
problems	160,	163	Friedrich's	theorem	57	Fundamental	solution	30,	40,	47,	145,	163	Gagliardo	72,	104	Galerkin	method	141,	152,	224	Ga.rding's	inequality	161	Gauss'	divergence	theorem	103'	Gauss'	law	of	the	mean	146	Generalized	solution	206	Graph	norm	170	Graph	of	an	operator	166	Green's	formula	31,	32,	102,	109,	123	Green's	theorem	102,
118	D'Alembert's	solution	202	Hadamard	121,	203	Deformation	lemma	234	Hahn-Banach	theorem	15,	33,	46,	89,	168,	Densely	defined	166,	177,	179	Derivative	of	a	distribution	10	250	Harmonic	function	30,	32.	Again	we	consider	F	as	in	the	previous	example.	The	iQterested	reader	can	refer	to	Adams	[l]	or	Lions	and	Magenes	[I]	for	a	complete
account	of	the	theory	of	interpolation	spaces.	In	other	words	though	u	may	not	be	twice	differentiable	in	tbe	classical	sense	we	would	like	to	say	that	it	still	satisfies	(1.1.5)	in	a	weak	sense.	In	this	case	it	is	obvious	that	(Au,	u)	=	0,	for	every	u	E	D(A).	Aubin,	T.,	Problemes	isoperimetriques	et	espaceli	de	Sobolev,	J.	This	is	the	pro-	cedure	we	will	follow
in	the	next	few	sections.	Monthly,	71,	pp.	-	Llu	=(;	0	Then	max	11	=	.ax[O,TJ	where	o~Q	=	Proof	Let	£	(4.6.10)	(Qx{O})	U	(I'x[0,	TJ).	(4.6.6)	When	t	<	O,	(4.6.6)	does	not	define	a	tempered	distribution	and	so	we	cannot	invert	the	Fourier	transform.	Hk+	1	Example	3.7.1	(contd.)	Let/E	L'(!J)	so	that	the	solution	u	of	(3.7.8)	is	in	H	2(Q),	Q	=	(0,	1).	We
conclude	by	settling	another	question	of	consistency.	But	IL_,	u,f,v,j	.;;	J:ff	Jul	#I•	dO	.;;	c2,,.	Now	if	v.	We	first	consider	the	problem:	-L1u	-	>,11	+	u3	=f	11	=	0	in	Q}	(5.5.3)	on	I'	where/E	L2(Q)	is	given.	oo,	ITr(q\)\	S'	by	duality.	Let	f	E	L	2(Q)	be	given,	f	~	0.	Then,	since	the	norm	is	a	weakly	lower	semicontinuous	function	we	have	that	lult,	n	,;:;;	lim
inf	m➔	oo	iuml	,,	0	•	"''	233	SOME	TECHNIQUES	FROM	NONLINEAR	ANALYSIS	Also	since	Um	➔	u	strongly	in	L	4(.Q),	we	have	f	u!	➔	f	u	4	O	O	as	m	➔	oo.	It	is	said	to	be	a	Co-Semigroup	if	the	following	are	true:	(i)	S(O)	=	/,	the	identity	operator	on	V.	Hence	if	.du	,;;;	0,	we	have	u(x)	;;.	Show	that	IIAlh	=	l.;j.;n	max	Use	it	to	compute	IIAII	...	Let	B	be
the	unit	ball	in	V	a!1d	S	its	boundary.	Let	V	be	a	Banach	space	and	ef,:	[O,	l]	➔	Va	continuous	function.	Thus	Dirichlet	type	boundary	conditions	are	called	essential	boundary	conditions	and	have	to	be	taken	into	account	while	formulating	the	problem	while	Neumann	type	conditions	are	called	natural	boundary	conditioos	and	take	care	of	themselves.
We	will	define	a	suitable	weak	formulation	of	such	problems	and	investigate	the	existence	and	multiplicity	results	for	the	solutions	of	these	problems.	If	it	turns	out	that	a	single	integer	N	serves	for	all	K	then	Tis	said	to	be	of	finite	ortier	and	the	least	such	N	is	called	the	order	of	T.	This	was	already	mentioned	in	Section	1.9	and	is	known	as	the	infinite
speed	of	propagation	of	signals.	H.,	Dual	variational	methods	in	critical	point	theory	and	applications,	J.	For	instance	using	a	maximum	principle	it	can	be	proved	that	if	a0	;;;,	0	then	whatever	be	a1	E	L	~(Q),	I	,;;	i	,;;	n,	d	=	0.	We	can	then	find	g	:	B	➔	B,	g	of	class	C2	such	that	\g(x)	-	f(x)\	<	C/2	for	all	x	E	B	so	that	\g(x)	-	x\	~	C/2	>	0	for	all	x	EB.	Thus
there	exists	an	N	such	that	if	,f,	E	9Jx	and	if	ll'PIIN	<	1/N,	then	IT(c/>)I	<	a.	However,	we	have	seen	that	for	a	function	to	define	a	distribution	it	must	be	locally	integrable.	See	also	Brezis	(1]	and	John	[l]	and	the	references	cited	therein	for	additional	information	on	parabolic	and	hyperbolic	equations.	Then	we	have	for	all	k	L	Vuk+I	•Vv	+	K	Jn	Uk+tV
=KL	ukv	+	L	+f	uiv	nfv.	Let	.Q	c	R•	be	an	open	set,	Let	'f	=	(T,)"	1.1	be	a	family	of	distri-	SOBOLEV	SPACES	107	butions	on	Q;	define	.	Now	consider	the	boundary	value	problem:	-.du+	u	=	f	OU	in	Q	ov	=	0	1	on	I'	.	He	is	the	author	(or	co-author)	of	about	20	research	papers	in	leading	Indian	and	International	journals.	Remark	3.7.J	Those	who	have
worked	with	finite	diJferences	will	realize	!58	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	that	the	linear	system	(3.7.13)	is	essentially	the	same	as	that	obtained	by	the	finite	difference	method.	Now	by	the	Riesz	Representation	Theorem	there	exists	7E	H	such	that	for	any	v	E	H	=	(f,	v)	=	(f,	v).	It	is	said	to	satisfy	the	Palais-Smale	Condition	(PS)	if
the	following	holds:	whenever	{um}	is	a	sequence	in	V	such	that	{J(um)}	is	bounded	and	J'(um)	➔	0	strongly	in	V*	(the	dual	space),	then	{um}	has	a	strongly	convergent	subsequence.	Show	that	A*	is	also	densely	defined.	If	m	➔	0	in	IJ)(Q),	then	11ml\N	➔	0	for	all	N	and	hence	by	virtue	of	(1.2.15),	T(m)	➔	0,	and	thus	TE	!JJ'(Q).	Then	A	is	the
infinitesimal	generator	of	a	contraction	semigroup.	For	u(	•,	t)	=	S(t)u0	,	{S(t)}	being	the	semigroup	generated	by	A,	A	as	in	Theorem	4.6.l.	Now	S(t)u0	.	Finally	a	word	on	the	error	estimates.	Notice	that	we	only	estimated	[u	-	u1,[i.n	but	the	same	.estimate	is	valid	for	l\u	-	u1,l\,.n	by	virtue	of	Poincare's	inequality.	Assume	for	the	moment	that	the
result	is	true	for	p	<	n.	Inst.	Finally	as	all	the	uk	are	~	0	and	as	uk	➔	u	a.e.,	it	follows	that	u	~	0	a.e.	230	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Remark	5.4.1	Again,	as	in	the	previous	section,	if	n	~	5,	since	the	injection	Hb(Q)	➔	L3(Q)	will	be	compact,	it	is	easier	to	pass	to	the	limit	in	step	5.	Kellogg,	R.	>	0,	with	norm	,s;>.-	1.	Hence	by	the
weak	maximum	principle	(Theorem	3.5.1)	if	w	=	F(u),	w	:;:.;;	0,	and	further	-.d(w	-	v0)	+	K(w	-	vo)	=	Ku+	u2	+	f	=	(Ku	+	u2)	-	-	f	-	Kvo	Kvo	~	0	which	implies	by	the	weak	maximum	principle	·that	w	-	v0	v0	:;:.;;	u	:;:.;;	0,	we	have	~	0.	Nirenberg,	L.,	On	elliptic	partial	differential	equations,	Ann.	I,	Springer-Verlag,	1972.	·	Example	4.3.l	If	A	is	a	bounded
linear	operator	on	V,	then	we	saw	in	Section	4.2	that	S(t)	=	e1A	defines	a	C0-semigroup.	In	particular	note	that	by	the	regularity	of	Q	we	have	that	D(Ak)	=	{u	E	H	2k(Q)	\	u	=	Llu	=	...	(5.5.7)	Q	Dividing	throughout	by	lvmlt.o	and	passing	to	the	limit	as	m	-.;.	Then	S(,f,)	=	8(¢)	=	i(O)	=	Thus	Now,	S=	f	JR•	,f,(x)	dx.	the	Brouwer	fixed	point	theorem.	Let
,f,	1	E	E)(R")	with	,f,	1	supp	(,f,	1)	c	B(O;	I).	Most	of	these	results	extensively	use	the	theory	of	singular	integrals.	Another	is	to	approximate	the	space	by	a	finite	dirnensional	subspace,	solve	the	possibly	simpler	finite	dimensional	analogue	to	(5.1.2)	and	then	use	a	limiting	argument.	Patnaik,	B.	5.2	Assuming	the	validity	of	Theorem	5.2.5	prove	the
Brouwer	fixed	point	theorem	for	a	ball.	623-727,	1959.	(cf.	If	the	surface	measure	of	I'1	is	strictly	positive	then	Poincare's	inequality	is	still	available	for	the	space	V	=	{v	E	H'(D)lvlr,	=	0).	Since	,f,ola	E	!l)(!J),	,{,.u	=	Uo,	when	extended	by	zero	I	40	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	outside	Q,	will	belong	to	H1(R•).	These	spaces	play	a
more	important	role	than	the	WI.	1-23,	1966.	If	s1	<	s2	then	H'•(R•)	C	H'•(R").	While	all	proofs	of	the	Brouwer	Theorem	cited	upto	now	are	existence	proofs,	a	constructive	proof,	closely	related	to	the	Newton's	method	of	solving	nonlinear	equations,	was	given	by	Kellogg,	Li	and	Yorke	[l].	-	A)	21g(x)\	2	+	2A(l	-	A)(x,	g(x))	=	1,	i.e.	A2\x	-	g(x)\	2	+	2A(x	-
g(x),	g(:t))	+	\g(x)\	2	-	1=	0	which	has	exactly	one	root	A	~	l	and	as	x	-	g(x)	=I=	0	the	map	x	➔	A(x)	is	C2	and	so	is	the	map	x	➔	h(x).	Step	3	Let	v	E	g)(Q).	3.6	EIGENVALUE	PROBLEMS	In	this	section	we	will	consider	the	eigenvalue	problems	=	Aw,	w	=	0,	-Aw	in	!J}	on	I'	(3.6.1)	for	a	bounded	open	set	!Jc	R•.	must	also	be	in	C1(D),	i.e.	the	derivatives
must	also	agree	across	interelement	boundaries.	Corollary	Let	K	be	a	closed,	bounded	and	convex	set	in	a	Banach	space	V	and	f:	K	➔	K	a	compact	map.	0	Theorem	5.4.1	Let/<	0	and	smooth	enough.	Proof	Let	u	E	H	be	fixed.	(5.5.4)	232	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	A	simple	calculation	of	the	Frechet	derivative	(see	Appendix	3)	shows
that	(J'(u),	v)	L	=	AL	uv	+	Lu	v	-	Jfv,	3	'ilu•'ilv	-	(5.5.5)	where	(	•,	•)	represents	the	duality	product	between	H-	1(D)	and	HJ(!J),	and	so	critical	points	o(J	(i.e.	u	such	that	J'(u)	=	0)	will	yield	weak	solutions	of	(5.5.3).	The	notion	of	distribution	,solutions	to	partial	differential	equations	is	introduced.	Now	if	u	is	a	weak	solution	of	(3.2.15)	then	clearly	u	=
G(f	+	Au)	If	we	set	v	=	f	+	AU	then	v	must	satisfy	the	equation	v	-	AGv	=f	(3.2.18)	Now	A	>	0	and	G	is	compact.	In	the	beginning	of	this	section	we	described	the	local	behaviour	of	a	given	global	distribution,	i.e.	given	TE	E)'(Q)	we	explained	what	was	meant	by	Tj	a,	!J0	C	!J.	Thus	(/	Hence	it	follows	from	0	):	(4.6.8)	that	S(t)u0	):	0	or	u(	·,	t)	?,	0.	Then
(3.1.16)	is	equivalent	to	finding	u	E	K	such	that	+u	-	(pf	-	pAu	u,	v	-	u)	,;;	0,	for	every	v	E	K.	Theorem	4.5.3	Let	A	be	a	self-adjoint	maximal	dissipative	operator	on	V.	(l.11.16))	and	so	SE	H-•(R")	if	and	only	if(!+	IW)-•12	E	L	2	(R").	Eve.n	these	hypotheses	do	not	guarantee	a	solution	to	(4.6.4).	Let	-Liu=	g(u)	G(s)	=	J:	g(t)	dt,	s	ER.	Thus	we	can	prove	the
following	result:	Lemma	4.3.J	Jim	-hI	h,1,0	for	every	II	J'+"	S(-r)u	dT	=	S(t)u	I	E	V.	which	intersects	only	a	finite	number	of	the	V,,k•	Remark	Al	.2	The	above	lemma	states	that	Q	c	Rn	is	a	paracompact	space	(cf.	Hence,	since	Q	is	bounded	W1••(.0)	c	·W•·•-•(.O)for	every	•	>	O	and	given	any	q	<	oo	-we	can	find•>	0	such	that	l	,;;;	q	<	(n	-	•)*.	21	-
A)g(x),	A	~	l,	lh(x)I	=	1.	Then	the	space	W	1•P(R")	is	a	commutative	Proof:	To	prove	that	W1•P(R")	is	a	Banach	algebra,	we	need	to	show	that	if	u,	v	E	W	1·P(R"),	then	the	pointwise	product	uv	E	W'•'(R")	and	that	\\uvll1,	p,	R•	,;;;	CJlul11,p,	R•li"ll1,p,	R"	Then	the	result	would	follow	(with	the	equivalent	norm	Cllu\1	1,P,	IR•)'	Let	u,	v	E	.!D(R").	If	p	is	the
density	of	the	fluid	(also	assumed	constant),	we	get	(3.2.51)	p	=	P/p	and	v	=	µ/p	and	p	and	v	are	called	the	kinematic	pressure	and	kinematic	viscosity	respectively.	Then	D'T	=	(-2,r/)'"l(x'T)	(1.11.4)	(/J'T)=	(211/)l•l~•T.	LJk-	1u	=	0	on	I'}.	219-262	in	Systems	of	Nonlinear	Partial	Differential	Equations,	J.	Thus	we	say	that	A	is	maximal	dissipative	(-A	is
maximal	monotone,	cf.	Thus	we	have	indeed	that	S,,,,	=	Sm,	or	independent	of	m!	Thus	th~	best	constant	is	got	just	by	considering	inf	UEH	1(Rn)	zero	from	then	have	Sm"is	{luli	'	!R."l•	Info,	2•,	••	-	I	Aubin	[I]	and	Talenti	[l]	have	shown	for	instance	that	the	above	infimum	is	achieved	only	for	the	functions	U(x),	U,(x	-	x	0	),	x	0	E	R	",	<	>	0	where	=
C(I	+	lxlz)-C"-2)12	U,(x)	=	C,(<	+	Jxl2)-Cn-2)/2,	U(x)	C	and	C,	being	(positive)	normalization	constants.	It	then	follows	from	(1.	Consider,	for	+v	or	(4.5.3)	since	by	an	argument	identi.al	to	that	in	Step	2	we	can	show	that	(11	01	-	A)-	1	exists	and	its	norm	is	,s;>.0	1•	The	equation	(4.5.3)	is	now	a	fixed	point	equation	for	the	map	u	-r	(11	01	-	If	u	1,	u2	E
A)-	1[v	+	(Ao	-	>.)u]	=	F(u),	say.	Let	J1	=	-r-	1(i).	(5.2.7)	If,	in	addition,	K	is	convex,	then	g,(v)	EK	for	every	v	E	K.	Thus	if	Vo:;:.;;	F(u):;:.;;	0.	l	d:~t)//	:(	t-	Uuoll,	t	>	0	we	obtain	D(A	2).	,.n.	1.7	Let	TE	i!)'(R")	and	let~	be	a	multi-index.	Other	examples	can	he	found	in	Brezis	[l].	If	Q	=	R	•,	we	have	already	encounter·	ed	a	definition	of	the	space	H'(R	•)	(cf.
We	denote	by!~	the	exterior	normal	derivative	ofu	on	the	boundary.	Thus	Un	-	Aun	➔	and	u,,	=	(I	-	A)-	1(un	-	A11	Thus	u	=	(I	-	A)-	1(u	-	v)	and	so	u	E	D(A).	Now	·AJ	2.	This	is	a	contradiction.	Then	given	f	E	H,	tliere	exists	a	unique	u	E	K	such	that	a(u,	v	-	u)	;;,,	(f,	v	-	u)	(3.1.13)	for	every	v	E	K.	In	particular,	WI,	v(f2)	c	C(l'JJ,	p	>	n.	Let	B	be	the	unit	ball	in
W	1•P(.Q).	In	the	same	vein	we	can	consider	weak	fo.rmulations	of	other	types	of	boundary	value	problem·s	for	second	otder	elliptic	operators.	➔	oo	as	m	➔	oo,	such	that	0	0	for	all	i.	Let	u0	E	V.	Proof	Let	Px:	Rn	➔	K	be	the	projection	onto	K	(cf.	(b)	Letf_	=	O	andf+	<	A1	,	where	At	is	the	first	eigenvalue	of	the	problem:	-.dw	=	AW	w	=	0	Q}.
Bibliography	This	chapter	is	merely	an	introduction	to	the	theory	of	Sobolev	spaces	on	which	there	exists	an	abundant	literature.	As	x	t	O	all	derivatives	are	zero.	When	we	study	a	partial	differential	equation,	we	understand-in	the	classical	sense-that	a	solution	must	be	differentiable	at	least	as	many	times	as	the	order	of	the	equation	and	that	it	must
satisfy	the	equation	everywhere	in	space	(and	time).	(New	Series)	of	the	A.M.S.,	4,	No.	3,	pp.	Let	Q	c	R	2	be	a	bounded	open·	set	with	boundary	I'.	where	Xn	=	f(x,,_,),	Xo	E	X,	arbitrary.	One	example	is	the	function	exp	(x-	1).	+	JI	(l	-	t)kl"(k+I)	k!	J	(u	+	th)(h)(k+	1>dt,	(A3.l8)	0	where	(h)k	=	(h,	...	Let	s	Theorern	2.6.2	>	0	be	a	real	number.	The	price	we
pay	for	this	is	the	lack	of	differentiability	at	t	=	0.	Hence	by	Holder's	inequality,	·	1/(1	-	JR.	Then	we	define	W''P(.Q)	=	{u	E	LP(!.1)1	:~(~	~.~?i;!	E	LP(.Qx	Q)}	(2.6.4)	+	a,	m	~	0,	m	an	integer,	with	the	obvious	norm.	-Q	stands	for	its	Glosure	in	R".	For	mixed	methods	see	Girault	and	Raviart	[l],	where	the	emphasis	is	on	fluid	flow	problems.	2,	1967.
4.14	l	0	Let	Q	be	a	smooth	open	set	in	Rn	with	bounded	boundary	Show	that	there	exists	a	unique	solution	u	to	the	problem	r.	If	we	set	,f,,(x)	s	l	in	a	neighbourhood	of	Oand	=	1>(~)	then	,f,,	s	I	in	a	neighbourhood	of	O	and	supp	(,f,,)	c	B(O;	~).	1-32,	1981.	Obstacle	Problem).	Let	Q	c	R•	be	an	open	set	and	let	1	.;;p.;;	oo.	Thus	sup	=	Vk	k	V	=	u=	~	0	or
irif	Uk.	k	In	fact	the	solution	u	produced	above	is	the	only	non-positive	solution	'Jf	(5.4.1).	(1.2.1)	Proof:	We	only	need	to	check	the	smoothness	at	x	=	0.	=C~(Q)	(f;	=	f;(R	•)).	inf	veHJ(Q)	By	Step	I,	{um}	must	be	bounded	in	HJ(Q).	If	Re	,\	:::;;	0,	the	equation	.\.	We	can	now	prove	the	following	result:	Theorem	4.4.2	Let	A	be	a	closed,	densely	defined
operator	such	that	for	every,\>	0,	(,\/	-	A)-	1	exists	as	a	bounded	linear	operator	with	!l(M	-	A)-1\I	~	,\-I.	264	FUNCTIONAL	ANALYSIS	AND	APPLICATIONS	Rabinowitz,	P.H.,	Theorie	du	Degre	Topologique	et	Applications	a	des	Problemes	aux	Limites	Nonlineaires,	Notes	by	H.	Thus	the	map	u	-	uP	is	not	compact	from	HJ(Q)	into	its	dual	H-	1(Q).	t}	and
so	:u	CIX/	=0	aau.x,	=	0	a.e.	a.e.	on	the	set	{x	I	u(x)	on	the	=	set	t}.	7	Let	I	<	p	.;;	oo	and	u	E	LP(Q),	Q	c	R"	an	open	set.	In	case	the	data	is	not	regular	WEAK	SOLUTIONS	OF	ELLIPTIC	BOUNDARY	VALUE	PROBLEMS	161	enough	one	can	also	use	a	density.	Also	as	u0	0	small	enough,(€<	3/4c)	we	get	J(v)	-	J(u0	);;,,	(e	2/4)	>	0	for	all	v	such	that'!lv	-
u0\l	=	e.	The	map	u-...	w	1	by	the	weak	maximum	principle	again.	{d~?)}	converges	uniformly	o	>	0.	Remark	4.3.1	The	property	(ii)	above	is	called	the	semigroup	property.	Example	4.4.1	Let	V	be	the	space	of	bounded	uniformly	continuous	functions	on	(0,	oo).	For	general	treatises	on	nonlinear	functional	analysis,	see	Deimling	[I],	Nirenberg	[2]	and
J.	2.8	Let	I	.;;	p	.;;	oo	and	u	E	L•(O).	We	can	use	the	above	lemma	to	construct	examples	of	elements	of	.9).	We	are	tempted	to	define	the	Fourier	transform	the	relation	I'	of	a	distribution	T	by	r(,t,J	=	T(j;J.	Also	the	semigroup	property	holds.	For	instance	if	we	consider	the	problem	Q}	=	u3	+fin	u=0	on	I'	-.du	-	>.u	with	the	associated	functional	the
techniques	of	this	chapter	will	not	work.	For	if	,t,.	wm,2(.Q)	=H'"(,f,/)	with	norm	W/f''2(Q)	=H/i'(D).	in	(0,	l)	x	(0,	oo)	/	1))	and	c	ER,	c	=I=	0.	Thus	u(y)	=	m	for	ally	E	B(x;	p)	and	thus	Q	1	is	also	open.	Hence	for	every	v	E	Q)(Q)	+	KL	uv	=	K	L	+L	+L	uv	u2v	fv	(J	and	as	9J(Q)	is	dense	in	HJ(!J),	this	is	true	for	all	v	E	l.Tl(Q).
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